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REPORT OF A MEETING ON rORMS or PRESENTATION, Geneva,

ANNEX 1

1979 (*)

Statement of basic problems
a) What are the forms of presentation accessible to people in
general?
b) What are the forms of presentation which permit some feedback?
Points raised in discussion
Tho points noLad in this section have been grouped together

to the discu8sion.
It is hoped that in this form
they will be meaningful to members of the network not present
at the meeting in order that further points may be added within
the framework or that the framework itself may be amended.
Clearly the process of regrouping points in this way may result
in some distortion of the ideas as originally put forward within
the meeting. This too should be corrected in SUbsequent raP
sub-group work.
~UbG8quent

A.

~asic

questions

1) What is to be communicated?
The importance of communicating waht is not evident was
stressed. On the one hand a presentation of different
problematigues results in exeessively balanced and undynamic
communication; although on the other hand, tho presentation
of solutions results in a "missionary" quality which is
equally undesirable. Related to this is the question of
whether the communication should be didactic or conscientising
(not the same thing)
2) To whom and/or with whom?
This is the question of the Zielpublikum or "target audience",
although these terms reflect an approach to communication which
does not conform to the criteria discussed below. They stress
communication "to", or "at", rather than "with". Should the
concern be primarily with a maximum number of people or should
the aim be selective (e.g. decision markers)? What are the
advantages of non-mass forms of communication? The disadvantages of mass forms?
3) To wh ate nd?
What is the desired effect of such communication? What is
expected? Although again these terms imply a certain determining influence and a certain minimum of manipulation of the
communication process which restricts the freedom of those
involved. Should the intention be simply to interest people
in the subject matter, or should they be challenged and stimulated to commit themselves to some course of action?

(*) Sub-project on rorms of Presentation of the Goals,
Processes and Indicators of Development project of the
United Nations University
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Uasic constraints
1)

By whom?
Whatever institutional or other delivery system selected
to disseminate the chosen form, certain characteristic
weaknesses become evident. for example, an intergovernmental
organization may ensure a very widespread distribution of a
publication which then ends up in the private libraries of
local officials and is not accessible to those whom it was
intended to benefit

2) Cos ts
Communication involves costs which must either be borne
or reduced (if not eliminated). Most obvious of these are
the financial costs, which of course differ with form of
presentation and the audience desired. Environmental Gosts
may be high if the chosen form or method of djstribution
involves excessive use of natural resources, ur energy, or
re~;ults in pollution of the environment (Whether in the form
of noise, paWH, etc.). finolly there are social costs
associated with a particular form.
These include need for
preliminary instruction of the form is to be acceptable and
usable, and the social cost of bringing people into the
dialogue mode.
C. Means and implementation
1) Range of alternatives
Emphasis was placed on the importance of bradening the
range of acceptable modes of presentation. The alternatives
to the written medium, and particularly the traditional
academic book or article, were stressed as being complementary
to the written mode and not a substitute for it
2) Technical constraints
Clearly there is a question of appropriateness of the
communication technology associated with a particular form
of presentation, in a particular setting Equipment (TV, video,
projectors, etc.) may involve unacceptable investment, operating, maintenance, or preliminary training costs.
This may
prevent use of the chosen form at the grass-roots level.
On
the other hand the equipment may be unsuitablH for climatic
or reasons
3) Technical possibilities
The meeting was somewhat divided as to the desirability of
forms of presentation associated with advanced technologies,
especially computers but not including TV and video. This
issue is dramatised by the rapid spread of such devices (e.g.
TV games for children and in cafes, low cost mini-computers,
computer conferencing).
D. Criteria for desirable forms
The discussion of the following criteria responded in part to
the basic questions noted above, in the sense that the nature
of the desirable medium defines the nature of the desirable
communication (to paraphrase McLuhan).
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1) 3tructure/content correspondence
The structure by which communication takes place (whether
organizational, technical) should correspond to the content of
the communi~ations. Namely undesirable methods of communication should not be used to communicate desirable massages or
else the value of the latter is compromised
2) Beyond the sender/receiver model
The tendency to perceive communication in terms of a sender/
receiver model in which the sender aims to influence the receiver
or "to fill a vacuum" in the receiver, should be rejected and
denounced.
This implies a unilateral cause effect appro~ch
which necessarily maintains and reinforces the privileged
position of the sender and insulates the sender from the receiver"
feedback.
3) Respect for those with whom communication occurs
Those initiating the communication should respect those who
become involved in the process.
The latter should be understood
as capable of introducing dimensions of value to both parties
as well as being able to adapt the form to local conditions
t"~)

Dialogue
Dialogue should be incorporated into ~he form of presentation
whenever possible to ensure appropiate feedback between both
parties. The "dazibao" in China (a wall on which community
messages and counter-messages can be hung) was cited as a desirable example. Other forms may permit dialogue to a greater or
lesser degree (e.g. letters to editor, books with write-in-option,
call-in-radio or TV)
5) Feedback
The three previous points all imply a form of feedback to
those initiating the communication (however, does not the term
itself imply an undesirable directionality to the communication
process?). The basic point is to avoid alienating or hypnotising those exposed to the chosen forms.
Passive communication
consumerism should be avoided
6) Openness
It was suggested that the chosen form should in some measure
leave those exposed to it open to dream, to disorder and to
chance, namely free to impose whatever degree of order seemed
appropriate at the time.
In this sense the whole communication
process should be conceived rather like the classic "message in
the bottle cast into the sea".
There should be elements of
randomness as to how it will be received and by whom and what
will be the result
7) Reinforcement of the eXisting good
Communication which reinforces beneficial tendencies and processes is much to be preferred to communication which attempts
to introduce alternatives conceived as "good" by outsiders.
Aside from the risk that the latter will be rejected the former
is more readily understood

.. / ..
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8) Simplicit~
The importance of conceiving forms of communication in terms
of the needs of simple people was stressed, in contrast to the
tendency to develop increasingly complex froms of presentation.
It was also argued that even those who have received a specialized education are simple in those domains not covered by
their speciality. There is therefore a need to communicate
with the simple in each of us, including (and perhaps especially)
those in positions of responsibility
9) Action possibilities
Exposure to the chose form should not simply trigger wonder
or interest which do not necessarily offer thR individual any
pO:3 sib i lit y for a c U 0 n •
The co n ten t s h 0 u1 d et I a 11 e n 9e and
indicate actIon p05~jbilities so that the indjvidual is noL
left frustrated and alienated by the inability to act
10) Schematic approach

Because of the above criteria, and particularly the impossibility of determining the needs of each set of users (especially
where a variety of cultures is concerned), there is an advant~ge
in leaving the product somewhat unfinished.
It is completed for
local distribution, if it is not completed by the user as part
of the process
11) Complexi ty

Although there is need for simplicity in communication, as
noted above, it is also clear that an important feature of what
needs to be communicated lies in the interrelated ness of a
number of simple notions. Seen as a whole the interrelationship
pattern is complex (e.g. ecosystem notions), often involving
non-linear features.
The challenge is to find a means of communicating complexity simply and rendering such patterns comprehensible.
The conventional tendency tofucus on isolated questions
(e.y. children, food, health, disarmament, etc.) as though they
were independent should be avoided, if only by treating each
of the elements in the pattern as part of a pattern. for
example, by producing a set (not a "series") of posters on
individual topics such that when hung together!n a room the
pattern between them emerges.
It is not the element which
should be stressed but the pattern of relationship between them.
E. Complementaritv of forms of presentation
1) Complementarity
As noted above, stress was placed on the manner in which forms
should be conceived as complementing one another. The nature of
this complementarity remains to be explored in the complete
range of forms (of which Annex 1 is indicative of the variety).
By complementarity is meant that the possibilities, limitations
and characteristics of one form may be complemented by use of
one or more others - each appealing to groups with different
mind-set and communication preferences

2) Transformability
It is desirable that communication through one form should
be transformable into communication through another if the latter
is likely to be more appropriate. As with complementary, the
limitations on transformability remain to be explored
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3) Privileged modes
The prevalence of certain forms was noted (e.g. books,
articles). Attention is required to the manner and extent
to which alternatives can be used. On the other hand the
present degree of commitment to such privileged modes
ensures any substitution can only be limited and may only
be possible in areas where the written mode has not yet
become habitual.
In the final analysis these difficulti8s
are raised by many forms of presentation which have emerged
as a consequence of industrialization.

F. Evaluation and research
1) Sucesses and failures to date

Much has ~een done in the way of experiment over the past
decRdes in order to communicate development related concepts
to many different audiences.
The work of the different UN
Specialized Agencies through their information programmes is
one example. Many more experiements have been conducted at
the national level.
The question is to what extent have these
experiements been sucessful, and to what extent a failure?
Is improvement possible and in what areas, in the light of
pas t experiencBs? What has blocked such- improvements in the
past?
2) Evalua ti on
Attention is required to the method by which different
forms of presentation can be evaluated and compared, for
example, with regard to the time period over which they
effect useful change (i.e.g. immediately or in 15 years)
and the number of people which can be involved.
There may
be various kinds of tradeoff between different advantages
and disadvantages
3) FoPs as an object of research
Beyond the problems raised by evaluatjon are those concerned
with understanding how different forms come to be preferred or
needed by different groups of people. Why are some new forms
perceived as "gimmicks" and rejected in favour of traditional
forms?
4) Influence of new PoPs on research
It was recognized that innovation in forms of representation
had facilitated development of understanding in certain fields
(e.g. chemistry and structural models= geography and maps).
Any breakthrough to suitable new forms could therefore have
important consequences. New vehicles are required for new
concepts.
G. MeLa and other questions
1) Purpose of communi.c<1tion

Whilst the importance of specifying the effect desired on
those exposed to the forms was stressed (see above), some
attention was given to the question of the purpose of achieving
that end. To what extent were the forms not only a means but
an end? The goal/process relationship (e.g. in the GPID project
itself) was compared to the zen attitude as exemplified in the
art of archery - the two blend into a new unity.
The challenge

.. / ..
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is to impvove the objective forming potential. Should
attention be on FoPs or on the process in which they are
embedded, or on the ~rocess whereby they are generated?
2) Re-assessement of communicant status
An ideal FoP places communicants in a situation in which
they are encouraged to re-assess their own position vis-a-vis
each other and the subject matter ("une mise en question").
This proce~s is basic to any approach to non-linear thinking
(e.g. zen, de Bono, Drzybski)
3) Self-education
The implication that GPID's FoP concern was limited to an
audience of simple people "out there" in the streets or in
developing country villages was questioned. Given the variety
of development problems and obstacles which are characteristic
of our current institutions and their inhabitants, a useful
test for GPID sucess in this area would be its ability to
formulate FoPs which would facilitate meaningful change to
new patterns within such institutions and programmes, and
communicate with a wide variety of people.
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ANTI-DEVELOPMENTAL BIASES IN THESAURUS DESIGN

Paper
presented to the Conference on Conceptual
and
Terminological Analysis (CONTA) in a workshop on Glossaries
and Termbanks
(Bielefeld,
May 1981). The conference was
sponsored by the Committee on Conceptual and Terminological
Analysis
(COCTA) and supported by bodies including UNESCO,
the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft,
and the Gesellschaft
fur Dokumentation eV;
it was organized by the Gesellschaft
fur Klassifikation eVe
An edited version of this paper, without the diagrams and
tables,
appears in:
F W Riggs (Ed):
The CONTA Conference;
proceedings of the Conference on Conceptual and Terminological Analysis of the Social Sciences. Frankfurt/Main, INDEKS
Verlag 1982.
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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to identify a number of
biases which seem to manifest frequently in the process of thesaurus
construction.
Th8 intent is to indicate how these biases are
inherently dnti-rj8v!~lufJm8ntal rInd introduce distortions into the
dp~:;ign proce:3s which con:"ti tute obstacles to social devolopmenr..
I t. i 3 S LJ 9 lJ e s tr:l rJ t h Cl t. U", e f f El C t 0 f t h 8 S H b L1 s e s i spa r tic u 1 a I' 1 Y
~)Hri()ug in th(~ Ca(3r~ (Jf t.h~lsauri touching on thn social scif:1nco
rJorr1'lin.
T~is paper is necessarily a preliminary investigation
of this problem are8.
The points are made to open up discussiun.
For this reason, the supp~rting arguments and evidence have not
beAn presented here, although they have in most cases formed part
of the arguments ef several earlier papers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5).

Bias 1.

Static bias associated with noun categories

It is curious that most thesauri that have been designed or
prcposed Hre concerned solely with ordering nouns or objects
(c,dl~.:rJ "~':;Ubj8CtS"). Tht"l position of thn noun in thB schefTl'-l m3Y
be '-"fff~cted by ;:jn arJjectillcd qualifi8r, but the r'rlphnis rnmains
rw v ' r the 1 (0 S:i [) n b u un d d cl rib j u c t s (e v (} n i f t h 8 Y d [' I .liJ S t r <J c: r~ ) •
Ttl'~ I' n suI t () f
t 11 8 U '3', U fan y 3 U c h the s a u I' u s i '3 t /18 l' I ~ for ~3 n r~ c (o~; :3 a r i 1 y
,t,jtic - (J static dS3 f ;rnbl3go of nuuns.
The fun d El men tal ch d re: c tor i s tic 0 f rJ 8 V r~ lop rn g n t i s ch a ng e d n d
The 9ssenti3l problem of development is how to initiate
and guide dov31opment and render it self-controlling as B social
process.

rlOVB~8nt~

It is therefore legiti~ate to ask whether thesauri conceived in
terms of essentially st~tic categories are in any way adequate to
ordering information relevant to development.
Clearly static
schemes have a role to phly, but given the essential challenge
of the development dynamic, are not other types of thesauri
f8quired to safeguard and highlight this dynamism?
Naively perhaps, it may be asked whether complementary thesauri
3hould not be designeci using verbs
(procFJsses)as categories,
emphasizing the relationship between such processes.
It is not
sufficir:Jnt to argue that the noun "development" implies a
"dev f31opment process" or "to develop". A noun is a process deprived
of its essential dynamic.

./ ..
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thesauri using as a category "to developll would raise many
interesting questions, which the static "development ll at present
obscures.
It is certainly worth speculating that the widespread failun
:if "development" and th3 prevalence of lI meldev'31opmont" is at
least partly due to a f~iluro to order information in a more
dynamic mode instead of in the traditional static mode.

~\

Bias 2.

Low-context

bi~s

associated with western science

Civon the striking contribution of the westcHn world to the
o;:,uering of knowledge in recent centuries, it is Ur:lsy to forglJt
I~hclt thl3rH are othf';L' approaches to ordering r.eality which hav8
been favoured in thf~ pClst, continue to helve their advocates, and
IJJhich mClY be sitjnificdnt for the future.
The sciuntific method
has even been considered Cl by-product of the indo-european language
group. But there are other language groups, especially in the
highly populated developing countries.
It is too easily assumed
that a thesaurus, meaningfully structured to the western mind, is
an adequate vehicle for knowledge for users in non-western cultures
for whom other dimensions may be of greater significance.
This is not the place to cite tho arguments of Whorf and others
the manner in which languages pr~-order reality in
unexpected ways. Anthropologist Edward T Hell notes however that:
"Yet a review of the historical d8velopment of taxonOMy of living
things reveals that, paradoxically, the more Western man classifies,
t;hf'! less useful ,He his classificatory systems.
Folk
taxonomie s
~nd scientific taxonoMies are examples of high- and low-context
systeMS respectiveJy ••• modern classification me~huds provide man
with a lot of information th~t is difficult to integrate into a
usuable, intelligible pattern.
This is a classic ex~mple of
low-context information.
• •• The classification system cannot
handle the VdSt numbers now involved. A new paradigm is clearly
needed • ••• Whichever way we Westerners turn, we find ourselves
deeply preoccupied with specifics, to the exclusion of everything
else •••• The questions that must be answered are: Where do we go
for the overview 7 Who is putting things together 7 \rJho are the
experts in high-context integrative systems 7 Who knows how to
make the type of observations necessary to build integrative
s ys t ems 0 f t h 0 u g h t t h <3 t will tell us wher e we s tan d 7* (6, l'1 2 2 - 1 2 3 ) •
conce~ning

Elsewhere Hall notes :
"Ther f3fore, as thinr)s beclJrnEl more complex, as they inevitably must
with fast-evolving, low-context systems, it eventually becomes
necessary to turn life and institutions around and move toward the
gre~t8r stability of the high-context part of th8 scale ~s A way
of dEFiling with information overload" (6,t_ 103 ).
The effective imrosition of indo-8uropean classification schemes
on other cultures may thereforo not only do violence to their
cultural perspectives but may also obstruct both communication to
those cultures (knowledge transfer) and communication from those
cultures (of the high-context variety rare in western knowledge
systefTls).
H0W are high and low-context dimensions to be blended together in
a development-oriented thosaurus 7
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Bias 3.

Pattern conservation bias

Thesauri (11'8 usually designed with "S[1(1r8 positions" et which
n -3 llJ 8 U b - C El t ego r i 8 S can be r] rj de d • The h 8 a 1 thy " e \/ 0 11 j t ion It 0 f
Ul'3 the8surus O\JtH time is then seen as i-he gradual fillinu UfJ
of th8S0 positions. Serious problems arise wh8n thgre Rr8 no
1 [) n 9 r <' ny s p rl (' f3 fJ 0 '3 i t ion 9 'J V ail a b 1 p f 0 t' n c \11 sub - cat 9 'J 0 r i e s •
V,-, r i n 1/":; " f u dgin 'J" tee h n; '1 u e S ;J I' 8 t h '? n us 8 cl t,o " 8i] U e 9 7 P the P1 i nit.
I:>

PI:. no r'cdnt is

there ,H'y qugc;tion (.f chanlJing th,> fundamp.ntal

arnund whi.ch th r3 thesnuru'~ i3 built..
ThBsaurj BJ:'P dSSUfT1Rc!
to grow by 9xtRnsion of 3 pre-defined pnttern and not by
transformation of that pattern. This conserv~tive bias is H
dgfinite obstacle to conceptual Hdvance whenever interdisciplinary
subjocts be~ome fashionable (e.g. development, environment).

!H-\tt~p,'n

This bias is itgelf protected 8nd rpinforced by the manner in
which resources a~e inv8sterl in the documentation systems based
on the untransforrnable thesaurus. The consequence is that if a
new pattern appears desirable, an alternative thesaurus has to be
designed (usually within a different institutionBl context, as in
the case of UNESCO/SPINES).
The new thesaurus tends however to be built with the same pattern
nnnserving bias.
Users are thus confrontf3d lJJith a set of unrelated thesauri whose
are seldom concerned by the lack of relationship between
thom. (This gives rise to what might be called the "politics of
the thesauri arenfJ"). This bias is therefore a guarantee of
discontinuity and of inter-thesauri hubris - both of which
undermine the effective mobilization of conceptual resources for
development.

ddvoc~t8S

Bi a s

4.

DY 8 f u nc ti

0

na 1 b i a s

Most thesauri are of necessity (given the manual processing
tradition) fairly simple structures. They are merely an evolutionary step beyond the list. The main concern is to be able to
store and retrieve reasonably well-identified documents.
The problem is that any such design philosophy is tot~lly insensitive to the functionHl relationships between the phenomena thus
encoded. The fact, for example, that mercury mAy penetrAte through
food chains to affect seriously the survival of a bird species is
not something that such a thesaurus is designed to highlight
(especially in the CBse of a specialized thesaurus for chemical
cOfTlpounds).
response might be that this is not the purpose of a thesaurus
and that, properly coded, documents reflecting the mercury/bird
relationship could be retrieved.
A

./ ..
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ItJ h i 1 s t

t his mi 9 h tin dee, d bet h 8 cas 8 - i f the use r . k new how (0 r why)
to phrase the correct question - there is a major difference
between a thesaurus d(~signed to highlight (or even "foresee")
such relationships. and one which simply "absorbs" the relevant
document and "observes" the relationship. Such relationships
are vital to understanding of the development prncess.

Bias 5.

Insensitivity to thesaurus implications

Although few would argue that the universe is organized into the
categories reflectod in a given thesaurus. unfortunately many
df8 donn. a disservice by the mechanistic category assemblages
characteristic of existing thesauri. Because thesauri are the
~rim8 concern of high-volume documentation systems, it is easy
to forget the needs of others who are obliged to order inforMation
often of direct relevance to development. Such users may be
inspired by the structure of some existing thesaurus and use Cl
simplified version.
Or, frustrated by the lack of any operationally significant
thesaurus, they may well have to design their own - however
primitive.
The social irresponsibility of those with skills in thesHurus
design m~y be seen in their lack of concern for the following
user concerns
(a) Bookshop layout: Major bookshops, faced with the volume of
books. are now reduced to displaying books linearly within a
few sections and relying on retrieval by author. There a no
non-linear aids to retrieval other than point-of-sale advertising of fashionable items. Sale of books in mass marketing
environments ensures the absence of qualified assistants to
provide non-linear retrieval advice.
(b) Agenda design: The link is seldom made betw~en thesaurus
design and the construction of an agenda, despite the major
importance of the latter for action planning.
It is highly
probable that many ag8rdas ell'S "bc'ld" thesauri, and many
thesauri cons t,i tute "bad" agendas (even in development agencies).

(c) Curricula design: Again thA link is seldom made betwoen
th8saurus dpsign (IntJ tlw fddbor~1tion of a curriculurrl for ~J
3 C il 00 1 0 l' U n i v ~Jr 8 i t y.
D8 S pit e the d 8 vel 0 pm13 n t ::11 3 i 9 n i fie a nc 13
of curricul~, it is highly probable that m~ny curricula are
bad" t h 9 S (j U ri, ':} n d rn ,'I ny the s Cl u r i cons tit u t '3 " bad" cur l' i c u la.
11

(d) Organization charts: The organization chart of any institution.
including governments, is in effect a thesaurus of action
responsibilities. Again it is highly probable that many such
chRrts do not benefit from the skills of thesaurus ccnstruction,
and that many thesauri are a poor foundation for the structuring
of organizational responsibilities, in response to development
issues.
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This problem also extends to planning and policy formulation.
Many thesauri ~ay simply reinforce bad policy-making.
In each of the above examples there is a sense in which the
operational context could constitute a I1bad l1 th8s8urus - the
I1 me dium becomes the message l1 - however good may appear the
thesauri used in documentation systems.
Bias 6.

Avoidance of top-of-hierarchy issues

It is to be exp8cted that most uf the effort of thesaurus
constructinn should be dir~~ct(~d to clarification of problems
within 80me domains. But it is surprising how little offort
is directed toward clarifying the relationship between the major
hierarchies within which this effort is made. The identification
of wh2Jt constitutes the I1top of the hierarc~' llIould appear to be
a very empirical process much inFluenced by :
a) the pre-determinod priorities of the institution which is
effectively commissioning the thesaurus design,
b) the number of digits which are available- in the first position
of any basic code by which the hierarchy is to be ordered,
c) the traditional divisions of the universe to which the thesaurus is designed to adapt in an essentially passive explanatibry mode.
Indeed from this perspective it is astounding to note the lack
of significant difference between the earliest recorded groupings
of knowledge (1000 or 2000 years ago: see Fi~. 1) and the recent
thesauri, that of UNESCO end ACe for example (see Fig. 2).
How is the presence of "art" as one major grouping, to be justified in a thesaurus which contains "science"? How are other
major groupings to be recognized? What does the historical
development of thesaurus construction reveal about blind-spots
in the selection of major domains? On what theoretical ground
is it possible to stand in order to predict current blind-spots
which might be of vital significance to the development process?
To answer such questions, a more functionally-oriented awareness
is required of what euch such domain is for. What is it in the
way B 90cial group functions which determines the way that group
cuts up the field of its perception (and then proceeds to reinforce the subdivision by institutionalizing it in various ways)?
Avoiding such questions is guaranteed to ensure that any thesaurus
will be a significant disservice to one or more cultures of this
highly diversified planet.
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Bias 7.

PrBferenc8 for adaptive "maintenance" thesauri

In ,,\ recent report of the Club of Rome entitled "No limits to
le~rning" (7) which lillS endorsed by UNESCO, great stross was
pl3ced on the importance for society of "innovative learning"
as contrasted with the traditional Forms of "maintenance" or
"adnptive" learning - particularly if humanity was to preserve
and develop its heritage through the present combination of
crises.
In this light, it is fair to state that most thesauri are adapted,
the fact, in response to new issues. Every attempt is made
to fit the new issues into the old framework which failed to
highlight the last crisis. New thesauri when they are designed
are generally uncr8ative compromises between the faults of
existing thesauri.
They do not breakthrough to a new level of
significance.
It is therefore not surprising that society is
ill-equipped to marshall its resources in response to previously
unforeseen crisos in the development process.

~fter

8ias 8.

Investment in rigid, anti-experimental systems

Thesauri tend to be designed in one of two ways, possibly with
some overlap between them :

8) the framework is conceived, and existing items are fitted into
it, before using the scheme in practice ("top-down"),
b) sample lists of items used in practice, usually by different
institutions, are grouped together experimentally for comment
and revisior, ("bottom-up").
8ot.h approaches are maintained completely separate from on-going
use of any documentation system by real users.
If, and when,
the resulting thesaurus is implomented in practice - it is
inconceivable that further exprimentation should take place (for
several years at least) because of the heavy investment in any
such chRnge.
Institutions become "locked" into a rapidly aging
thesaurus.
An alternative npproach, entirely feasible with existing use of
computers in this area, is to separate (a) the identifying code
for a category from (b) i4ny other code used to position it within
a thesaurus framework.
If this distinction is made, the necessary
coding investment can be made in (a), whilst leaving users free to
use one or more different thesauri with which to explore the data.
Some of these could be experimental, thus changing the whole
approach to resea~ch on thesaurus design.
It would ~lso facilitate,
at minimum cost, thg higher risk ',xperiment'l~ion on inno\ll'Jtive
thesC1uri fr'J 'l1 which fund8rnental breakthroughs are to be expFlcted •
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For oxamp]e, it lunlllri be interesting to consult '3 thesaurus in
a "nnlHI rr:ode", and hgv'1 the frlcility to switch int.o a "verb mode",
or 9\/0f1 into Cl "vc-due mone" (The points lacking correspondences
would be of ~reat interest).
Bias 9.

Depersonalized

portr~yal

of thesauri

ThesAuri tend to he portraypd as very ab3tr~ct structures fro~
!lIhich sub iectiv8 uersonal p,lements hav8 been eliminated. The
design of~th8saur~ is limited to a small elite with the possibility
of ensurins that H thesaurus is implemented (and whose professional
status benefits in consequence).
In fact, however, as any debate
amongst such an elite quickly demonstrates, thesauri HrB highly
personal constructs and (as social acts) can engender very emotional resronses.
Even from a purely logical point of view, as Francisco Varela
demonstrates: "In contrast with what is commonly assumed, a
description, when carefully inspected, reveals the properties of
the observer" (S) .. A thesaurus is a description which
characterizes the designer (or the designin9 institutions).
If thesauri embody personal, ideological, cultural, and operational biases in this way, this should be more clearly stated
(e.g. in the introduction to any Ut\IESCO thesaurus) together with
the implications of that statement.
But it also follows that
much greater emphasis should be placed on arranging for each user
to enjoy the creative advantages of personalizing the thesaurus
through which s/he luishes to perr-sive any data set.
This is especially true given the d8vAlopmental significance of
transforming on8'H own thesaurus, as one's perspective matures,
rather than being imprisoned in some institutionalized construct depersonalization hRS never enhanced the innovative responses
needFJd at this til'1S. The computer possibilities for doing this
h2jve been noted above.
.
8ias 10.

Concealment of contradictions

The essence of the dramatic situation faced by humanity at this
time lies in the conflict between laudable concerns such as
economic production and environmental quality, or between communication and the preservation of the uniqueness of different
cultures, etc. Whether such polarities are viewed as inherently
contradictory or as vital complementaries matters less than the
fact that this dynamic feature is totally absent as a structural
dimension of thesauri design. The unfortunate exception is that
some institutionally inspired thesauri are designed to exclude
pArticular poles when the institution is an advocate of the
opposing complementary.
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This is 8,:"pecially unfortunate when the institution is obliged
to alternate betwpen the pol~r positions (as in the casa of
ngnnCip.'3 in a 1. -p(iJ:ty governmental system).
is use F u 1 t Q S I1 t~ CU LJ t (') 0 nth 8 a d van tag e S 0 f rJ 8 S i 9 n i ngin t 0
thesauri, not only dyddic complementarities, but also triadic,
com~18mentBrities dnd those corresponding to greater numbers of
set elements (tl).
I t

Bias 11.

ConcealMent of values

In the ongoing debat8 as to whether science, and especially social
8cience t can be IIvalue-freell, it is easy to assume that thesauri
(if nothing else) are free of inbuilt value orientations. However,
as has been impliAd at Cl number of points above, this is far from
being the case.
In fact each decision in the design of a thesaurus
is hi(Jhly inf luenced by r1 set of values which is never rendered
f3xplicit (nxcBpt j n thn structure of the thf3saurus itself).
[XPU-JSfH3d som(l,wh'3~, rJiffet'ontly "it is all too HfH3Y for the person
who is in full COf!lMsnrJ of ('J particular behaviour<-ll systBm, such
riB langu~ge (or a thosHurus),
to confuse what he can do with Cl
[J i v r~ n s y ~) t n m, wit i I t h _~ un" tat e d rule s 9 0 V 8 r n i n 9 t h [3 UJ a y t. h £3 S Ys t e m
Cl p 8 r Cl t fl C, 11
(H Cl 11, (), p. 8 8, par e nth e s .i sad d e -j ) •
When thesHuri are compared in this light, somB very strange
emphases become apparent. Subject fields which are developed
in one thesaurus will be strongly compressed, expanded, or
excluded in other3, for reasons whic~ are far from obvious.
~n institutional thesaurus is in f~ct one of the best indicat8rs
2f the prejudices of an o~ganiz~tion.
This situation cannot be avoided, but a mOf3 creative response
is possible if it is possible] for a user to "personalize" the
th J38uru3 by 9xplnding, collapsin(~ or reallocating categories
~t will (H3 suggested abov9), and then to compare them with those
(Jf ~J1tHrn(jtive \/a1U8 i=H3rspectiv8::;.
It is even u8f3ful to r':lflf:?ct
on trw p03sihility 01 computer generated "distoJ'sion indicc,tors"
(when a US8r 3uppcass8~ ~ll environmental cBtegories from an
industry th88Huru;;, for HX:'1mplo).
L

it that no th('ls21uri have been produced with values as
categories - or WDre theso the "celestial" frarnoworks of the
~edi8val period which are m3do to appear ridiculous by the
currently fashionable noun fraMeworks? As suggested above,
modern value thesauri should be possible and would seem to b9
a vital support for development as an essentially value governed
process - and a corrective to some present excesses. On this
point, Hall states: "In English, when a man says, "It rained
last night", there is no way of knowing how he arrived at that
conclusion, or if hg is even telling the truth, whereas a Hopi
cannot talk about the rain at all without signifying the nature
of ~is relatedness to th3 evont - firsthand experience, inference,
or he21rsay" (6, p. 87).

itJhy is
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the s a u r u 5 u sin 9 Ul IJ S imp le cat ego r y " l' El in" \U 0 U 1 d p r. 8 sum R b 1 y
be meaningless to ~ Hopi. Experience suggests that increasingly
::l1e use of coltE~gOl'il:ls like "dev31opment" <1re relatively
m8dning18~3s unles'; UHJ values associ~tl:ld with it (ire rendtH'ed
<:!xplicit.
Bias 12.

Preference for simplistic list structures

As noted above, most thesauri are a form of nested list structure
which is one of the most simple structures in the range explored
by man, both in the arts and in the sciences. One response to
this has bgen to abandon, more or less completely, dependence on
a thesaurus in fAvour of associative structures.
This possibility is encouraged by the power of computer text
an(jlysis in data bases, which leave it to the user to order the
d a t a i n t 0 any hie l' arc hie s d lit sir e d - a for m 0 f con c e p tu a 1 " a na r c h y "
in reaction to thu "imperialism lf of list ~3tructures. A list does
not order the relHtionships between its elements except in rolation to nested suhlists or in the case of a list in series form.
This does not imply thClt such relationships' are lacking, merely
th2lt they cannot fHJ reflected in the list form.
Note that a list
is in fact R s8ril~s (If "points", but it is not necessary to
conceive of it as such. The points could be represented as areas
on a surface.
It is only in the matrix that the manner in which
the total area is cui up becomes explicit.
As advocated by Ingetraut Dahlberg (9), for exemple, the matrix
is an important step beyond the list.
It is important because
of the extra dimension of order imposed upon the categories.
It
is worth noting that a first attempt at this seems to have been
a renaissance "Torre della 5apienza" (10).
As noted in an earlier papec (11, p. 292) :
The cells of a matrix may ht> thought of as subareas of the art~a
representing thf' totality that the matrix attempts to reflect. The
subareas art', of course, positioned with respect t.o column and row
commonalitips. It is now interesting to ask why tht~ art>8 is bounded
in such a Iimitill!; manner, for the redangular or square form is one
of the sirnplpst. It provides a (paned) "window" through which the
totality may be perceived. But it raises questions about the "wall" in
which the window is set and the position of the observer in relation
to the observed on the other side of the window.
Now to the extent that the matrix is complete in its coverage,
there really should not be any "wall." 'Dle matrix should in such
cases in effect "wrap around" the observer; all L<; window and
nothing is implicit, unexplicated, or excluded. If this is not so, then
the wall should be conceived as wrapping around the observer,
possibly with other windows corresponding to other partial views of
the external totality to which the observer may turn his attention.
From this point of view the conventional two-dimensional matrix
raises the question of the conceptual significance of crossing the
encompassing boundary. It seems irrational and unmeaningful because the wall is unrecognized. There is almost a flavor of danger of
"falling over the edge," as !'ailors feared with the early "flat earth"
mod~ls.
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If it is assumed that the matrix is complete, th~n it should be
possible to represent it without such an arbitrary external
boundary. If the Bxternal boundary is eliminated, then the
fTl21trix takes the form of a closed surface "wrapped around" the
observer.TheThrre della Sapienza mentioned above was in fact
~ssociat8d with the unique study room of Francesco di Medici •••
in which eBch surface represented a category (although not
ne c 8 S S B r i 1 y ana un) (1 2 ) • But by wh H t pro c 8 d u J' (] C Rna t w(J - d i rn p n:3i()m~1 matrix be so t.rHnsf(Jrm('~d and to what d(J~JS it giv8 rise?
f\
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Consider a two-hy-two matrix. The simplest symmetrical. figure
that retains the same number of areas is the tetrahedron. It provides
four "windows" on the external universe for any observer positioned
within.
The continuity of surface area of the three-dimensional figure
emphasizes any functional continuity between the aspects associated
with the individual subareas or facets (the "panes"). But at the same
time, it draws attention to the discontinuities between the areas
associated with the edges. They are not smooth transitions but are
marked by sharp angles. It may then be asked (if reality is continuous in ('on,ra5t to our conceptions thereof) whether such Cl
representation suggests others that would reflect a lesser degree of
discontinuity between aspp.cts. And indeed there are, for the greater
number of symmetrically disposed surface areas ("panes"), the larger
the angle betwpcn adjacent areas and the closer the approximation to
a continuous surface-namely, a spheroid.
However, the greater thl' n~mber of distinct areas (whatever they
signify), the more difficult it is to comprehend the totality with any
preeision. The patterning of the surface area may be readily scanned,
but it is only through the "distorted discontinuities" of the simpler
and most unspherical figures that it may be grasped to any degree
(e.g., those eonesponding to the simpler matrixes). A compromise
may be considPrcd, however. Even a tetrahedron may be projected
onto a circumscribed sphere. This cuts up the surface of the sphere
into four (spherically) triangular arp.<ls. More complex figures would,
of course, result in more complex patterns on the surface of the
sphere.

The ch~118nge is to mAintain continuity, but the realities of
the discontinuities between extant conceptual frameworks may
suggest that any such goal is idealistic.
"Disturbing" factors,
and an indicator of conceptual dynamics, are: unequal cell
development, gaps, unrecognized zones (i.e. "wall space" within
which the original matrixes were set).
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Furthgr inwstigation of the possibility of int.roducing non-linear
survature into th'3 tradi tionally planar preoccu\Jations of t.hesaurus
(:("sign could well provide ClUBS to a new level of macro-ordgring
which is hospitable to a variety of linear/planar thesauri but
nevertheless establishes valuable links between them.
Bias 13.

Exclusion of uncorleable rlimensions

It is 8i'lSY to <irg'IA thc1t thes~urus d8siCJn should bA restricted tn
cnncern for c~t0CJori83 which c~n be pmbodied in ~n Bxtende1
l j ,; t ,~t r u r. t, I I r R •
f11 I t , fJ j \} R nth e p e s e n t v i (y' cow, rJ i q c u s si, nab 0 u t
riJ'll., ~ rid left-hnm;-;r'hArp ;;Jll['l'(lacfil!O to knowled'Jf', it is IHgiti"Tl:-1t.e
to ~c':.sk ulh<JrhfJr' <:;IJ"h t.hc's:'luri Arf~ nl")t simr1y ;'1T'tqfi'H'ts [Jf H,P
iuft-h8fTd·,!JhRP'l Hna1.yUc:J1 mind, :~nd {'IS c;uch 2lro functionolly
inr;ompl(.~te.
This hoUlPv P (' hegs tht3 queRt..ic'n ':lS t.o how rightilemi<;phere holisti.c L1ilT\onsions are to b~J introduced, without
rloina violgnce both to their very nature and to the preservation
ef the distinctions vital to the harrl-won achievements of lefthemisphere thouQht.

8

l'

It h"lS heRn assUfTI -3d that this is nnt [lossib,le bAcause of the
inberently analytic nature of the thesaurus structure. But as
the pr8vious section suggests, macro-ordering possibilities may
be introduced which give a hQlistic dimension. The question is
whether these must necessarily be linear (left-hemisphere
~nalytical) forms of ordering or whether nonplinear (righthemisphere) forms can be introduced.
f

Sue h c.~ s t e p IU 0 \.11 d d (l mu c h t n r 8 t r i eve t. h e s a u r i r r 0 m . t h f~ i r S 0 mB whnt isolated "cH'chiv<Jl" function in ~ocioty, as well as establishing ~ bridQ'3 to tho vital philosophical concern for the
int89rativ~, pDrAduxical, non-rational relationship betweon
c nmpIe men tar i e san cl 0 P P 0 9 i t (J s • I nth i iJ con nee t ion, i t ism uc h
to be regr8tt(~d that onA of the most renowned Eastern philosphe,rs
concerned with this matter, namely Lao Tso (13) ~id not also leave
a record of the significance of his reflections for his function
as keeper of the Chinese imperial archives in the sixth century

B.C.
In the light of earlier arguments (4), there seems to be a
possibility of introducing such new dimensions at the macro-lev~l
in such 8 way that they do not effect the analytical dBtail which
is the present focus of thesaurus design.
It is possible that
thesauri will reach a new threshold of maturity And relevBnceto
human and social development once this is achieved.
Bias 14.

Mechanistic concept of thesaurus integration

I~plicit i~ several of the previous sections is the argument that
current approaches to thesaurus integration are overly simplistic
given the range of structures which man has now explored conceptually.

•I
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As argued in an earlier paper (14) : there are two extremes in
the conventiunal approach to "integration":
- "21qqlomerative" : in this case alternative thesauri are conceived
as co-existing in such a way that their incompatible features
do not result in undesirable conflict between them,
- "fusion" : in this case, deliberate efforts are made to reconcile
the apparently incompatible features of the thesauri, such that
a new transcendent thesaurus emerges to replace them. This
may be achieved by excluding some thesauri which cannot be
incorporated in this way. Fusion \1lay only be "house tidying"
with similar thesauri.
The first approach tends to be unsatisfactory in an increasingly
complex society in which undesirable conflict does result from
incompatibilities between the thesauri. The second tends to be
unsatisfactory, either because of conflict arising from what is
excluded, or bec~use such fusion is quickly perceived as a
constraint on further development if the thesaurus is successfully
implemented. The more successful it is, the more its proponents
will resist any further reconceptualization. Such thesauri do
not acknowledge their limitations, the need ,for their limitations,
and the need for their eventual demise. They are conceived as
a "final solution" detached from the processes which brought
them (temporarily) into being.
Much richer approaches to thesaurus integration emerge from,
and are necessitated by, such varied domains as ecosystem integration, "oscillatory" integration in multi-party political
systems, education, strategy, etc. Any organic form of integration which matches the dynamism of real-world phenomena is perhaps
necessarily oscillatory. 5urpr~ingly, perhaps, there is in fact
much to be learnt from the theory and philosophy of music as a
guide to further investigation. It is refreshing to note how
this possibility e~erges from reflections on the non-western
4,000 year-old chanted hymns of the Rg Veda of the Indian
tradition. A careful exploration of this work by a philosopher,
Antonio de Nicolas (15), using the non-8001ean logic of quantum
mechanics (16), opens up valuable approaches to integration.
The unique feature of the approach is that i t is grounded in
tone and the shifting relationships between tones~ It is through
the pattern of musical tones that the significance of the
Rg Veda is found.
"Therefore, from a linguistic and cultural perspective, we have
to be aware that we are dealing with a language where tonal and
arithmetical relations establish the epistemological invariances •••
Language grounded in music is grounded thereby on context
dependency; any tone can have any possible relation to other
tones, and the shift from one tone to another, which alone makes
melody possible, is a shift in perspective which the singer
himself embodies. Any perspective (tone) must be "sacrificed"
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for a new one to come into being; the song is a radical activity
which requires innovation while maintaining continuity, and the
"world" is the creation of the singer, who shares its dimensions
with the song. (15, p. 57).
Of the greatest interest is the link made by de Nicolas with
P.A. Healan's concorn with "The logic of changing classificatory
frameworks" (16) in terms of the conceptual freedom of quantum
logic - which is in complete contrast to the essentially mechanistic structure of conventional thesauri. It is difficult to
imagine that significant breakthroughs would not emerge from
investigation of such leads in terms of thesaurus design.
Conclusion
This paper is necessarily far from complete but hopefully will
prove a stimulus for discussion.
Clearly the basic argument here is that it would be beneficial
to consider the need for, and the possibility of, totally diffeosht
kinds of thesaurus design philosophy which would reconcile (in a
creative, dynamic manner) the relationship between structured and
associative approaches to ordering knowledge. The paper is also
a plea to enrich such investigations with insights from non-western
cultures. What, for example, is to be learnt from thesaurus
design in the traditional libraries of China and Japan? (cf. 17)
Finally an apology for a basic inconsistency in this paper :
Since the list of biases constitutes a primitive thesaurus, it
would have been preferable (given the argument of this paper),
to structure each bias as a verb in order to shift the whole
discussion into a more dynamic mode.
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CLASSIFIED THESAURUS
Summary

A

General Section

BtH

G
H

Science and Technology
Science of science and technology
Mathematical sciences
Phvsical sciences
. Physics
CrystaJJography
Chemistry
Space sciences
Earth sciences
Environmental sciences
Life sciences
Technology
Interdisciplinary science and technology

J

Education

K/S

Social Sciences
Social sciences (general)
Political science
Law
Economics. Finance
Behavioural sciences. Psychology
Administrative sciences
Labour and employment
Sociology
Human environment

B01/39
B40/90
COO/99
COl/27
C28
C30j69

C70/99

o

E

F

K
L
M
N

P
Q05/44
Q45/99
R
S

V
W
XOl/69
X70/99

Culture and Humanities
Culture (general)
Historv and associated studies
Philosophy. Ethics and Religion
Arts
Philology (Language and Literature)
Leisure

y

Communication

z

Information. Libraries and Archives

T/X

T

u

Filig. 2:

Examples of most recent internationally approvedhstructured
lists of terms
Reproduced from: Unesco Thesaurus, compiled by Jean Aitchison.
Paris, Unesco. 1977
and from: Broad Terms for United Nations Programmes and
Activities.
Geneva, Inter-Organization Board f.or Information
Systems, HJ79
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MAIN HEADINGS OF
THE ACC PROGRAMME CLASSIFICATION
(specially modified for this list)

:HO POLITICAL AFFAIRS (INCLUDES POLITICAL AND SECURITY ACTIVITIES, DISARMAMENT, PUBLIC
INTERNATIONAL LAW, TRUSTEESHIP, DECOLONIZATION AND APARTHEID, PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION. )
t)20

ECONOMIC AND DEVELOPMENT ISSUES, POLICIES AND PLANNING (INCLUDES GENERAL STATISTICS,
NATIONAL ACCOUNTS. FISCAL AND MONETARY MKITERS, ECONOMICS, BUSINESS AND FINANCE,
Dl:VI-HWMENT STRATEGIES, MULTILATERAL AND BILATERAL AID, AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.)

Inll

NATURAL RESOURCES (INCLUDES AIR, LAND, WATER, ENERGY, MINERAL AND BIOSPHERE
RESOUR('[-.S TOGETHER WITH THEIR ASSESSMI:NT, CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT AND
UTILIZATION.)

'140

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES (INCLUDES AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
ACI'IVITIES.)

050

INDUSTRY (INCLUDES SMALL, MEDIUM AND LARGE SCALE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
ACTIVITIES, MANUFACTURING, TOURISM AND RELATED SERVICES, THE SANITATION AND POWER
SERVICE INDUSTRIES, AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.)

')60

TRANSPORT (INCLUDES POLICY AND PLANNING ASPECl'S, DEVELOPMENT OF AIR, LAND AND WATER
MODES, AND INTERNATIONAL AVIATION AND MARITIME REGULATORY ARRANGEMENTS.)

06fi

COMMUNICATIONS (INCLUDES TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND POSTAL SERVICES.)

070

TRADE (INCLUDES GLOBAL TRADE AGREEMENTS AND ARRANGEMENTS, TRADE IN COMMODITIES,
MANUFACTURES AND SERVICES, AND TRADE PROMOTION.)

()KO

POPULATION (INCLUDES DEMOGRAPHY AND FAMILY PLANNING.)

INO

HUMAN SETILEMENTS (It'-lCLUDES SETIU::t'vtLNIS PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES,
HOUSING, AND URBAN AND RURAL INFRASTRUCTURES.)

1110

HLALTH (INCLUDE..':) PUBLIC HI.:ALTH SERVICES, DISEASE
SAFETY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH.)

110

I:DUCATlON (INCLUDES EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES FOR FACILITIES,
TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEMS.)

:20

EMPLOYMENT (INCLUDES EMPLOYMENT PROMOTION AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES, MANPOWER
DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING, AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS.)

130

HUMANn'ARIAN AID AND RELIEF (INCLUDES PROTECTION OF AND ASSISTANCE TO REFUGEES AND
DISPLACED PERSONS, DISASTER RELIEF, PREPAREDNESS AND PREVENTION, AND SPECIAL
HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES.)

j·~O

SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND EQUITY (INCLUDES HUMAN RIGHTS. SOCIOLOGY, WELFARE AND SOCIAL
SERVICES, ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN, DISADVANTAGED GROUPS, AND PREVENTION OF CRIME AND
DRUG ABUSE.)

150

CULTURE (INCLUDES PRESERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE FINE AND FOLK ARTS,
ENHANCEMENT OF CULTURI~, PROTEcnON OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, MASS COMMUNICATION
MEDIA, AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND SERVIC'ES.)

lr,O

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ONC LlJDES PROMUTION OF TilE PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCES,
DEVELOPMLNT AND TRANSFER OF) LCHNOLOC;Y, ENGINEERING, OCEANOGRAPHY, METEOROLOGY,
Af\iD SPACE.)

PREVI~NTION

AND CONTROL, NUTRITION,
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Ruota degli al/ributi di Dio. Firenze, Bib!. Med. Laurenziana, ms. Pluteo 30.24, c. 6r. ("Studiolo", scomparto
131.

Ruota dei Vizi e delle Virtu. Firenze, Bib!. Med. Laurenziana, ms. Pluteo 30.24, c. ;Y. ("Studiolo", scomparto
6).

Torre della Sapienza. Firenze, Bibl. Med. Laurenziana,
ms. Pluteo 30.24, c. 1r. <"Studiolo", scomparto 2).

Reproduced from: Marco De-zi
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L.
Archi tetto.
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Fig. 1: Examples of earliest recorded structured
lis ts of terms
(Reproduced from: Ingetraut Dahlberg.
Grundlagen un1versaler W1ssensordnung.
MOnchen. Verlag Dokumentation. 1974)
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ORGANIZ/ITION AI\lD LIFTSTVLE DESICN

- Characteristics of a nonverbal structural language

(*)

Existing patterns of organization, whether hierarchical systems or
associative networks, are proving inadequate in response to societal
problems and as a basis for qualitatively superior lifestyles. This
is particularly apparent in the rising problems of unemployment
and leisure and the obstacle to design initiatives by those most
2lfff3ctRd.
The probllJm of producing alternative forms of organization
of activity is complicated by conS8nsus formation in the design
~rocGss and its utatus with respect to those who are supposed to
bUflefit. (These cOfltIJxtual constraints are explored in Annex A" page 160
A very simple nonverbal structural language can be envisaged as an
aid to organization and lifestyle design by those for whom the design
is intended.
It is based on the use of 'pieces of stick and string
of similar length and has already been used to develop sophisticated
tensegrity structures familiar to architects.
Such structures -considered as a binary structural code -- can' be used to order and
interrelate non-dualistic complementary functions distinguished as
essential (by the user) to an organization or a lifestyle.
(This is
explored in Annex B, page 164)
The language is user-oriented in that it is how the user group interact~
with and interprets the structural elements which is significant for
the viability of the resulting organized Whole.
It is the instructive
questions raised by the language which lead the users on to improved
designs.
It is probable that the language can be used in association
with an understanding of traditional symbol systems. As such it is
also likely to prove of value in non-western cultures (specially with
problems of unemployment) as an aid to the development process. (The
educational and practical considerations are explored in Annex C; page1f
Since the language is a nonverbal one, which is understood, to the
extent possible, through manipulation of its elements, the presence
of the remaining pages is really inconsistent with the philosophy
behind the language and with the increasing recognition of the limited
pEactical value of papers such as this.
It is not however acceptable
academic practice in the social sciences to present or demonstrate
3-dimensional models when illustrations are inadequate.
The following
annexes are therefore an unsatisfactory compromise.

(*)

Paper prepared for the Internationale Konferenz Bedingungen des
Lebens in deI' Zukunft und ihre Folgen fUr die Erziehung. (Berlin,
November 1978)
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CONTEXTUAL CONSTRAINTS
1. Organization: This paper is concerned with how organization (or
order) is envisaged, comprehended or represented (1). With regard
to the themes of this conference, this is particularly relevant to
- the organization of human groups and inter-group organization (2)
- the organization of lifestyles and inter-lifestyle organization (3)
It is also relevant to the organization of concepts (1, 4) and to
that of whatever elements an individual recognizes as active in
his (or her) own personality integration or fragmentation.These
both have an impact on group and lifestyle organization, and indeed
the significance of isomorphism between all such systems of ordering may be raised (5).

2. Hierarchy vs Network:

Due to limitations in the information processing capacity of the brain, the most favoured basis for ordering
information is the hierarchy (1, 6).
It is 'these limitations which
allow some to justify their belief in hierarchical ordering as reasonable (7). The hierarchical order clearly predetermines the dominance of some elements with respect to others, which in many
current situations is viewed as unacceptable because of the abuQes
to which it tends to lead (S) and its fundamental inability to
respond adequately to a turbulent problem environment (5). Such
hierarchical systems of organization have been deliberately rejected
by many in favour of some form of network (9, 10, 11, 12).Associative networks have become increasingly fashionable, but already
their weaknesses (due to the absence of any ordering principle) are
becoming apparent (13, 14).

3.

Ineffectiveness of existing organization: Despite the enthusiasm
of their respective advocates, neither the hierarchical nor the network mode of organization can be said to be making significant impact on the total complex of 2600 "world problems" currently recognized (5), even if their relative importance is being effectively
adjusted.
Nor does either mode appear to have led to the generation
of viable lifestyles characterized by a significant improvement in
the quality of life of the many,rather than of the few (3).
----~-------------

4. Unemployment as an example: As evidence of this, one may note the
singular failure to respond to the challenge implicit in the rising
problems of ~employment, underemployment, and malemployment,
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whether evident or disguised.
It is unnecessary to detail the
corrosive effects that these have on individuals (particularly
youth) and on society as a whole. The hierarchical mode is frequently under pressure to reduce labour costs. It's acceptable
option of "job creation" is opposed by recognition of the abuses
of the market economy (e.g. increasing the rate of product failure) and the limits to growth. Under the kinds of pressure foreseen, it's options are paid leisure, creation of jobs by de-automation or, ultimately, organized work forces (work camps, collective farms, Arbeitsdienst, etc). The network mode, as an alternative, has failed to demonstrate ability to generate significant
enterprise of an economically viable nature, other than in isolated
instances. The failure rate of western-style communes, and their
subsistence level of operation, is a case in point (even when their
members are all committed to non-Western political ideologies).(*)
5. Limitations of analysis : These problems are analyzed in terms of
lack of jobs and haw to employ peoples time "productively". Simultaneously some others are preoccupied, to a much lesser extent,
with the increase in leisure time and the problem of how to occupy
people "creatively" - particularly as the working week is reduced.
It may well be asked, given the lack of breakthroughs to date, whether an analysis based on the dualistic concepts jobs vs leisure,
(i.e. productive vs unproductive) exhausts the possibilities of
insight. It should be noted that such an approach r~ects a particularly simplistic image of the individual during a period when
this is changing (and probably needs to change) rapidly (15).
It
is particularly inappropriate during a period when, ironically, there
is considerable pressure to ensure that jobs are "creative", satisfying, and a contribution to the development of the person, whatever
that is held to mean (16).
6. Redefining the problem: This paper takes the position that it is
useful, if only as a temporary measure, to abandon the categories
of "job" and "leisure" and to search for a new approach (17).
Employment and leisure are bath ways of being active, allocating attention, or spending (Le. "using") time. Far want of a better
term, let us consider them as sub-categories of a larger category
called "activity", whatever else this should inclu,de (**). Useful
questions are then :
(a) haw can one proceed to subdivide "activity" so as not to impede
emerging awareness of possible new or alternative categories of
activity?
(b) how can individuals be encouraged to engage in this process
themselves in order to discover whatever possibilities their
abilities and inclinations enable them to recognize?
(c) how can this be done so that attributes of "activity" associated
with initiative, imagination, entrepreneurship, innovation,
risk-taking, self-reliance, independence, etc. are not automatically excluded? (As is the case with conventionally labelled

(*) The hierarchical mode includes cases where a group elects, or is
represented by, a select body or individual (as in large communes).

(**) "Activity" here includes such "inactivity" as "doing nothing",
thought, sun-bathing, passive resistance, meditation, and "non-action"
in the Taoist sense. Just as the conventional concepts of Western
"science" or "time" cannot be validly projected onto other cultures (or
for that matter, onto all the sub-cultures of any given society) as
recent studi~s demonstrate (18), so one should be cautious about proiectino anv westernized concept of "activity".
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job-slots and packaged-leisure experiences, which preclude any
creative individual or group response outside an imposed list
of options quite possibly considered as unfulfilling from the
G tar t. )
(d) given that a satisfactory variety of categories of activity can
be identified, what non-directive assistance can be provided to
ensure that the balance between them ~s acceptable (to those
engaged in the process) 7
(e) how can those engaged in the process ensure that this balance
is reflected in some viable pattern of organization which respects the necessary relationships between the different categories of activity 7 (And which avoids the automatic tendency
to fall into the hierarchical trap at one extreme or the network mode, if the trap is avoided).
7. Nature of the problem: The problem may be considered as merely the
structuring of activity. The challenging difficulties lie however
in:
The tendency to respond in a simplistic manner to the problem,
leading to premature closure on unnecessarily mechanistic options
- The lack of understanding of the variety of activities which
could be activated and of the kinds of functional patterns which
they can form (*)
- Distinguishing activities (or functions) of different and complementary nature at the same level of abstraction, namely determining which functions m~up a set constituting a viable whole (1).
- Avoiding static forms of organization by explicitly embodying
three forms of change :
- dynamism in response to the immediate environment (i.e. some
form of functional or activity cycle).
growth or development in terms of the favoured pattern.
- evolution or development through new patterns successively
selected as favourable.
8. Problem of dlalogue : The "technical" problem above is considerably
complicated by the context in which it needs to be faced:

- much confusion is created by the difficulty of providing unambiguous labels to activities or functions whose nature is :
- essentially pre-verbal or non-verbal or in other ways intimately bound into the psyches of those expected to be
"objective" (1)
- defined to a large extent by the relationship to other functions in the selected pattern
- easily distorted by use of some conventional label with an
established pattern of connotations

(*) There is widespread incapacity to comprehend structures and patterns (i.e. "structural illiteracy" or "visual illiteracy" 7) (See ref.
1 and 19).
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- conventionally conveyed, to the extent possible, by use of
verbal labels demanding of the user a mastery of a particuset of connotations which thus attempt to embody the meaning
associated with the term, namely the problem of "jargons"
( 2 0, 21, 2 2 ) •

irrespectiv8 of ~ny use of jargon, therG is the difficulty
of language and all the ambiguities to which it can give
rise (23).
- the background, experience and existing pressure of
tances influence

circums~

- the number of functions a person or group is prepared to
recognize as important
- the level of abstraction which is considered acceptable
- the degree of difference that can be tolerated between
the functions
- the richness of content attributed to the functions.
- difficulties of responding to different preferences for
grouping functions into a whole that is believed to be viable.
- ensuring a non-directive dialogue with, and between, those
attempting to identify new patterns of organization (24).
But dialogue itself is inadequate un~ess the emerging insights
are anchored in some comprehensible organized pattern.
9. Design: The importance must be stressed of making the design
process accessible to those for whom the organization or lifesty le design i s ' ,.i, n te n d e d • Clearly an "i n t ern a t ion a 1" design is
counterproductive in terms of responding to individual requirements.
But even a "local" design is counterproductive unless the
process is made available to those most affected :
- To design for a group is to exclude from the design those creative activities which are associated with the process of design.
It defines the "client" group as being of a type requiring that
such initiatives be taken for them.
- Depriving the group of such responsibilities ~ermits (and even
encourages) them to behave irresponsibly in response to the design - it is not their creation and can therefore always be rejected as an imposition.
Its defects can be blamed on "experts",
"authrities" or any suitable "them".
- Furthermore, unless a group is in command of the design process
it is unable to redesign in response to change.
Consequently,
there is always a-tendency for it to be a victim of change and
in need of periodic external assistance.
It is not in command
of change and consequently perceives itself as a victim of circumstances.
This attitude is in fact widespread.
This paper is not however concerned with the principles of design
in the larger sense. (On this topic see ref. 25).
The purpose of
the preceding paragraphs has been to identify the contextual
constraints on a proposed design tool - namely a new structural
language. This is discussed in the following section.
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LANGUAGE

1. Basic requirement : The previous section suggests that what is required is some kind of design tool which allows a group (or an indiVidual) to work 8nd learn in terms of its own interpretative
ability. However, built into the use of the tool should be features
which facilitate and guide the user(s) towards viable patterns of
organization - and from them, when appropriate, to even more useful
patterns of organization.
As noted above, the need for general design tools has been explored.
But these tend to be tools for professional "designers" who are
consequently caught up ~n the dynamics between those that want to
change others, the others they want to change, and the general confusion as to who needs what. These are difficult constrains to
circumvent.
It is however possible to conceive of a simple non-verbal structural
language which can be learnt - to the extent desired - through manipulation of its basic elements :
- Being non-verbal it circumvents the difficulties, noted above,
which arise from the use of words in unending culture-bound discussions.
- Being structural, it immediately provides comprehensible blueprints
for 0 r gani z a t ion and i n d i cat ion s 0 f what d@s i g n are p r act i ca .1.;. •
- Being simple, it is accessible to anyone rather than yet another
inaccessible expensive educational gimick whose dissemination is
determined by the vagaries of market forces
2. Designing a language: How should one set about designing such a
structural language? And how should the element of paradox implied
by the preceding sentence be met ?
(a) A one-element language : A structural language could be based on
one type of element - for example, with the characteristics of
a stick of a standard size. structures of many kinds could be
built by linking together the sticks in different patterns. Both
hierarchies and networks can be modelled fairly successfully with
such sticks - as can chemical molecules or small-group communications (*)
There are disadvantages, however, including
- such a language is essentially linear and does not favour unforeseen patterns with the integrity indicative of a viable organization.
- the sticks delineate without performing any functional role which
could provoke further insight (because of this it is usually irrelevant whether they are real sticks, or simply drawn marks on
paper)
such a language is in effect what is already in use in many forms
to describe structures, and it has not led past the obstacles noted
in the previous section.

(*) The reasons,relevant to this argument, for the sterility of the
large amount of experimentation on small group communication nets
ar e examined, elsewhere (2).
I
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(b) A two-element language: Supposing a 2-element language is considered. Sticks of 2 different colours could be used, for example. But this really does not go beyond the previous case, for
the distinction is a superficial one (*).
If the 2 elements are
considered to be so fundamentally distinct, this should be reflected in the structural characteristics of the elements themselves. Supposing therefore, to complement the stick characteristics, an element having the characteristics of strin.9 is
selected.
Do such distinct types of elements provide a basis for the emergence of new structural patterns? They do inde~d, as is demonstrated by tensegrity structures, which are the basis for the
recently invented geodesic dome (26, 27).
Whilst this evidence is encouraging, it also suggests a need for
caution. If this approach has already been explored, why has it
not led to more widespread innovation in organizational patterns ?
The response would appear to be that it was developed by those
primarily (if not solely) interested in design as applied to the
architecture of buildings. And yet the analysis can be generalized to organization in general (28, 2). The reason why it is
difficult to construct a 3-element language, in the above sense,
is discussed elsewhere (1, 29).
(c) A problem of interpretation : Taking the. question further poses
an intriguing problem of distinctions and their interpretation.
For what is effectively called for is a language based on the
most fundamental functional distinction the ~ is capable of
making. And to assist the user, some physical elements are
required onto which he (or she) can project the distinction in
the expectation of an appropriate degree of supportive reinforcement.
In the architectural case the functional distinction is adequately
contained by the verbal labels of compression element (stick) and
tension element (string), and many tensegrity structures can
consequently be modelled on this basis without confusion (27). But
architectural structures (or physical structures found in nature)
constitute a limit condition of organization in which the varieties of "activity" are indeed well-reflected in the tension-compression dichotomy.
In types of organization with a greater
variety of "activities" or "functions" (namely those relating to
organization of human society) :
- the fundamental distinction is richer in connotations than in
the physical case, and indeed Fuller conveys some of this richness in his own attempt at generalization (ref. 26, p. 359).
- the fundamental distinction is more susceptible to being made
or interpreted in a variety of ways, depending on the perceptiveness and perspective of the user (1)
- the clarification of the nature and relationship of less fundamental distinctions is of considerable importance to the emergence of viable patterns of organization.

(*) Such superficial distinctions are frequently used to increase
the power of what is effectively a one-element language, but in
doing so they only obscure any possible convergence on new structural patterns of any significance. (s8e ref. 40)
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Clearly a certain amount of confusion enters whilst some of this
is undoubtedly (and necessarily) due to my own difficulties of comprehension and explanation (*), it is also due to :
- the interpretative freedom necessary to reflect the reality of
the situation and the variety of user perspectives,
- the creative confusion necessary to the innovative process itself.
The language must serve as a patterning device tqfocus and clarify
interpretative confusion wherever possible.
3. Illustrative analogies : The nature of the proposed language can be
clarified by considering the degree of analogy to the following :
(a) To the binary code : This is the conventional code basic to
digital computer operations (**).
In such operations, the guantitative value is indicated by the presence (or absence) of
digits progressively allocated to positions in an ordered linear
s~qu8nc8.
This is based on the unambiguous logical distinction:
yes/no, on/off, etc. (***).
In a structural analogue, where
gualitative values are to be distinguished, these can be envisaged as oriented structural elements progressively. allocated
to positions in an ordered space. In the first case a 2-valued
condition can be used to convey information on a larger number
of quantitative distinctions, whereas in ~he second it is used
for a more complex pattern of functional distinctions, Where the
interrelationships between the elements is explicit as part of
the structural pattern.
(b) To atomic stability: The stability of an atom (one of the most
basic units of structure) can be viewed as resulting from an
equilibrium between its positive and negative constituents.
Irrespective of the number of such constituents (****), if there
is an excess of the one or the other, the stability of the isotopes diminishes to the point at which they cannot exist, even
briefly. Construction of the tensegrity structures mentioned
above exhibits similar constraints. If there are too many
compression elements (sticks), structures collapse.
If there are
too many tension elements (strings), they cannot be brought into
tension to create a viable structure. A balance between them is
necessary (although not necessarily one-ta-one). Again, depending on the number of elements, there are discontinuities at
which no stable pattern can be created (*****).

(*) On the assumption that this whole argument is valid.

(**) Note that the one-element predecessor to this is the simple onsto-one scratch mark system used in primitive counting.
(***) It is interesting to note efforts to move to alternative and
richer interpretations (29, 30)
(****) Although beyond those stabl~ enough to occur in nature there
are however discontinuities (stability gaps) and then "islands of
stability" associated with certain very heavy elements.
(*****) It would be useful to create a structural equivalent to the
various isotope charts (s.go Chart of the Nuclides. Washington DC,
US Atomic Energy Commission, Division o~ Isotope Development, 1970).
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(c) To the ,bin ,ary hexagram code : A number of authors. have remarked on the binary coding associated with the I Chlng (The Book
of Changes),which is a traditional Chinese effort to codff y the
complete range of qualitative changes (21, 31, 33, 34). As
noted earlier (21), the connotative richness associated with the
fundamental distinction (Yin-Yang) is explicit, although notoriously elusive in accordance with the level comprehensiveness
and understanding which the system purports to reflect. But
aside from the six-line hexagrams into which the binary coding
is embodied, the system does not develop structures.
Compression and tension elements can however be used in an attempt to
explore the structural analogues to the system.
These cannot
be discussed here because of the variety of issues which they
raise (*).

Whilst these three analogies clearly have common features, it is
worth noting that the first is purely quantitative and logical, the
second is associated with qualitative and structural distinctions
(the properties of the atoms), and the third is an integrated philosophical system of great precision from o~viewpoint and of enigmatic, poetic confusion from another. The system itself both nurtures and explains such a ~adox and one is reminded of the mathematical elegance in fundamental physics associated with Heisenberg's
uncertainty principle as embodied in Bohr's principle of complementarity (36, 37). This has been extended to,the human and social
sciences (38).
The proposed language is effectively a device to explore non-dualistic
complementarity in patterns of functions, namely, when the complementarity may be more than simply dual (e.g. where 5 functions are
mutually complementar0 as in the case between the functions or activities essential to an organization or a lifestyle.
It useS a dualistic system, as in the three analogies above, to transCend the
constraints of dualism.
This "transcendence", discussed elsewhere
(1, 2), is best comprehended through a language based upon the
3-dimensional tensegrity structures introduced by Fuller (#). An
interesting feature of such a language is that it reflects an integration of recent thinking concerning the left brain orientation to
deductive thinking (hierarchies) and the right brain orientation to
ass 0 cia t i v e, g e 0 met r i c t hi nking ( net w0 r ks ) •
4. ,Elaboration of the language : The reason why it is unnecessary to
discuss the further elaboration of the language is explored in the
next section.

(*) For example, the hexagram can be coded onto a tetrahedron, the
form fundamental to Fuller's approach to tensegrity (26) and the
trigram onto a triangle. But these are not structurally stable
in the conventional sense. One may suspect that "stability" at
this level is dynamic and similar to that associated with Kekule's
interpretation of the benzene molecule. (For a justification of
suc~ Bxplorations, see ref. 35)
(*) Intuitively there is a special elegance, indicative of validity,
in using the dualistic constraints as a means of transcending or
circumventing the limitations which they impose.
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1. Limitations to date: As mentioned above, the two complementary
structural elements enable a wide variety of structures to be elaborated. Some of these are stable in 2-dimensions, others in 3-dimensions. If they are simply considered as structures, they are
merely of interest to some architects and those with an appreciation
for the aesthetics of form.
That is their current status and as
such they are of no interest to the design of alternative social
structures. Fuller has not taken their use any further, nor have
his followers (39).

2. Interpretation support: If the elements and the resulting structures are treated as features of a language, and the focus is on
interpreting the significance which can be associated with the patterns possible within the language, then they could be highly significant to the design of alternative social structures. But here
we meet the paradox. For the ianguage is essentially a non-verbal
one. The value of any particular verbal explanation is limited to
those with the same background as the person providing the explanation.
It is the discovery process whereby an explanation is elaborated by the user which is of importance.
There is a parallel with the well-known Cuisenaire coloured rods used
in mathematics education (.40). But in what is' proposed here, as noted earlier, the elements are structurally different and not simply
distinguished by superficial variations in rod colour and size. And
indeed it is such superficial distinctions which render the Cuisenaire rods useful for exploring quantitative, logico-mathematical
relations but useless for understanding structures. But the discovery process, however, how the rods are used, resembles that for the
proposed language.
3. Instructive questions : It is a language which provokes or elicits
interesting guestions. There is not necessarily an absolute best
answer to those questions :
- the acceptable answer may well depend on the amount of learning
undergone by the user group through the discovery process. "Acceptable" here means understandable and valuable to the group for
itself - something it can use.
- the experience, background, and creative interest of the user group
may later lead them on to better answers which will enable them
to design better structures.
- the language is such that it is the most basic elements (e.g. the
stick and string and the simplest structures) which constantly call
for reinterpretation (*)
-

answer can of course always be provided by an outside Ilexpert",
if creative ambiguity is intolerable and the possibility of premature closure (obscuring further insight) is acceptable. This is
likely to be counterproductive and the answer will most probably
be perceived as unsatisfactory.

~

(*) For example, I am personally indebted to Catherine Mozer for
pointing out that the sticks should really be thought Of as expanding forces (e.g. pushing springs) and the strings as contracting
forces (e.g. pulling springs) in agreement with Fuller.
I am indebted to Tatjana ~lobokar for pointing out that the orientation of the
sticks in a structure is important thinkinq about movement of energy
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But even if there is no absolute best answer, the user group can
at any time work out its own best answer - the one most meaningful
to it at the moment. And this is the significance of the language,
it is an interpretative support which assists consensus formation,
avoiding some of the traps of purely verbal discussion. It stabilizes any consensus which depends more upon visual reinforcement
concerning the nature of a balanced pattern of structural relation_shi~, than upon verbal reinforcement concerning isolated factors
connected solely by a linear argument (*). The kinds of structure
which can be produced encourage, better (i.e. more instructive)
questions to be asked with a view to designing a better structure.
Users have full control of the design process (**).
Hopefully the above remarks explain why detailed verbal explanation
of the language tends quickly to become counterproductive and more
a~d more an expression of the person providing the explanation. The
tress must be placed on the language as employed by a user group
wishing to clarify its own thinking.
4~

L~nguag8

in use :

(8 ) Construction: the language elements are very simple (sticks,
strings). The only explicit rule (if it is that) is that the
elements should be connected end-to-end by flexible links (***).
All other rules are implicit in the ways it is possible to manipulate the elements and the kinds of structures it is possible
to produce.

(b) Distinctions : Construction is however only a guide to the consequences of making certain distinctions (****). Users make
distinctions according to their experience and creative insight.
For example, a group of users might ask themselves how many
functions or activities were basic to the organization they
wished to create. The problem for them is
- how to distinguish between complementary functions at the same
level of abstraction
- how to comprehend the inteII8lationships necessary for them to
constitute a viable whole
- how to distinguish functions at a different level of abstraction.

*) Why are organization charts increasingly inadequate and why were
used in the first place by bureaucracies?

E.~

(**)

It would seem that a language of this kind responds to the poliUcal issues raised by the design of alternative social structures.

(***)

Fuller stresses this point, since rigid joints imply a third
structural element - a connector.

(****) For an insightful discussion of the relationship between
the observer and the distinction, see ref. 41. Unfortunately this
useS a powerful notation which is only comprehensible to the initiated.
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- how to comprehend the relationships between functions at different levels of abstraction
- how to envisage the various forms of change, discussed earlier,
to avoid creating a static organization unable to develop.
Similar distinctions could be made with respect to personal or
inter-personal lifestyle organization.
(c) Interpretation : As users make distinctions they can allow a
particular structural element (e.g. a stick) to represent a
function that has been distinguished.
If six functions are
distinguished in this way, they can then explore what interrelationships are necessary in order for the result to constitute a viable whole. The structures they produce will provoke
instructive questions which may encourage them to explore alternatives.
Such questions might be concerned with the meaning they are able
to associate with the: basic structural elements (what is a
function ?) ; their orientation within the structure; structural features (delineated areas, great circles) ; integrity of the
structure (symmetry elements) ; dynamic stability; etc.
An
example of answers to such questions is given elsewhere (2).
In this way users come to a collective in-depth understanding
of the structure and dynamics of the whol~ they are able to bring
into being in the light of their own insight and experience.
This is very important fur it is the inter-subjective reality they
are able to share in this way which governs the viability of the
organization (until their experience encourages them to redesign
it).
It is this shared understanding of the whole which legitimates, for them, the pattern of functions and interrelationships which they need to activate and maintain.
(d) C~rectness and expertise : The question now is whether a user
group is "correct" in the functions it chooses to distinguish.
It is the position of this paper that it is more important that
a user group acts in terms of what it believes to be correct.
It is the shared belief structure itself which will guarantee,
to a considerable degree, the viability of the whole as opposed
to the vulnerability of an expertly designed organization whose
functional pattern its animators neither appreciate nor comprehend.
A user group may of course accept guidance from experts or books
as it engages in the discovery/design/innovation process. But
again it is more important that the group feels the "rightness"
of such input than that it be correct according to some externally conceived "objective" criterion.
5. Further work possible: There is a multitude of texts concerning the

"functions" required for an operating organization (for example,
ref. 42). But these usually imply a commitment to some conventional
mode of operation and "jobs" : profit-making, non-profit-making, etc.
They do not re-examine at a more fundamental level the kinds of functions it may be appropriate to distinguish if these are to incorporate, or blend in, those associated with "leisure". The problem is
to recapture the level of awareness prior to the job-leisure split in
order to be free to explore the possibility of hybrid organizations
outside any conventional mode (see for example, ref. 43).
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Faced with the question of alternative ways of ordering a functional
whole, one is confronted with the implications of the many patterns
of order embedded in the traditions of different cultures.
It is
not recognized, when advocating or imposing the use of particular
sets of functions, that in traditional societies these effectively
constitute substitutes for gods or essences believed to begoverning
those same functions.
Each culture has elaborated the relationships
whith it believes obtain between such entities.
It is not improbable
that useful insights can be obtained by exploring such symbol systems
in order to enrichen understanding of alternative patterns of order
(1 ) •
Such explorations are not necessary to the use of the structural
language as envisaged. They may however catalyze deeper understanding, and they may make it easier to introduce the language in such
cultures to enable people to elaborate new types of organization
natural to them. As such the language could prove sign ificant to
the whole development process.
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REfERENCES AND NOTES (Where no author is indicated, the item
was prepared by the writer).

1. Representation, comprehension and communication of sets; the role
of number.
International Classification, 5, 1978, 3 and 4.
2. From systems-versus-networks to tensegrity organization.
tional Associations, 30, 1978, 5, pp. 258-265.

Transna-

3. Lifestyle interdependence, context and design. (Paper presented to
the European Workshop on Lifestyles and Social Change, organized
by the Association Internationale Futurible, ArC-et-Senans, September 1977).
4. Viable need patterns and their identification through constraints
on representation in 3-dimensions. (In: Proceedings of a workshop
on human needs, Berlin, May 1978. Internationales Institut fur
Umwelt und Gesellschaft, 1979).
5. Yearbook of World Problems and Human Potential.
Brussels, Union of
International Associations and Mankind 2000, 1976, 1136 pages.
6. Unfortunately there is a marked tendency to r~flect this hierarchical preference in the design of information systems. Consequently,
such systems fail to respond to the basic difficulty of how to improve the relevance to the problem complex of the questions asked
by those in the policy-making process. See: Mapping possibilities
in response to information needs of science policy-making for development (Paper presented to the 6th Congress of the World Future
Studies federation, Cairo, September 1978).
7. "The organization of any complex physical object is hierarchical.
It is true that, if we wish, we may dismiss this observation as an
hallucination caused by the way the human brain, being disposed to
see in terms of articulations and hierarchies, perceives the world.
On the whole, though, there are good reasons to believe in the
hierarchical subdivision of the world as an objective feature of
reality". Christopher Alexander.
Notes on the Synthesis of form.
Harvard University Press, 1964, p. 129.

8. Many manifestations of this have been examined by Johan Galtung,
Essays in Peace Research. Copenhagen, Christian Ejlers, 1976,
3 vols. (Hierarchical ordering in associated with structural violence of which Galtung says: "Basically, what seems to be behind
it is a pattern of human interaction, of social order that is so
prevalent, so all-pervasive that is seems to be present as an
archetype at all timer and all points in space. The moment one
believes a more egal-itarian structure has been created, the same
social order seems to come in by the back door.
It seems to survive
very well the changes from a slave society, via a fe~dal and capitalist order, towards a socialist society'!).
9. The network alternative.
pp. 352-359.

Transnational Associations, 29, 1977, 9,
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10. International organization networks; a complemEntary perspective.
In : Paul Taylor and A J R Groom (Eds) International Organizations
a conceptual approach. London, Frances Pinter, 1977, pp. 381-413.
1 'j" 0 I' ga n iza tiona 1 s. ys tems , ver s us ne t war k or ganiza ti on. Tra ns na ti ona 1
Associations, 29, 1977, 9, pp. 360-364 (Part 1) ; 1977, 11, pp. 479484 (Part 2) (Edited transcript of a round table discussion on the
distinction between "system" and "network". Montreal, 1976).

12. David Horton Smith. Inter-organizational networking.
Associations, 30, 1978, 10, pp. 429-434.

Transnational

13. Tensed networks; balancing and focusing network dynamics in response to networking diseases. Transnational Associations, 30, 1978,
(Paper presented to the meeting of the Goals, Processes and Indicators of Development project of the UN University, Geneva, October 1978).
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14. Networking diseases.

Transnational Associations, 30, 1978, 11.

15. Center for the Study of Social Policy.

Changing Images of Man.
Menlo Park, Stanford Research Institute, 1974, 319 p.

16. See: Concepts of human development and potential. Section H of
Yearbook of World Problems and Human Potentia~ (ref. 5).
17. The creative value of escaping from sterile categories has been
strongly advocated by Edward de Bono in a series of books : The Use
of Lateral Thinking (London, 1967) ; The Mechanism of Mind (London,
1969) ; Lateral Thinking - a textbook of creativity (London, 1970) ;
PO - beyond yes and no (London, 1972).
18. UNESCO: La Science et la Diversit~ des Cultures (Paris, 1974) ;
Cultures and Time (Paris, 1976) ; Time and the Philosophics (Paris,
1977) ; Time and the Sciences (Paris, 1979 ?)
19. Rudolf Arnheim.

Visual Thinking.

London, Fabeo, 1970.

20. The richness and variety of the connotations of "duality", for
xample, may be seen in : June Singer. Androgyny. New York, Doubleday, 1976.
21" The difficulties of labelling and comprehending fundamental change

processes are illustrated by the categories in the traditional
Taoist text: I Ching (The Book of Changes). London, Princeton
University Press~ 1967 (Presented by Richard Wilhelm with commentary by C G Jungj.
22. On the problem of specialized jargons, see: G. sartori, F.W. Riggs
and H. Teune. Tower of Babel ; on the definition and analysis of
concepts in the social sciences. University of Pittsburgh, 1975
(InterDationalstudies Association, Occasional Paper nO 6 ; arising
from the work of the Committee on Conceptual and Terminological
Analysis, now collaborating with Unesco through the latter's Interconcept-programme).
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23. Les problemes du langage dans la societe internationale. Bruxelles,
Union des Associations Internationales, 1974 (Compte-rendu d'un colloque).
24. The importance of dialogues is currently being explored by the Goals,
Processes and Indicators of Development project of the UN University.
See, for example: Johan Galtung. On dialogue as a method; some
very preliminary notes (Project paper, Geneva, 1978).
25. J. Christopher Jones. Design Methods. Wiley, 1970.
26. R. Buckminster Fuller. Synergetics ; explorations in the geometry
of thinking. New York, Macmillan, 1975 (Tensegrity : pp. 372-432)
27. Anthony Pugh. An Introduction to Tensegrity.
sity of California Press, 1976.
28. A lesson in organization from building design.
ciations, 30, 1978, 5, pp • 248-257.

Los Angeles, UniverTransnational Asso-

29. Xavier Sallantin. L'epistemologie arithmetique (communication aux
Seminaires internationaux d'epistemologie de l'Abbaye de Senanque,
Septembre 1976). In which a 3-valued logic in proposed.
30. Kinhide Muskakoji. Scientific revolutions and inter-paradigmatic
dialogues. (Paper presented to the GPID meeting of the UN University,
Geneva, Octobre 1978). In which a 4-valued logic is proposed.
31. J. Needhem. The system of the Book of Changes.
In: Science and
Civilisation in China ; the fundamental ideas of Chinese science.
Cambridge, University Press, 1956, vol. 2.
33. F van der Blij. Combinatorial aspects of the hexagrams in the
Chinese Book of Changes. Scripta Mathematica, 28, 1, May 1967, pp 3749
34. M Gardner. The combinatorial basis of the I Ching. Scientific
American, January 1974, pp 108-113
35. Johan Galtung. Structural analysis and chemical molecules. In:
Methodology and Ideology. Copenhagen, Christian Ejlers, 1977, pp
160-189
36. Gerald Holton. The roots of complementarity. Daedalus (American
Association for the Advancement of Science) Fall 1970, pp 1015-1055
37. T R Blackburn. Sensuous-intellectual complementarity. Science, 172,
4 June 1971, pp 1003-1007 (on countercultural epistemology and its
value to the science of complex systems)
38. Niels Bohr. Atomic Physics and Human Lnowledge.
1958, pp 67-82

I~ew

York, Wiley,

39. A possible exception is Keith Critchlow: Order in Space; a design
source book (London, Thames and Hudson, 1969); and Islamic Patterns;
an analytical and cosmological approach (London, Thames and HU8son,
1976); or Keith Albarn et al. The Language of Pattern (London, Thames
and Hudson, 1974). But these are almost exclusively concerned with
two-dimensio~al, patterns and not structures.
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London, 1954.

London, George AlIen and Unwin, 1969.

42. George A Steiner. Top Management Planning. New York, Macmillan, 1969.
43. Organizational hybrids; transnational network of research and service communities. Transnational Associations, 29, 1977, 7-8, pp.306-311.

Additional items for inclusion in second draft.
1. With regard to the participatory nature of the design process and the

concept of self-planning, see books by Yona Friedman :
- architectural self-planning: How to design my home
- social self-planning: How to live among others without being a chief
and without being a slave (J.J. Pauvert, 1974)
- urban self-planning: Your town belongs to you (Council of Europe,
1974)
- environmental self-planning (UN Environment Programme, 1976).
2. With regard to the relevance of complementarity to a design process dependent on consensus formation concerning human needs : I'Far from restricting our efforts to put questions to nature in the form of experiments, the notion of complementarity simply characterizes the answer
we can receive by such inquiry, whenever the 'interaction between the
measurin instruments and the ob ·ects forms an inte ral art of the
phenomena~
Niels Bohr, in Essays, 1958-1962, o~ Atomic Physics and
Human Knowledge. New York, Wiley, 1963).
3. With regard to the need for a structural vocabulary: Johan Galtung.
structural analysis: vocabulary, graphs and structures as indicators.
University of Oslo, World Indicators Program N° 12 (Papers nO 39)
A.J.N. Judge. Network-related concepts; a vocabulary adapted to social complexity and social process.
In: Les problemes du langage dans
la societe internationale. (Bruxelles, Union des Associations Internationales, 1975, pp. 218-221).
4. With regard to the complementarity between hierarchies and networks in
any social structure: A.J.N. Judge. System/Network complementarity.
Transnational Associations, 29, 1977, 9, pp. 365-368.
5. As an example of the complementarity between hierarChies and networks,
a recent study of development of Polaris using a hierarchically controlled management technique (PERT) shows that the real management was
carried out in an intensely personal fashion, through small, informal
meetings and frequent telephone calls. Th ough PERT was "as effective technically as rain dancing, it was nevertheless, quite eff~ctive
politically" (p.246). The chief utility of the system was not control
of the organization, but the appearance of formal rationality which
could be presented to outside agencies. (H.M. Sapolsky. The Polaris
System Development ; bureaucratic and programmatic success in government.
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1972).
6. With regard to tensegrity s~ructures as reflecting the complementarity
between hierarchical systems and networks, see ref. 2.
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7. With regard to the user's need to find ways of decomposing and ordering a whole : "The fundamental finding of this study is that structure looms as the dominant factor in the ordering GIS (Generalized
Information System). It seems to be quite evident that oneness stands
out as the origin of the structure from whence feasible patterns can
emerge as rigidly hierarchical, associative, or sequential. Of these
the hierarchical patterns appear to have lasting qualities while associative and sequential features may confer richness and flexibility.
Like the patterns, themselves, the human contact with the GIS (Generalized Information System) begins with a oneness. Thus, whether negotiating a computer or a sociological system the human conceives patterns from his singular frame of reference and must see and interpret
the learned pattern from this state of oneness.
Language and other
standard ordered patterns tend somewhat to alleviate the plausible
dilemma of a human having to interpret for himself from oneness to
many independent patterns. Better intellectual and socio-political
ordering of the GIS (Generalized Information System) can alleviate
his dilemma further".

(J.H. Kelley. Entropy of Knowledge.
June 1969, p. 195).

Philosophy of Science, 36, 2,

8. With regard to the way the conventional graphical representation of
organization structure in two-dimensional trees constrains the numbers
and kinds of alternative designs that are normally considered, see :
Russell Ackoff. A multidimensional organizational structure.
In:
The Art of Problem Solving. Wiley, 1978, pp. 141-156.
9. With regard to the history of the binary system (linking the 1 Ching
on which Leibniz worked and whose system influenced Wiener, who applied
it to computers), see: Jean Gebser. Zur 5000 jShrigen Geschichte des
BinSren Zahlensystemes : Fu Hi - G W Leibniz - Norbert Wiener. Munchen, Belser, 1958.
10. With regard to the striking parallels between the I Ching and the genetic code, see Martin Schonberger.
Verborgener Schlussel zum Leben ;
Weltformel I-Ging im genetischen Code. Frankfurt, Fischer, 1977.
Also: Frank Fiedler.
Die Wende ; ansatz einer genetisch anthropologie
nach dem system des I Ching. Berlin, Werner Kristkeitz, 1976. Also,
emphasizing the bridge between Eastern and Western modes of thought :
Marie Louise van Franz. Number and Time.
11. With regard to the significance of the aesthetic element in the patterns which emerge from use of this structural language. Russell
Ackoff (The Art of Problem Solving. Wiley, 1978) notes: "Thus, to
make problem solving creative (inspiring) and fun (recreative) is to
put art into it. To do so is to reunite work, play, and learning and
therefore to reunify man, at least in his problem-solving activities".
(p.17). And man "must always be able to generate visions of a more
desirable state than the one he is in •••• it is the function of art
to provide such visions and to inspire us to their pursuit: to create
the creator of visions of the better and to give this creature the
courage to pursue his visions no matter what short-run sacrifices are
required. Inspiration and aspiration go hand in hand. Beauty is that
property of the works and workings of man and Nature that stimulates
new aspirations and commitments to their prsuit. No wonder we say of
a solution to a problem that inspires us, "it is beautiful" (p.16).
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COMPUTER-AIDED VISUALIZATION OF PSYCHO-SOCIAL STRUCTURES
- peace as an evolving balance of conceptual and
organizational relationships

Paper presented to a symposium on Value and Knowledge Requirements
for Peace of The American Association for the Advancement of
Science (Philadelphia, December 1971).
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Ihe numbar of organizations active in any given field or geographical
iJrea is increasing. 3 The growth in the number of independent organizations has been paralleled by a fragmentation within the larger ones
leading to a proliferation of sub-commissions and sub-sections.
Accompanying these trends is an uncharted growth in the variety of
forms of organized activity. These trends of divergence have been
partially compensated by an increase in the inter-connectedness of
nrganizations and efforts at establishing bodies with coordinating or
integrating functions -- but these trends of convergence also contribute
significantly to the complexity.
Furthermore, this static organizalional structure provides a framwork for forms of dynamic, temporary
ur ad hoc organizations which are difficult to track systematically
[Jut are nevortheless a key feature of organizational life -- particularly when organizations earl be deliverately based on lags (or temporal
"niches") in inter-organizational processes.
Knowledge complexity4,5
The number of fields of knowledge is increasing. This growth has been
paralleled by specialization or fragmentation within disciplines as
they encompass a larger range of concepts. This leads to a proliferation of sub-specialities and sub-disciplines. Accompanying these
trends is an uncharted growth in the variety of forms of organized
conceptual activity and a muliiplicationof meanings associated with
any given term. These trends have been partially compensated by
increasing recognition of the interconnected or multidisciplinary
nature of many areas of interest and there have been efforts at
establishing integrative overviews of programs in each discipline and
a general systems discipline. These relatively static features of the
body of knowledge are accompanied by the formulation of unsubstantidted
concepts as a basis for immediate action because dynamic features of
lhe system ("lags")
prevent the rapid location and integration of
yslevant tested knowledge existing elsewhere -- this increases comploxit;
jJarticularly when the exif-,tenco of suc,", temporal niches is deliberately
exploitod to generate false concepts.
Much damage can be done before
compensating processes can be brought to bear -- it is the "appearance
of truth" rather than "truth" which is significant within the lag time.
Problem compJexit y 6
The number of recognized problems has risen rapidly, particularly with
the advent of the environment issue. The growth in the number of
problems has been paralleled by a recognition that each major problem
noeds to be broken down or fragmented into sub-problems.
Accompanying
these trends is an uncharted growth in the variety of prOblems. These
trends of divergence have been partially compensated by a recognition
of interlinkag8s between problems and efforts at locating the key or
fundall1ental problem underlying a whole group.
In the final stages,
problems become "aggressively interactive" in that they 00 not remain
docile and static but appear to have a momentum and initiative of their
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They increase or decrease in importance and manner of interaction without it being possible to determine the original cause of
the ch~nge. The environment becomes turbulent and new short-term
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There are other foatures common to the three types of complexity
noted 21bove:
1.

Interest in the entity -- organization, concept, or problem -is not such as to generate a methodology which would encourage
systematic data collection. Samples are collected in terms of
predefined categories but there is no effort to determine how
many of each entity there are. Basically confusion still reigns
as to the nature of an organization, a concept and a problem.

2.

The consequence of (1) is that there are no 'statistics on the
entities in each case.
It is not known how many organizations
are currently in existence, although different agencies may
have some such information to facilitate program activity in
their own spheres.
Similarly the number of concepts current in
different sectors of society is unknown, as is the number of
problems. The lack of statistics follows naturally from a lack
of any systematic lists of each type of entity -- for example,
there is no list of "world problems".

3.

The consequence of (1) and (2) is that there is little understanding
of the variety of entities within each type of complexity.
Each
sector of society perceives a limited range of relevant entities
and rejects others as of little interest or significance.

4.

As a result of (3), the typologies developed reflect the special
interests of the sector of societ~ within which they are generated
and tend to be very crude, ignoring grey areas and hybrid entities.

5.

In each case concern is primarily with the "relevant" entity
conceived in isolation from its context. The interest in interorganizational relationships has only recently started building
up, relationships between concepts is confined to those within
each particular discipJino -- inler-disciplinary and general systems
approaches are suspect.
Recognition of significant relationships
between problems is governed by agency or departmental short-term
program priorities.
It is therefore not possible to determine
systematically whether a particular type of entity or relationship
is not present in a given setting.
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6.

The absence of typologies and a picture of interrelationships
means that it is not possible to build a picture of the ecological
system in each case. It is not possible to look at the ecological
system constitubJd by a particular community of orgallizations of
different types.? Nor is it possible to look at the ecology of a
particular conceptual milieu. 8 Again, the ecology of problems is
fragmented into convenient administrative chunks by unintegrated
mission-oriented agencies. 2

7.

In each case the deliberate structuring of the approach to the
different types of complexity results in various forms of
"exclusive relevance" or "apartheid".
One can speak of: an
organizational apartheid which ignores the developmental requirements of particular types of organizations;9 a conceptual apartheid
which ignores the significance of particular types of concept, and
of a problem apartheid which ignores the significance of particular
types of problems -- for each organization the only significant
problems are the ones with which it is concerned. 10 There is no
framework within which to consider all problems.

8.

The exclusiveness noted in (7) occures at a time when the hierarchical structures reinforcing it are recognized to be crumbling or
at loast suspect.
Stable institutions, conceptual systems and
problem environments are threatened with dissolution. 2 Nonhierarchical organizational structures are sought.
Hierarchical
classification of knowledge and rigid systems of categories are
challenged, and simplistic groupings of problems are rejected. 4

9.

Despite the trend noted in (8), there is still, in each case, no
"rational" method of locating the most significant entity in
response to a given set of circumstances. The fundamental is
embedded in detail, the general in the particular.
A practitioner
of one discipline cannot know and is unlikely to admit that the
practitioners of another are better equipped to respond to a particular problem. 11 The key problem area, and the organizations to be
responsible, must therefore be selected by a process of political
barter.

Interaction between concepts, organizations and problems
Common features have been detected in the three types of complexity,
but each type has nevertheless been treated as isolated from the others.
This is not so.
Organizational,. conceptual and problem systems exist
as aspects of one another.
Change in one provokes change in the others,
which therefore compounds the complexity.2 These different intera~tions
are not simultaneously recognized, since they are each the concern of
different disciplines.
New fields of knowledge are developed in
response to new problems, and new organizations are established to
facilitate regular activity with respect to new problems.
But new
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fioldG of knowledge result in the detection of new probloms, or
organizations may be created to further interest in particular
concepts, etc.
It is useful to distinguish an integrative interaction whereby, for
example, inter-conceptual integration legitimates and eventually leads
to inter-organizational integration. Similarly, a disintegrativ8
interaction exists whereby, for example, decrease in inter-organization
coordination leads to a decrease in the perceived inter-linking of
problems. These interrelationships may be represented by Figure 1.
The source of change is therefore very much a " c hicken-and-the-egg"
question.

or

In order to derive somu measure
aspects uf complexity in 8ach case
nnd the manner in which each aspect of the complexity is relnted to
others, the following can be distinguished:
number or population of entities
variety, diversity or number of species of entities
fragmentation or extent of within-species diversification
interconnectedness, or decentralized inter-entity links or
cooperation
order, centralization or presence of hierarchies of dominance
competition between entities.
Individual in relationship to complexity
Up to this point, it has been convenient to avoid reference to the
individual, but clearly organizations and concepts ar~ the productions
of individuals, and problems are detected by individuals, Bnd it is
in terms of the individuals's powers nf comprehension that complexity
is dorirwd.
In addition, complexity experienced personally by individuals bears a close resemblance to that noted for organizations.,
concepts, and problems.
It is possible to speak of an increase in the number of roles (or
equivalent psychological states) activated by or accessible to an
individual. This growth is paralleled by a fragmentation and specialization of traditional roles.
Accompanying these trends is an uncharted growth in the variety of possible roles and life-styles. These
atomizing and complexifying trends are partially counter-balanced by
efforts at formulating unifying philosophies or more integrated and
mature life-styles.
The individual psycho-system may therefore be added to Figure 1 to give
Figure 2JO The integrative and disintegrative interactidns may also be
added. The question of personal identity, perceived complexity,
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Subject to 6 conditions of
complexity (see Table 1)

,
disci plines
Concr~pts

~\/~

Concepts

o
Organizations
Figuro 1.

Problems

Indication of interr8lationship between thrs8 types
of psycho-social entity

Roles, psychological states

Concepts, disciplines

ProlJlems
Figure 2.

Indication of interrelationship between four types
of psycho-social entity

5

Problems

- r

1 nc1'ease

!'Jumber/
Population

Variety/
{)i'Jsrsity

Fragmentation
within species

Interconnectedness

I
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_ - .T r:crease---.. I nc1'ease--••
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Decrease - -.... Deer'ease - -..... uecrease

Increase

Increase

Increase
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Increase

Incre8se
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Decrease

Information
overload

Insu:"ficient
s"l.ir.lu:'i

Complexity

Immaturity

Inability to
coordinate
action

LaCKJf
specialized
abili ty

Inability
to act

Spastic
action

~
Gl

,
Order/Centralization

Competition

Increase

Increase

Increase

Increase

Decrease

Decrease

Decrease

Decrease

Increase

Increase

Increase

Increase

Decrease

Decrease

Decrease

Decrease

Overthrown
by revolt

Revolt

Elimination

Perpetuation
of weak
variants
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Z
Z
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x

Table 1.

Interactions between conditions of psycho-social
cnmploxity for different QrouQs of ontities
( fI ( !l:
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Table 2.

Limits in variatiJn of
Table 1 measuros of
r. n mn ] n x i LY r I 1 r n n r~ n t', i LY
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fragmentation of the personality, and the ability to create stable
psycho-social relationships (essential to peace) are all intimately
related.
R. D. Laing suggests that a firm sense of one's own
autonomous identity is required in order that one may be related
as on e huma n bei ng to cl no th Cl' - - 0 therwise any and eve ry rela ti onshi p
threatens the individU<il with loss of identity.
Furthermore, the
changfls in the relatiorlship between the different aspects of a
person's rolDtionships to himself affect his inter-personal relationshj~s.12Marcuse 8uggesl s that psychological problems therefore turn
inLu political problem"
private disorder reflects more directly tho
dls(lrdor of the whole, and tho cure of personal disorder depends more
diIDctl.y than bnfore (H} the curD of goneral disorder. 13 Lawrence S.
Kubio argues that unlo,.s the individual can free himself from internAl
tyranny he will restrict the freedom of his society to change. 14 Donald
Schon notes that change' in organizations has its impact on the person,
because beliefs, values and the sense of self have their being in
social systems. 2 Measures of complexity for the person can be envisaged
and added to Table 1.
.
Table 1 provides a crude overview of the complexity with which society
and the individual are faced.
Increases or decreases in any measure
cause changes in other parts of the system. It is doubtful whether
universal agreement could be obtained on the interrelationships, even
if more cells were intrOduced into the Table.
Since it is man who is directly or indirectly the major cause of
chcJrlge in thfJ psycho-8e,eial environment, his individual actions may
be considered the origin of the dynamic of tho system.
Faced with
the difforent features of complexity noted above, he responds in a
manner to ensure himself an adequate behavioural niche. 15 Some idea of
the limits by which he is bounded is given in Table 2.. His relationship to these limits m8Y be modified by changes in his environment
to the other measures noted in Table 1.
In carving out and developing an adequate behavioural niche in response
to a changing environment and his own developmental needs, it may be
assumed that each person adapts the condition of his own psycho-social
system. T~ese responses may be creative responses which modify the
measures of complexity in his environment due to the formation of new
organizations or concepts.
It is not known why a given individual
finds a given niche satisfactory, whereas another is motivated to seek
a "better" one and will refuse to adapt to the existing environment.
Tho dynamics of change would se~m to originate in the individual's
rejection of the conditions represented by a particular combinatidn
of measures of complexity such as those mentioned above.
Some combinations of such measures may represent states in which identity is
threatened for the personality type in question.
Complexity may
constitute a direct threat to identity.12
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It is possible that there are different strategies by which an
individual can reinforce his identity as he develops.
But basically,
unless the individual can be placed in a more commanding position
with respect to the information to which he is continuously exposed,
he will adapt or rodefine himself and his habitat in such a way as
to eliminate consideration of all information outside certain
loJoranco limits -- for with a threat to the stability of his environIllnn t i t mJ longer pro vj d DS an ancho r for person::'ll i d f:~n ti t Y and a
:,yslcrn uf' values. 2 HB lUill Get up his own "doll's house" model of
l'nJuvant actors in his psycho-elDcial environment.
Approach to complexity
Some idea of complexity in the psycho-social system has been given
above.
It is assumed here that the only useful collective decisions to
promote peace must be made on the basis of some means of ordering
complexity in a systematic manner -- or else run the risk of using
simplistic models inadequate to the situations,.on other than a shortterm basis, and possibly counter-productive.
The task to be tackled parallels that in the case of natural environment systems described by David Pimentel in which there is a multiplicity of inter-specific "food chains", together with many branchsc)
and cross-connections among food chains making a structure of interactions called "food webs!!. The complexity of these food webs is
such that no one has yet worked out the complete pattern of food
relationships and interactions in any natural cummunity. The relationships between 50 species in a given community results in a diagram
"£;0 full of line8 that it i~, difficult to follow" and this only
represents one quarter of the 21D known species in a "simple"
community.16In such a situation a simplistic model used as a guide
to the use of pesticides could be disastrous.
The approach advocated to penetrate complexity is to develop uses of
an existing device which could handle and display the multiplicity of
relationships in a manner to facilitate understanding. This is
described in the next section.
In describing the device it is unnecessary to distinguish between the
different types of entity or relationships making up the complexity.
In each case the device is handling entities and rBlationships.
f9tegorization of these features should be left to the user and
not limit the flexibility with which data can be handJ.ed.
The advantages of this sort of approach have been argued elsewhere.
Whether attention is focussed on organizations, concepts or problems,
or even the components of natural eco-system, it is possible to
distinguish relatively invariant continuing entities but only to the
extent and in the field in which they each maintain two'types of
relationships -- internal onBS to various SUb-systems and structures
and external ones which link them, either as a whole or vja a subsystem, to their surrounds. The entity is in fact a pattern of
relationships, 'subject to change but recognizably extended in time.
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Y u r re 9 a r din g t h £J 0 lJ j 8 C b, of our attention he 1 ps to resolve
thl) dichotumy between the illdividual and society and many other pseudo[Jrllblems l'lJsulting from the tondency, built into language, to regard
(} n I: i tie sas " t hi n 9 s", rat her t h a n s ys t e ma t i ca 11 y reI ate d s e que n c e s
of events. 8 ,17
Thi. s

11) D

This "loose" approach can be achieved by handling the entities and
relationships as networks which can be processed and represented using
gruph theory techniques. 18 In effect, a non-quantitative topological
structure of the psycho-social system is built up, to which dynamic
and rjuantitative significance can be added as and when appropriate
data becomes available.
Do'

cd[?Unn of interacUv8 qr"lphic displety technique

suqgestiun has been mad£.! abllve that structuring the rtl1ationship
b C' 1 UI Den 8 n tit i (-) fJ co u1 d be s t b 0 C1 cc 0 rn p 1 :iSl e d us i ng g rap h the 0 r y met hod s •

Thl

(This topic is discussRd separately in the paper on: Use of
interactive graphic displny techniques.
See page 89 )

Graphics and communication
In order to understand the value of interactive computer graphics, a
few basic principles of communication should be considered.
Languages
are used to convey thoughts.
Languages may be gestural, verbal,
written, notational, or graphic. The effectiveness of a language
depends upon its ability to retain and transfer meaning and this in
turn dopends upon the complexity of the language.
One can conceiva of
a fi[HJetrum of "language and mudium" from primitive gesturos through
t 0 :3 0 phi ~, tic <-J t 0 rJ C 0 f1l put e r 0 n vir 0 n nw n t s •
Ate a c h p 0 i n tin the s p r: Jl~ t l' U ri:
th~ru aro disadvantages Hnd C1dvantages for communication.
An attempt
has been made to list these out in Fi~ures 3 and 4 .24 These should be
considered as very tentative schemas only.
These Figures suggest thC1t most of the advantages of the early portions
of the spectrum are combined together in the later portions where interactive graphics is used in various ways. The question is why do
graphics help to convey more information than words.
One reason is
that as concepts become more complex, they do not lend themselves to
easy encapsulation in words and phrases.
Often an explanation in
simple words, whilst theoretically possible, can be achieved only
at the price of such prolixity as to defeat the ends of the explanation.
Many objects, processes, or abstractions can be portrayed for discussion using a few simple graphical symbols much more easily than they
can be doscribed verbally (cf. the classic example of the spiral
staircase). The other pressure is of course that many subtle invariants
and I'81ationships currently displayed in statistical tables, are
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Compuri HJn of cli ffnI'ent metllods of cOflllllunicatirlg concept:::

Advant ;::ge C3

.Qjsadvantages

Gesture

direct and to the point; no abstraction possible
dramatic impact

Speech

personalized, subtle,
poetic, imagcful,
analogy-full, adjusted
to audience

no permanent record, meanings
and models shift from phrase
to phrase

ItJ r i t i ng

permanent record; words
weighed and compared in
context; document formes
an irltelLLQiblD whole

meaning of words undefined
or differ between documents;
definitions become concretiz8d
and language dependent; complexity of abstractions
limited by syntax of language;
problem of jargon

Image

provides context in
superficial and unstructured
physical terms; involving, highly complex, high
information content,
high interrelationship

Maths

handles very complex
abstractions and relations and a multipli
city of dimensions

loss of intuitive appreciation of the concepts involved;
impenetrable without lengthy
initiation; system of notation becomes more complex
than the concepts described;
impersonal

Diagrnlrl
(oxhibJt
charts)

structured to make
specific point

over-sirnplification; oxageration of some features at
expense of others; processos
only displayed statically

Artistic
mobiles

complex, new and unpredictable relationships

experience primarily incommunicable

Diagram
(flow
charts/
graphs)

portray all detectable
inter-relationships
in precise manner;
panoramic vi8w of
sys ts m

visually complex to the point
of impenetrability; processes
still conveyed statically;
difficult to modify
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Di

Advant<1C]'lS

Interactive precise messages; respon- no structurr;d overview;
graphics
sive; contents can be
bounded by language mode
(alphascope) oriented to suit user
of program; processes conveyed as a sequence of
isolated messages (or as
a game experience)
Psychedelic very subtle and complex
imagery and relationenvironships; process oriented;
ment
integration of visual
and audio; psychologically irwolving

no scientific content;
no significant invariants;
experience primarily incommunicable

Int.eractive
grzlphics
(structured
image)

greater usor selectivity
and control on content
and forllJ of presentation;
complex abstractions held
on display; processes
displayed as flows;
dynamic; enhanced creativity; 2-4 dimensions.

highly structured without
the subtle relationships
characteristic of arts;
user still centred lIoutside"
the structure "looking in"

Computer
graphics
art

generation of new and unpredictable dynamic
imagery

no scientific or "real
world ll predictive value

I nt era c t i v e
graphics
(multiterminal)

teams working simultaniously on same ideas;
access to each others
"semantIc SpeCS"; interactive thinking

Interactive
graphics
(coloured
& image)

higher information content; Visually more
intriguing; closer to
artistic media; more
powerful presentation
of processes

fundamental distinction
remai ns between artistic
use of the display or
surface volume and
scientific interest in
structure 3nd data base;
still only reflects a
portion of tho subtleties
of all invariants and
processes known to psychologists, diplomats, etc.

Interactive user psychologically
graphics
centred within the
(3D structure
helmet)
Interactive
ideograph
( hypothetical)

continuous gradation and
interaction between
scientifically structured
and aesthetically structured display; enhanced
creativity; reflects
subtleties of psychologists, diplomats, etc.
able to convert to and
from a "field theory"
, 0 lIeaeJ1 Lati 00

0

f

si rur: biT_£-> 8-

still only a scaffolding
for disciplined thought
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be n1presentod in meanin(]sul graphical form.

current interactive graphics uses include, for example, calculatiun and analysis of eJectronic circuits, design of aerodynamic
sh,Jpo~; and other mecharlical pieces, design of optical systems and
plasma chambers, simuhltion of proto type aircraft and rocket flight,
visualization of complux molecules in 3 dimensions, air traffic
control, chemical plan~ control, factory design and space allocation,
project control, primary, secondary and university education and
educational simulations.
SOOIO

In every caso above thqre is some notion of geometry and space, but
Uw ~J u[) mD t r. y is a I UJ ay s the t h l' 8 e - dim 8 ns ion a 1 COil V en t ion a 1. e p a c 8 •
The r e
is no rf:lEiSDf] why "non--physic;31 spaces" should not be displayed instead
"fld thjG iB the dOil1ain of topulogy.
The argument has been developed
by Dp.?Jf1 Drown and J03n l_ewis.25
It is useful to introduce C. S. Peirce's term "iconic", namely
"a diagram ought to be as iconic as possible, that is, it should
represent (logical) relations be visible relations analogous to
them".26Iconics is therefore connected with the degree to which
features of the graphics display contribute towards, or facilitate
understanding. Patrick Meredith makes similar points in discussing
the uses of "semantic matrices".27 He contends that grammarians have
attended exclusively to the linear arrangement of words in sentences
but that this conventional grammar must now be regarded as a particular
car:,8 of a very much more extensive "geometrical syntax", just as
Aristotelian logic turned out to be a special case of a much wider
system of symbolic logic -- and that in the spatial arrangements of
entities, their geomotric relations should be correla~ed with the
1 0 fJ i C eLL I' Bl at.i 0 ns bet lJJ8 en t h 8 iTl •
He 9 i vest he p (3 r i 0 die tab 1 e 0 f
chl!mica.l elements as all oxample of the richness of the field to bo
uxplul'clcl. The power of thi~ t.uiD-dimensional visual display in generatinU oystematic reforences concerning relations between its constituonts
indicates the latent potentiality of the mascent geometrical syntax.
There is however a question of "iconicity for whom".
A well-knollln
survey by Anne Rows (The Making of the Scientist) found a high correlation between (1) visual imagery and experimental inclination, (2) nonvisual imagery and preference for theoretical science. Many theoretical scientists prefer not to use visual imagery -- which may explain
their difficulty in communicating with other sectors of society. Don
Fabun draws attention to the possibility that non-Americans may not
find the display of concepts and their relations by grids or n~twbrk
structures very meaningful. Europeans, and particularly Orientals, are
inclinod to attach iroportance to areas. There dOGS not seem to be muc~
extensive work on this questi()n cross-culturally or with respect to
different personality types.
And yet, it llIay strongly influence the
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manner in which concept.s are communicated, particularly if certain
personality types tend to be associated with certain disciplines.
Progress in understanding is made through the development of mental
models or symbolic notcltions that permit a simple representation of
a mass of complexities not previously understood. There is nothing
new in the use of models to represent psycho-social abstractions.
Jay Forrester, making this same point with respect to social systems,
argues however that evnry person in his private life and in his
community life uses models for decision-making. The mental image
of the world around onl!, carried in each individual's head, is a
model.
One does nut h,lVe a family, a business, a city, a governmrmt,
or a country in his he<ld.
He has only selected concDptc alld relaticnshjJL~, whj ch hE! LH3e~j to reprr:f30nt the real system.
But when the pieces
of LilL) syDI:,em have besll C1SS(~llllJIEJd, tile mind is nGurly useloss for
an l, i c i pat i n9 the d y na m,i c LJ eh a vi 0 u r t hat the s ys t em imp 1 i 8 G •
Her e t h 0
computor is ideal.
It will trace th(~ interactions of any specified
set of rolationships. The mental model is fuzzy.
It is incomplete.
It is imprecisely stated.
Furthermore, even within one individual,
the mental model changes with time and with the flow of conversation.
Even as a single topic is being discussed, each participant in a conversation is using a different mental model through which to interpret
the subject. And it is not surprising that consensus leads to actions
which produce unintended results.
Fundamental assumptions differ but
are never brought out into the open. 28
These structured models have to be applied to any serially ordered data
in card files, computer printout or reference books to make sense of
that data.
Is there any re8son why these invisible structural models
should not be visible to clarify differences and build a more comprehensive visible model? Tho 9reater the complexity, however, the more
difficult it is to use mental modcsl.
For oXC1mp18, in discussing his
examination of an olectronic circuit diagram, Ivan Sutherland writes:
"Unfortunately, my abstract model tends to fade out when I get a
circuit that is a little bit too complex.
I can't remember what
is happening in one place long enough to see what is going td happen
somewhere else. My model evaporates.
If I could somehow represent
that abstiact model in the computer to see a circuit in animation,
my abstraction WOUldn't evaporate.
I could take the vague notion
that "fades out at the edges" and solidify it.
I could analyze
bigger circuits.
In all fields there are such abstractions.
We haven't yet made any use of the computer's capability to "firm
Up" these abst,rc-ictions.
The scientist of today is limited by his
pencil and paper and mind.
He can draw abstractions, or he can tn
think about thom.
If he draws them, they will be static, and if
he just visualizes them they won't have very good mathematical
properties and will fade out.
With a computer, we could give him
a groat deal mors.
We could give him drawings that move, drawings
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in three or four dimensions which he can rotate, and drawings
with great mathematical accuracy.
We could let him work with
them in a w~y that he has never been able to do before.
I think
that rea1].v big-9.3.in" in the §ubsta
scientific a1'ea[, are
(Ioj!:!.-CL to cSlme whf'rl s~lm8bo(jy invents ~8W abstractions UJhich can
(ln1y be rnprE:~sented .i.n cornputtn graphical form."29

The primary function or visual representation is to facilitate under-

sLindinu. To understand a concept is to apprehond correctly all the
I'nlatiom3 which dotermi.no itL; structure. This lTleans not only gr8sping
t h (J f "J C t t hat c e r t a i n r El 1 Cl t i 0 m; h Cl 1 d bet we Cl n c e r t A i n e n tit i e s but a 1 S 0
88(1ing that th~J nature of the entities permits those rolations to hold
anll that the global character of the concept determines their occurr8nc~;
Use of information
The implication to this point has been that what is required is more
powerful research insight into the different types of organized
co r ple xi t y . This i sin fa c t tot a 11 y ins u f fie i en t . Res ea I' chi n for ma tion systems are used by research workers and tend to be of little
significance, directly or indirectly, to non-research areas -- particularly in the social sciences.
How exclusive should an information
system be?
11

A means needs to be found of m8king the type of information discussed
directly accessible to the following information users:

heI,~

r U S D Cl r c h

lIJfH: k

education of

ers
stud(~nts,

briufing of diplomats, et.c.

policy-making
program management. 3D
Non-research needs tend to be viewed with a certain contempt by
research workers, but this is merely the counterpart to the contempt
in which research conclusions are held by those involved in day-by-day
decision-making. 31 This antipathy arises from the tendency of research
workers to focus on problems which decision-makers consider irrelevant
and to publish their results in an incomprehensible form, and the
tendency of decision-nlakers to use techniques and models which researc~
workers consider antiquated and to focus on symptoms rather than causes
of problems.
But even a sophisticated alliance between research and decision-making
is totally inSUfficient. Students must be educated about the psychosocial system -- and this education should be based on the same data
used for resoarch and decision-making and not on antiquated simplifications.
.
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Educating students is educating the (relatively) powerless.
Even
this complex of users is inadequate to break the dangerous situation
nuw predicted for tho very r1E!cH futuI'n (if not in many ways already
Cl reality),
nomely that thr~ politic1.an, working in tandem with his
Lur,llflulogical aovisors and pI'u~lram designers, is increasingly in Cl
pu:;jt:iOll [,fJ put fOI'IIJ8rd irlturL,rcd:~:Jtion~; of urbcJr1 or world " rea lit y lt,
IH'rl~jJ,':1{IIS to cI(~Ql with it anel CIJ<.l]uation;-; of tho,,;£] inogralT1;3 as implefTlUfll>(·c!, b(J~,Hd on kncJlul()dqe ciUl8r unnVclilalJ18 to tl10Ge who miqht
dllll flnC!f] hilll or LJn~lvi.,j.luble ut: tho 'Lima thut H cheJ1lengn might be
lno:;L (Jf'fr:ctivo. 32
In othur words, it wuuld be extremely irresponsible to creste a
s()~hioticHted tool for a system which will use it to strengthen its
OWil position at the expense of its environment.
As Herman Kahn points
out, we now face the sinister situation in which tho world is becoming
so complex and changing so rapidly and dangerously and the need for
anticipating problems is so great, that we may ~e tempted to sacrifice
(or may not be able to afford) democratic political processes.3 3 Faced
with this threat, it niight be better to suppress initiatives to produce
such a weapon against the powerless and to bank on the protective
advantages of complexity. This is the dilemma:
either one opts for
inaction in the belief' that the misuse of science and technology will
bJ'E~ed its own compenselting mechanisms and possibly the decay of the
systom -- or else one banks on the advantages which would accrue from
a wi d era \J a i ]. a b i lit Y fJ f s uc h (1 tool.
I I1 tor ITI S

(J

f

tile s 8 con rJ

Cl

pt ion, t h 8 r 0 a I' 8 t h re e

0

t h8 r neces s a r y

S El

t

S

(I

f'

U[;8rs:

public information on sY3terTI modifications
public monitoring of system modifications including privacy protection and participativ8 action
use by the individual to de-fragment himself.
The first two deal with means of updating weak links in the democratic
process.
Tho third concerns private use by tho individual to 8traight~~
out or order his own mental models of his environment. There may be
others.
These seven uses f:)hould, ideally, be interrelated (S80 Figure 4) via a
comnion deJta b21~:;e and th(~ much discussed elata networks.
Each requires
different techniqu8s of data presentation, filtering and manipulaticn
for which the visual display unit is ideally suited.
Ihsights and
problems detected in one use should affect the priorities of other uses.
The current tendency is however to build separate information systems
of different levels of sophistication for each use, so that they aN
quickly out of phase, incompatible and in many cases inadequate and
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[ cJ 11 C ,1 t i un

I n d i v:i. d u 2l ]~l:;,-_t.-

Policy-making

+

_

d 8- f 1';1g filer, ,

Program
management

dtiun

Public
participation
and program
monitoring

FiQure 4.

Public
information on programs

Interrolat}onship between different uses of information,
which should ideally be based on a common data-base to
avoid spastic change in societt
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usoless.
In such circJmstancos, develupments in each area do not
r 8 i n for c e and co u n t e r - :J a 1 Cl n c IJ 0 n 0 ::1rlO the r , r Cl the r the p s y ch 0 - s 0 cia 1
system evolves in leap; and st~rLs. Information systems constitute
thu nervous system of' ulanetary ~30ciety. The fragmented approach
to their design and us~ would seem to lead directly to social crises
c1fli1logous to those fOUld in the case of certain disorders of tho
flel'\tuus systom, 3S tho HJh thtJ psycllo-social system was some orqani zat i rJ n aId i nos a u r E, u f fer i n (,1 r r 0 m 8 pa rd i c par a 1 y si san d a p has i a .34 I n t LJ Ur;Jtud cllld harrnuniour3 iD\lr~l(JpIIICIlL CC:Hl only be achievud if thB informat i ( I n r:; ye; t u m i s cJ EJ (J i IJ n 8 j f I. ) r mu 1 tip u I' ~) Cl r; <'3 u S Cl - - and e " p [) C jell 1 y IJ Y t h 0 ,3 f?
IJJil.h ['eE,eJlH'CO IJI:fJlJIF3I1IS, <:J~; ill thu devHloflinl) cuuntrju~) and in tile'
rlDI,~JYI;cJ ~jru(w of duvf)l )p[~11 countrj,u",.
If UH) cJj ff'FJront "ys tU:!IS C2lf'1nl.) t be in turrl3lateel, .i t lUould be preforabl e
as ~ strategy tu nlQko the visual display technique available only as
an idea clarification }nd concept integration aid, and block its
systematic use for the pensLration of organized complexity.
(This may
be easy since most org1nizations have Cl natural "horror of having their
detailed structure exp~sed to others -- despite their own interest in
that of others.)
Relevance to peace
The interactive graphics technique provides a means of handling
complexity. The qUGstLon now is:
in what way does this contribute
spocifically to thG kn~w18dg8 and value requhements for peace.
To
some "colllplexity" is a guarantC=Je of peace. Joh21n Galtung suggests
a fJeflEnal formula for peace bused on increasing the world entropy,
i.cl. increasing the di'30I'd(~r, ITIessi nr:J8 f:;, randolnneDs, and unpredict.ability by avoiding th8 clear-cut, the sim01istic bluu-prinl and
oxce";~3ivFJ order. 3G -I he:'!!' I') is a distinction however between a degree of'
cOI'lplexity which produ'~8S overload, and irrational and uncoordinated
reE,ponS83, amJ that which TRquires Iflany known relationships to be
taken into account.
CompJexity may provide peaceful behavioural niches
which act as protective bulkheads.
Without a clearer picture, however,
it is impossible to determine whether the protection is adequate or
equivalent to sheltering in dense dry undergrowth from an approaching
bush fire.
The problem is how to lower the degree of complexity, but at the same
time to beware of simplistic proposals for change by those who believe
they have an adequate model of the complexity.
The notion of a peaceful society has come to resemble the mythical,
ca2.m "stable state" not.ed by Donald Schon which is to be reached after
a time of troubles. 2 He suggests that belief in it is a belief in the
unchangeability, the constancy of central aspects of our lives, or
belief that we can att~in such a constancy.
This belief is institutionalized in every social domain, in spite of acceptance and approval of
chang8 and dynamism. It is B bulwark against the threat of uncertainty
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,Jrlcl instability.
Givoll the rnaJity of chan(~e, thE; bolief is only
n t a j-rl 0 d t h J' 0 U 9 h t a c l i cs 0 f whi ch LU 8 a I' e 1 Cl I' gel y un con s c i 0 us so

In a i

that our responses are spasmodic responses of desperation and largely
destructive.
He is co~cernod with developing institutional structures
and way sol' k no LUi n g I' 0 r the pro C [:3 S S 0 f ch a n 9 e its el f i. e. " bey 0 nd the
st2ble state".
Current proposals to institutionalize stability are
genorally efforts at r8storing the institutional status quo ante LUhich
is identified as the bf'st approximation to the stable state.
Tho problem of peace il therefore not so much one of producin~ a new
formula for combining existing organizational building blocks.
This
could only re::-;uJt in Brlother uflf3uccossful comprornise in a long series.
ThEJ[EJ is no pvidoncEJ tlie3t thu insight is availablE] to design a peace! u_
so ci. n Ly .i n III hie h s y l3 t () 11: a tic 11 i 0 1 e n c e i s ab s cm t . T h 0 I' e h a v 0 b 0 8 n many
pr lJ [ J U " Cl 1. D, b 1I l, the r f) i~. no U v :i. (J en c f3 •
Vii 8 h [( 1/8 nor D a EO 0 n t (1 u ::; S u 1118
t h <:1 L P (j Li. t:i. c Cl 1 D () c i [) CS I ' 8 lU i 11 pro \/8 to lJ fJ 1'1:1 9 U 1 Cl. b 1 8 d tan y 1 8 If 01 whie h
LUC') UJould reY<H'cl DS accl'pbtble. Many species hal/e purished in ocologi.cc::'
traps of their own devising.
We may already hawD passed the point of
no return on the road iD some such abyss.S As an example, a test experiment could be envisagecl in which a "peaceful community" is designed
and set into operation with all the resources and disciplinary skills
aV8ilable -- there is a high probability of failure within one generation or at least the introduction of rules LUhich do violence to the
original values in tern,s of which the community was designed.
As
evidence for this one Inay note the failure rate of communes, the second
generation problem of kibbutzim, the urban disaster constituted by
"planned" communities, and the difficulties associated with harmonizi.ng
1'01 at io ns in an isolatl:!d g rou p of peo pIe over time peri ods exc8ecli ng ::=
few days.
The probability of failure increases LUith the diversity of
psychological types, irlterests and cultures represented.
Proposers
benefit from the fact that by definitiun they cannot produce evidence
for the SUCCDSS of thojr proposal and it is probable that they will
riot Lw LIHJI'O whlJn j t brars i L~:; frui ts.
j

One roason why it is djfficult to design a society is that the model
used is by definition flot sufficiently complex or detailed to take
account of all the loo~e ends which will emerge and cause friction
leading to violence.
It is difficult to build up a picture of the
dynamic interactive effects of sub-sections of the model.
Most
difficult of all is taking into account the individual as a developing,
creative, and as such E'ssentially unpredictable, entity for LUhich we
know our models are inGdequate.
For the above reasons, it seem3 useful to sugg r
that Baacs is an
e c 0 1 0 q i c a I jJ I' 0 b 1 elTl , na rH] 1 yap l' ubI 8 rn 0 I' ha I'm 0 n '
J the in t Cl I' r e 1 a t ion f; h i f J sin S 0 ci Fj t Y bet UJU r n a d e v[) lop i ngin d i v i d u:
; I1 d his e v 0 1 vi n9
en\JiIOrtlnent.
It is irl'.,tructive to use the insj
"G concDI'ning the
lec;=; ambiguous natural envirolHflont ecology (LUith respoct tu whi.ch uS
(1 I' 8
0 b j f::J C t i VfJ ) ,
t 0 d r a UJ a t ten Lion top rob 1 fJ IT! S Cl nd 0 pp 0 r tun i U. 8 sin
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t h UHl P U ! ell Cl - [J lJ c.L a 1 onvironment ecol.ogy withi!i whicll
Y C II1 b (] ,J d u cl •

Cl I J \) t I 1

Pe~co is hero conceivej JOGS as a sLate and more as a very complex
8v1llvjng set of relation~3hips in which t.he latter bear some harmonious
relationship to one another. The two key questions are:
evolving to
what, and what is harmoniuus.
As in the case of the natural environIn [) 11 t,
the I' e i s no i mm8 d i at 0 an S IlJ 8 r t Cl the S e que s t ion S - - the rei s
in,;ufficic'nt understanding of the rolationship~3 and the nature of
psycho-social developm8nt.
Simplistic proposals for change and
COlltrol lilay be assulTleu to bear tho same relationship tu the failure
of the rJ;;;ycho-soc:iaJ. [:]co-system as do posticides to tht] failure of the
n (3 I, U l' Cl 1 8 C 0 - ~3 Y:'j b:Hn •
The IJ ,; Y c h Cl - S 0 cia 1 s y s t 8111 lU i 11 r (:J s i s t "r e d 8 ~? i g n" b Ll -:
it is ar; yDt inlpoGsib18 tD Gay Ulhon the resistance is benoficial and
wh')n it iu unfortun~to and to be overcome.

Thl} general problem of psychu-soci~l ecology may be considered in terms
of the differe~l types of ecology mentioned in an earlier section,
namely:
organizational ecology i.e. the harmonious evolving interrelationships between organizational units
conceptual ecology i.e. the harmonious evolving inter-relationships
between theoretical formulations, value and belief systems
problem ecology i.e. the harmonious evolving inter-relationship
between problems
psycho-ecology or psycho-dynamics i.e. the harmonious evolving
inter-relationships within a person's psyche.
lS-!:2.' J '11 J 8 rj fJ 8
rnOr(3 knowledgo or t.h;
new tYPC~3 of knollJJEH1IJu. ~1uch of t.he
cOiilpll,~xjty cHld infIJl'ITI~_.,Li()n D\/Urload is du[~ to F~XCOSf~iv8 pl'oduction
Cl f' u n i n L CHJ r Cl 1.. 0 d k n CJ llJ 1 I ' rJ iJ I} •
I t i s U f3 8 r u 1 Lot h ink 0 f r 8 s 8 arc h 8 r s
IHoducj_ny krwwledgr-, which decays rapidly into pf:Jl1et,s of inforrnaU.o~l
unles~ revivified -- knowledge is int~gration of unrelated bits of
inforrnation;
dOCUP1E:[ltS represent fossilized knowledgp, which can
be roprocDssed.
IrJhat is roquired is knowledge which will help to
red U C 8 the d [) C a y rat 8 d r a fTI a tic a 11 y and t o " r 8 \/ i vi f y" i n f (J r 'n a t i 0 fl •
Th~::; Ierclark of a Fortur,8 editorial t.hat "because our strength is
d E' I' i 'j '3 d fro rrJ the f rag n: 8 n t e d rn CJ d e 0 f 0 u r k now led 9 8 and act i un, UJ 8 a:r=:
r~la~ively helpless w~en we t~y to deal intelligently with such un~ties
as ::1 city, an f:stal~r':lIS ecology or "the quality of life"" (Fortune,
F~0r~ary 1970, p. 92) is applicable to the psycho-social systern as a
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L 1" 11, d 0 U. 11 n ,; lJ () t tU 1'-' (J Il n d, u r c,i 1 1 a rllJ LJ a fJ (! :c, i s
IILl'

j

i

I.0..!:::.l:J.I:.:2.-U:L f'o;;,i:Ll',Ln

to cl

,~al:,j.Gf'act()ry

re ti C 3] l Y i fTI P Cl s s i. b 1 ('
dOIJrno, SLI thf, nttitud(~

1.. h (3 0

t.IlH
il1t.l:lrrD1HI~i,on Ill' knC1U1Jod~18 '1I'l.sirlf] from Liiffnl'LlllL dis(; 'i I: 1 i I') a r y p n r':; p [) c t j \1 (! ,,: S h 0 U 1 rI I, 11 vi. 13 tU D cl a:3 par t i a.L 1 y f 0 as j,b 1 u i 11
[l I': 1(; I.. i l.: 0, 0 V f.: n i f rw Li I I J (l1' (] t i. C ,1 .l. r r ,:1 mIJ UJ(Jl: k can ], OtJ j tin I ~l t tJ i. t .

tl)ldI.1i:;

[ .L I'D 1 J y, t. he rn Cl In e n L u m i f t 1'1 n k 110 \U 1 EHi 9 e pro d u c 8 r S Cl n d t 1'1 ELl. r 0 r 9 <3 n i. ::: a til md sottirl~IG makE3s ,jramat:Le char1C]8 almost impossible.
The solut.it'Hl
acl\lol.;dtod hrjro is ther,o,fore thE! provision of a device; for them which
is structured 1..0 facil.etate integration of information and snhaces
CI'i'clLi\lj tiy Qnd produc;~ion of more integrative knowledge.
In contrCls~,
Rxisting information systems encourage fragmentation and the generation
of vast quantitiGs of indigestible information.
~Jii.h

such 8 device, mu:h vital Gxisting information on isolated
('JllLi ties and proceE3ses irl th8 psychD-social system can be "hooked
tor;ether" in a manner 'uhich facj_litates understanding by many
cU:,c,:plill83 f;imultanolJJejly, '3nd can highLLght significant areas for
J'f~ , U n I' (; h a n cl (j c t ion •
::1 u c 1'1 a n <cl p pro a chi s v i t Cl 1 t Cl a \I 0 i del u ms y spa s r: i c
D [J i ) :1." I; ': C h 0 u t (') r E c t i f Yi r) ~j cur l' H n t
pro bID mE3 •
~~ a r Cl n d vi 0 1 e n c [) a r (~ t h El
'
u:1i.il,,:'dJ; Pl'UCU;';f30S in ,,1 spa,31:ic [,ociotyo
(JUt
cll f fi eu 'I t Y iE; tha t OU r munt D1 mo d e 1.8 of psy cho- cO> Dci 01 s t ructu re
arl ba~,od on patte:cns Jf rco,l:'!t;ionships which are tOD intirrlC::::tely
idf:f1Lified mid associa:ed with (Visible) physical and behavioural
stluctures which do no~ develop naturally and continually but can
howevor (almost literally) be labelled.
Means are required to increasE
reliance on more Bubtll1 ancl dynamic patterns of relationships For which
mOll=: sophisticated methods of display are required.

COrJcJl1sion
The world crisis may bi'J viewed as the closing of an ecological trap,
in thE] mu] tiple sense ulabol'dted here, and as a failure of cornrmmicaticJ!, between ljovernment,;3 and governed, bE:1tween disciplines, betl:JOsn
or~anizations, between generdtions, and between psychological sLates.
It ic-, [';ul~ [j matter of improv:i.rI\J the technical means by which nou:
.infori:I~:ition i,3 ~)enf::;rat-r;d uri:r:::'lm,ferred from A to F3, indeed it is thi~o
IjJ IJ i r: h L; f; c t tin 9 II H" P, J eEl.
I t Le; .i nth G P 1:' 0 Ce s s e S 0 f i n t e r p r n tat ion,
i n ~, e fj r (1 Li (Fl () n d co ITI ~J l' r:! i I [; w; i un l. h b 1.. t h EJ pro b 1 to. rn 1 i. f3 S .0 I t i f) use 1 8 ;:) ::)
t.o [-"LE--,p up tilCJ LHJlilb21rrJl!fI\[-'!c'd, ol~ the hUfllCln urgonisrn by pellE,bJ of'
in[urli:aLion and urnelui,C3d, "u;;E;ful" but mutually antagonistic concElpts
unJBss the pellets ar8 80 org~nized as to be capable of faster
a [3 c, j id. I at ion. 27
This integation must 8>:tend tCJ the systems of interpretation by which
ale I' !,:; C Dfll rn un i ca tl. 0 Cl she' ve mG a n.i n 9 and en <3 tl 1 8 hum an b e i n g st~ i n flu e ne 8
onc=: Gfloth8r -- it is if; this dCJiilClirr that coherence ~nd continuity hal.re
z"JJ,rc:oc3t cCJf~lpletE)ly been lost.
But in order to re-intr,gratn wh8.t is
t~ c.i !l
S0
8 X P 10 s i vel y te) I' nap Cl 1't, i Lis n ec e s s a r y t a l 0 0 kat t h 8
P s Yc h .:J '3D I l c' 1 s Ys t e In i 11 i t 8 cur I' en L:1 ';' f r a ~l In l! n Led ,3 La t e - -' t his po c:; 8 S mu c h
s u L ~ J er pr Cl b 1 8 rr' S 0 f cor! rn un i c ,j +:.i 0 r1 for IC!fLl ch t h 8 d e vie e des cri b 8 d h ere
n;Cl'v'
bf:.~ uf n)(~~ ·jot:' 0.toni
fi saneFJ.
/
I
~

,J
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ontity in the p~3ychtJ-sDcial system must be "r8cognizod" as it is
currHntJy frasmented, because in this stale each fragment has its OGn
:'8}aLiul1S with other p,nts of the system which we fIlUSt necessarily
l: rHI 11 Jl 8 h 8 n d •
The y h Cl \f e e mt'l r q e din toe x j ~-; tf·} n C 8 a s r c 1 Cl t i \1 e i n \l 0 r i Cl I1 t 3 ,
i u l' SO 1118 0 the r par L u f t h 8 S Y S t, e fIl, in res po n s 8 t () s y s t 0 fll con d i t ion s
uld c:h must be unders I:ood b8fol'o at.tempting any premature integraticn
[I a c k j n L O " n Cl t u r a 1 w:·lD 1 C S Il - cl n d l HO) for e u sin 9 rn 0 cl 0 1 s
LU hie h 2J s S u rn e :- '"" 2
LxL;L[)11CI~ (Jf such inl,eC]ratod wholE:Jf3 or which dfHly Lilo significance
(f 8umo entities or ~ulotinnships. In particular it may be an
( f hl<l n t (1 Clfl
L 0 Cl t L'l C k i, I"IE' rn y l, h 0 f fHH, i f t Y a 8 a un i f i El d who 1 f' all d the
r"yth 11f' man trw indi\drJllcJJ -- bol'(Jrr3 DstabU ,,!ling lUell-founded u3se,,,
iJ'lCh

~1 li '/

fur

~)

u c h b u 1 J.

cl cj r i r' y t h [, t

('1 f ~;

•

m~' t. rl (;),

If3

to 3)1'::::_
heH;
.Ln uJlri'l. way
...unlS
' .
.i l, l' Cl 1 <:l t 8 StD U the r
SL,clgC is an eco-systl'ITlic unity -,- not some ut.opian community of man.

01 I.I

r'lJliJ

[i/ 0

illlCl

lid. lJ i Il

f' S P 8 CiD S 11 i ,3 r 8 qui r 8 rI
(~ach p'iycho-sucial systefi1 species arose and
~,p 8 C i e s .
T h 0 0 n 1 y u nit. y t () b e hop e d for a t
(j

n0

UJ

It

[J

fl C D fI] ff! 0 n e col 0 9 i ca 1 r r a I fI e wo T k i s
re qui I' e d for the mass i IJ e ex i 3 tin 9
pcogr21m3 Df which the Unitc~d Nations is a focal point namely
disar~ement, d8v81op~ont, and environment -- but apart from interI",lating them the miO',sirICj program, in the form of "psycho-cultural
d :} V r" 1 0 P rr18 n t" 0 f t hElp e 1's CJ n, n e El d s t 0 b El e 1 a b 0 I' a t 8 d •
D n e can not p x pe:::: t
8 Imf?Cirle 8uffer.i.flg from phyc-;;ical starvation, structul'al
violence, E'+~C.
tf] c:lo much '[£1' rd.Jn.5_e1 f~ but nor Call one expect someOile 8ufferi ng f rOi-'
mr;ntal and emotional starvation, fragmentation, etc. to want to do
m.Jell for an'lllfl8 G1E') _'0. l'/[~ do nDt knollJ what "inform,-;Iion vj.tnmins"
UJ" eJr[':'c;Fir:oniC::-·,;Y"iY--dr:::pl'-ilhHI of in p8ycho-f~Yf;tornic terms.
The erLds ,.. _
Cl gJclb,:d and InulticlLsr;,ipJirldry CHlf:? of ttpsycho-enviI'onmcmtal evoluJ"ic·j-;".

Tilr[~fJ
RI' C I

oLhuI' prrJblcfllG

ha

f)~'::)LQI!l

I)f
in'LlucJl.Icjng chana8 lTlust be recognizDd. StafroIc:
f 0 rrp u 1 Q L OfJ L ', er, a L (j 1. i (; I' I f; P r i n c i p 1 e for t hElp S Y c h 0 - S 0 C .i a J
whicrl h[~ corlsidsrs that lIJould-bo leaders and reformers of soJcic::'

,j

sysLoms often fail to appreciate=.;:
social systems du not need to resp::."'.~:
tfl "prorJressive changfjll by defeat or violent reaction.
They can simpl j
adjust their internal equilibrium very slightly, "accepting" the
Chclf1Qf?, and then offs8t and contain all its effects so that the maCf[Jsystemic characteristj~s remain tho same.
The other problem he note~
is that most of the pJoblems perceived as problems are in fact bogu6
p~oblems generated by th80ries about social progress and the way
society uJDrb;.:V+ A thirD problem is that people arid CJrgal"lizations tene
to croaL8 and detf3ct problem:> to pro\Jide a necessary psycho-social
tLrl:,ior1 tD IE.:d.!lfuI'ce :!l!Cilt:i.ty -- as such there may be a preference
fGr problem solvIng activity rathor than actually achieving El sol~~io~
t CJ t h 8 P rob III fTl •
In the face of this confused, unstable situation in which organization~
and cClncepts are incr~asingly inadequate Lo the tasks demanded of the~,
it is nut some magic cc~trally developed policy on uhich society can
defll'I-I;J.
The systemic lIlornsnturn and inerti2J are too great.
People 2no
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!LI -:..s,l!.L?.~)'~i 0 n ~3 _ mu s t~_~L,~_t.2-.~,ll El n 8 c e S:3 ,L t V 0 L_ k nit. t i r1..9. t [1 'J 8 the r t h 8
,";s.:.!..~.i:~~~_~ll-.JJlQ..~r~L~'.IlL ~ a t i (J n.~Ll n (L~; CJn Cl' P t u :J J r; s l L:J Cl 1'1, s i n UJ hie h t! ~~:.i..
: LE:; iJ n t i? 1 i C'~.:::~iS!L...Lo T'.C~.'J 'Id cruc.',-.L:!..81L t u-.!J:2..~'ob J.f:':~IS th 81'
_"L.\~Q....~;,~t 0 r 11l_~~~' p i ~~, __ lll'.~!E.j nI1~:"~:.:_Y s J~ p:l1i C S 8 n~]i, t j, \: :iJ:.L.t 0 tit::':). r
.
'I'
" "
IlL
' e H? f. ()J.' R d
'
. . .Q':2::...:;,~.:.::;..:'=-'L~~L~~'2i!.!.:.r~~.'
~J~) c; J.. 0 t. Y cl~) a
W'llh
8 '11
e p e nu,:
::1 r:l{'J!.kll IHld filu.Lt,idL~;c;.j,piinary :30L of intor-depenl!cfl,. dyrl2lmic,
:.1' I j'''-CCJfTlpCn~;ElLinq ilDtL' Jrk:J (]3ch ruspDn(LLrl~j rapidly tu JocDll y
1I<:)'f'U.iI,JC:d prDblulll';.
'11,f) 1)I,:Lilwlrks IlDC'd tu be QCl.lvani'ed into a
:;l: ;IJi 1.i.':I)J CJ;<.i.,:;l.on(;[:: it'l lIJhil;h t.ho.ir :li;:l;.;irnullI sE:<lf-Ll'ansf'cr,naLion
110' unLi2Jl

i;-;

J:fHdj :LHcl.

Tu' nLi r'j,cclLiull :should ;WiIJU'JUr bl3 inCl'EJ,JslrH;Jly \lJith tilE; dynalTiic
po: \;lll.i 2J'( of pDof)lc: and orgarLi. ;cations tn reform networks ~jrld conf.L~]Ul-d~
l::i,llrl:' of skills apprnpciatu to each neu! emEnging problem and less with
l1 j'd.:eLicular evol ving ;-18twork of relationships. Z+'7
f\ device such as Lhat described here could consti tute a vi tal catalyst
to the processes required irl this more sophisticated environment.
Perhaps it will only be with such devices that man can "track" the
daily chong8s in structures in such a psycho-social system and identify
th~ relative invariants lIJhich provIde the framework for evolving order.
In value of a visualiz3tion approach to serve change agents at all
lEJ'JEd,;, it; well SUflln13ri?:Do by Harold LassJUoll:

"\Jhy do wo put so Iiluc:'] 8nlpha~)is Uil aurJio-vif-3ual ITIeans of pDrtrayinD
[ J 0 (1 J,
~: r (~ n cl, c () mJ.i Li I J n, [J T' D j 8 C t i 0 (1, a II d Cll t ern CIU, v e ?
r (j r t .1 y b (! C Cl U S 0
~,o IIIDIIY 'JEllunblu paI'i,.icipclnLs in dr,jcisiofl-maki.n~J huve dranlatj zir;g
,i ITic'tri n::JLio[J;:, •• ". Thoy ,jJ'C nrlt OflcHTlfJurF,d of' nUi1lbers or of Clm')lylic.
:Jbc,l':r:21c.ticJllc:;.
Th(:;)yuf:J at Uleir bfJst in deliberatiun,; that
(:[lCCiLJI'ZlQe cOfltuxtuali,ty hy Cl varied repertol'y of means, and wharFj
,In illllnndiate sonso of' tilTie, space, and figurG is retained."48
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iU?-i Jc:..!yJ i x
1.

0 !l

l' P S

(')[-J

r _( ;h

8 ' 1 cl

act j

[) n

po s sib i lit.i e s

n

Cl uire in ve n t Cl I: j (~s 0 f the l' {] sou l' c e S 0 f the ps ye h 0 - S 0 cia 1.
urgani.-:atillns, concepts, values, pl'oblems, roles, lifestylos and psyc:;holoi)ical statos.
(J

sy~~L8m:

!

2. R8 qui r (=) mol' e s cl r' his "i cat D cl and co mp re hen S i ve !Le.0 1 0 q i.§.2. and
ta xonomi es 0 f :
0 rg,lni L3 ti ons, con cepts, val ues,
probl ems, roles,
1 i j- fj sty 1 e san d [J S Yc i 10 .1 0 9 i c Cl 1 s tat e s wit h part i c ul a l' at ten t ion to
grey ;.:H'8a~3 and the IJoints where such enti ties blur into processes
or pat Lerns of rela~ionships.
.
3.

t Il e l' u n c t .i () n~?_ per for rn 8 d bye a c h t YP 8 0 f
[lCo-system relating to many other parts of
t h Cl L f~ Yc> t (HO (t 0 P l' P, J 8 n tor Uani z a t ion a l, con cop t U Cl J 0 r pro b 1 e m
IDIHuLheicJ") i.u. a focus on the relationships betwoen entitieD.

11 H Cl LJ ire a t. ten t i lJ n t
8nti ty as parts of

I)

;In

tt.

FhJqcd.l'o a fOCUf3 on "hooking together" sub-systems of the psychosocial s ys tem 5. n a manne r whi ch mak es the re suI t us eful \ to a w! de
vari8ty of non-rese:1rch bodies.

5.

Require a focus on jnterdlsciplinar~ relations equivalent to that
on international re~ations -- in fact both are concerned with the
balance between coordination and decentralization and the associated
problems of territorial securj.ty, power and status. The problems
of coordination between disciplines and modes of action increase
in significance as the boundaries between nations decrease in
significance. Specifically a systemantic inventory of disciplines
and inter-discipJ.inary bilateral or multilateral links is r~quired.
The significance and measure of inter-disciplinary integration
shuuld be as vital BS that of international integration.

I'

G. HOCjuiru a focus on the "~tljrity" of psycho-social systems as a
guide to the formuJ.ation of psycho-social indicators and measures
of the quality of lifa. This is particularly important in the ca.e
of the individual -- no psycho-social system development can take
place without corresponding maturation of the individuals psychosocial processes.
7. Require a focus on the application of cybernetics to psycho-social
systems and the representations on displays of subtle relative
invariants in dynamic systums. 28

8. Require a focus on more powerful means of displaying complex
eco-systems -- with particular regard to the icon,icity of the
display to persons with different techniques of visualizing
relationships.

1.

·;-i
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9. F\equirD a focus on pDssible nel;!!-iypes of organizations, concepts
anrl problems likely to be significant in dynamic Bvolving psychosocial systems. In other words, uJhat new forms of relatively
irlvBri8nt entities 3re probable vehicles for the evolution of the
ps y ch 0

10.

- 8.0 C i

cd

s Ys t

e:l1 S •

ncyuire a .nollCiLivE! .h.n'Jr,.nLo...E.Y of the entities which we need but do
no1., hall8, or have but do not know, about i.e. need attenLiorl
d raw n tow hat i s .!:.l£ i::. k n [J \iJrl a s a 8 t i mu1 us tor e s e Cl r cl) El. 9. 0 r 9 .J n i z. a tjCJn~, nueded, cOflccpb:; rH;odr,:d, unresolved thooretical problems.

11. ncqu.irrJ means of sy:;1.,omaUcally

n~~[;;oss:i.ng the ~;'8pr8sE_nti'yit.Y :Jf
pUl'ticular prUUI'hll in LOl'[ilS of tho pussible mix of knouJ.led';Je
skiLL!;, organiz8ticns, nnd prublf3m~3 apprOllriate to Cl program in
thn dumain in question -- in the light of its known likely effects
011 other parts of the psycho-social system.
In other words, how
can the relevant factors or skills ignored be highlighted.
U

12. Require devices which

(i)

catalyze integration of information, facilitate the generation of many more alternative integrative theories, a~d
improves the learning and diffusion process.

(ii)

assist the user to switch attention between system and sub~
system, but particularly from the system to Ulhich he is in
any way co [it rn i t t e d to any m0 r e corn p r 8 h 8 n ~; i VG 0 r a 1 t 8 r n a t i IJ 8
Gystern.

(iii) reduce the cost of storing and displaying indirectly relevant
links and Gtlucture closer to that of storing and displaying
directly relevant ]inks or structures.

(iv)

display and "stabiliz8" the representation of complex ~co
systemic structures and relationships in a variety of interconvertible forms (e.g. networks, Venn diagrams, flow c~art?,
etc.) to facilitate interactions between different types of.
user.

Cv)

permit artists to I'D-interpret eco-systemic structure
displays into psychologically more meaningful and involvihg
presentations which novertheless retain the scientific
interrelationships -- as a means of ensuring that sophisticated ideas "travel" further and benefit from the nttist's'
skills as a communicator.

(Vi)

hold models and data in a way which permits people to
"get inside" them so that t.hey provide a meaningful thinking and c~eativity support system.
I

(vU) individuals can use tc put t.heir thoughts and beliefs ion a
topic in order and locste areas where more integrative cone~pt
would ~e useful.
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1•
I' •

:) .

4.
~J.

6.

7.
8.

9.
1D.

11 •
12.

13 •
1/f •

15.

A• J • ~J. J u d go.
Vis ,JCJ 1 i Z Cl t ion 0 f t h (3 0 r 9 Cl n i 2 a t ion a 1 n [; t UJU r k •
International AssGciations, May 1970.
DiJ n a 1 cl A. S c h 0 n .
~3 8 Y0 nel Lh eSt a b 1. eSt Cl t e, p U Cl 1 i can cl p r i \.I ate
JeariLi.ng in Cl chClI']ing society. London, Temple Smith, 1971.
Fur E': X <::t ill i.J 1 e, f r () in 195 0 t 0 1 97 0 t h 8 n u mb e r 0 f i n t G r n a t ion a 1 b 0 d i 8 S
iflcrcased frorn '718 to 25:38 (United Nations 28, intergovernmental 21~,
international non-~rofit 2296;
plUG 2718 multinationaJ corporations1
This will give 10,~55 international bodies in 2000.
P. F. Drucker. Th3 Age of Discontinuity; guidelines to our
changing society.
I'JE1UJ York,
Harper & Row, 1968.
[-or Cl cliscLlssion of' Uw f;oc.tal functions of cOllcepts and beliefs
88B [rnest Gallnor.
Cuncepts and society.
In:
D. Emmet and
A. ~1 ;j c J n t y J:' G (E cl • ) • S 0 r;.i. 0 1 0 U.i c a 1 Th El 0 r y and Phi. Los 0 phi ca 1 An a.1 y s i ~ •
r~21CIIl.i.I.1.un,
~19'70,
p. '115·_/1/~9.
[rich Jantsch (Ed.) Per[,!IE:ctivEJS of planninD.
Paris, DECD, 1969.
R. A. Rosenthal anjR. S. Weiss. Problems of organizational feedback rJl'OCess8s.
I:I: R. A. BallSI' (Cd.). Social Indicators.
CambridgD, ~~.I.T., 1966, p. 302-340.
Geoffrey Vickers.
Value Systems and Social Process.
London,
Pelican, 19'70.
(H~lS three chapt el'S on the 11 ecology of ideas. 11
He considers the a1alogy legitimate though not exact to speak
of man's interpret1ti\.l8 or appreciative system as an ecological
system "even though the laws which order and develop a population
of ideas (conflict~ng,competing and mutually supporting) in'
communicating mind:, are different from those which order and
develop in popu18t~ons of monkeys in a rain forest or of insetes
under a paving stom:)1I (p. 12) and, in the same context, "Every
field of activity, politics, law, and not least science, like
every ~30ciety, ha~c; its oum stability to guard." (p. 482))
A.J.I~. ]udgfJ.
Org:mizatiorwl aparthflid.
International Assoc;iation::;,
21, October '19(j9, p. 4S1-/jfj6.
I\.J.N. Judgo.
DiBrrilTliml1oion and fragmentation in the '19709;
from clpcntheid tu :;r;hizuphrenia.
Intornational Associations,
23, February 1971, p. 89···1U2.
R • L. Ac k Cl f f •
S Ys t ems, 0 1. 9 ani za t i OilS, and i n t e r d i s c i P1 i n a r y
research.
General Systelrl3 Yearbook, SCSR, 5, 1960, p. 1-8.
R.D. Laing.
The D:vided Self;
a study of sanity and madness.
London, Tavistock, 1960.
Her b 8 r t 1"1 arc U s 8 •
[. r 0 san dei \.I i .1 z Cl t ion.
L 0 n d (I Il, S ph ere.
L.S. Kubie.
The ne ~ure of psychological change and its relation
to cultural change.
In:
Benn Rothblatt (Cd.).
Changing
Perspectives Oil Hari.
University of Chicago Press, 1968.
Pt "fundamental acoJ ogical r-riche" was describ!:Jd in G.E. Hutchinson.
American r~aturalisT, 93, 1 /+5, 1959.
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lC,

Guvjrl Pimontel.
lumploxiLy of ecological syslGmG and
rJT'o[J.Lein" in their study clfld mC3nagtlfT1enL.
In:
l\.[.~-. \iJcuLJ
~~ ;/ ':C

1'7.
1, LJ
n

..

~

I

r

f~;

L

//.
?:L

2 If.

25.

2£;.

2'1.

t :\

f~~

[", -

I {.:1 L1,

19 l

Ne UJ Y0

l' k,

A eEl d c ;'1 i c,

1966,

11 •

(Ed.).
15- 3 S •

't'J ..

l'ulcJ J1' clncl r .Il.

r'u]kcr~.::un.

II'J i \J I ' f";:! t y I 1 r U f, ~, , I Cl C,~) •
Illl;' LfCl'fn is u,;f'd lii.i.dl)ly

i

I' I) ,:; " ,

Il(.~:,

UI h j r; he' J r,

cl i : , p'l

LI)
: J '!

FluUif]

CO\/elT
]!C; I,.

t

(J

in

~~el:,IIlCll'ks.

P1'i,ncetCJn

bcd,h the fnLJlf:J l:umr1lf.ln "ulphd<:JI'H.1 n LJ niI) H 1'S Cl n p l' U cJ I ' t c' l' fTl i n [: d
liith lighL-·pe'-l f'aLiJ j ty, luhicll

I ~3

;ll'1d thf] "11f 1:[.'·J1' dj if'l:''l)'E;1I
:Jl:HJ CJlifH..1ruL"
iirH)c; :lire! CI.JI·\/D'3.

It is tlh': l'''iLL81' c1ul/.i.CCJ
u,hiC\'\ if3 di~,cuSC:;Uli horo.
Sec:
Ivan Sutherlaild. Cornputur cJispi.2lYs.
Se i te 11 t i f.L c Amer:i (; c, '-"
2 2 2, J u IW 1970, [J. ~J 6 - fj •
InteracLive graphi~s in data processing.
IBM Systerns Journal,
7, :J onc] 11, 19CiB, lithole double issue.
.
Comp!Jtor Graphic,::; 19?LJj arl international syrnposiufi,.Brunel IJ.,197O::::\"'.
Michael S. WolfberJ.
An interactive graph theory system.
Mouro School of El~ctrical Engineering Report 69-25, University
of PorIlls ~:lvania, 1 ?69.
Prlilip Hondr8n.
[.lmp'.itel' graphics in color for dDsign und
COl iirn u n i C C3 t :i. (J n .iJI c:' chi. t c ,::; t u l' 8 3 n d u dJ Cl n des .i g n •
In: C0 m put e r
GrBphics 70 (dbovo)
Soe, for Dxample, )ouglas [1'lguH)arL
Allgmentill~-1 Hum~Jrl Intellect,
2 c:uncDpLlldl fr<:JiIIFJljurk.
Stullfurd k8Doarch InsLituto, 19f.i2.
[.J. [cIU..1Y cJlic! vJ. l'lHJcJ vLLpkc:.
CO:ilputur-assic.;1.cd design of cornpl.cx
U 1: Cj a f Il C ~; Y rt t h f! :; e ,', •
Ci I; i L: n c ("
1 6 U, 1LJ net, [) b e r 1':) f:j 9 , p . 1 7 El - 1 9 ::' •
11,. L. vJ a h l, c; t a l .
rn S [11',] : Cl n rol UJ i /If, t l' U iTI 0 n t for l' he 8 X pe1'.-i In e n t 21 1 i s to
Ini.crllDtional :J. o. Duanturn Chemistry, Syl1lpuc:>iu
no. 3, part 2,
~ICn[], p. ~c9fJ-S12.
Fig u r c: ~) UJ a s .i n s p:i. ,() d bye' s i mi J. art. e n tat i v G e f fur t b y Col i n Ch err y
to relate comfTlUnic:ltion equiprnorlt (radio, TV, press, et.c.) to
p3ych~-soclal qualtities.
See:
World Communic3tion, threat or
promise?
[\]euJ York, \;Ji18Y, 1971, p. 53.
Dec,;n Brown and ]1..Jal LE3UJis.
The process of conceptualizaLiort;
some fundufTl8ntal p~incipl~s of learning useful in teaching with
or without the pur'icipation of computers.
EducaLional Policy
f\ 1", sea r c h Ce n t f] r, S C:J n ford ri fJ sea r chI n s t. i t u to, ~'18 111 Cl, Par k ,
CCl 1 i fur n i. a. p. 1 6 _J Cl •
C.S. Peireo.
Collr:cted PapE;I'Sj editeci by Cj Hc'lI'tshorne and
P. ~J 8 i ss.
Ha l' \J a I' dUn i \1 8 r sit y, 19 :5 3, v 0 1. i v. c i t e cl by:
fl. 83ttersb/.
lhl; f\pplicat.ion of iconic principles to the
dEsign of a probJel1 sfJlvilH] system fOl pf~ychCllogical research
and of value for mrnagement training. In: Computer Graphics 170.
BruneI IJniversitj, 1970.
C. P Cl t ri_ c k Mer 8 rH Lt "
Se F1 ,j n ti c :T1 at r ice s •
In: Pro c e 8.d i n 9 S 0 f t h 8
I n t ern ~.l t i Cl n a 1 Con f i; n:: r'1 C 13 (j r1 S c i e n t i f i C I n for rn a t j 0 n, Uash i n 9 ton ,
19~,8,
\:Jushington, I'JaLilJil'':11 Acadsmy of SciFmc(~fj/rJational HC'SBdICh
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter deliberately attempts to take a somewhat dif·
ferent approach to the much-debated question of human needs and
to the related debate on human values. It is less concerned with
which specific needs should be selected as a basic set and more with
the constraints on the formulation of a viable set. In particular, it is
concerned with the lack of consensus on a need set even within
self-selected groups and the time spent on establishing distinctions
that are not necessarily comprehensible to a wider circle.
There is a weakness in the debate process. The nature of the
debate of needs that we have (and its associated confusion) implies a
learning process on our part-if consensus is achieved. But whatever
the conclusions arrived at, they have to be presented to others, thus
presumably imposing an equivalent learning process on others. And
the amount of time required to clarify such an issue within an.
"informed" group is a measure of the confusion that will continue
to surround the subject prior to any learning process-since each
generation comes to it afresh, and deliberate attempts will continue
to be made to exploit the confusion.
The emphasis here is therefore not on need definition but on the
framework within which a need set is defined. This leaves the definition process open, rather than aiming for closure and thus stifling
alternative reconceptualizations. Hopefully by focusing on the framework more can be understood about relationships both between
needs and between the highly diverse perceptions of needs. This
should provide a support for the debate, as well as a degree of order,
without attempting to settle detailed problems that may not in fact
need to be settled.
Many of the points made somewhat briefly in this chapter have
been examined at much greater length in a more general paper that
does not make specific reference to needs or values. 1

STRUCTURED NEED FIELD
It is usual to assume that needs exist in isolation from one
another with well-defined boundaries between them. This neglects
the process of need identification that separates out the need in a
manner determined by the individual's perceptual processes. The
boundaries are imposed. It also neglects another important factor in
the process of applying a verbal wrapping or label to the bounded
need. Namely, that particularly in this domain, words are highly
ambiguous (and increasingly so, the more sectors and cultures
involved) and do not contain or exhaust the meaning of the need
identified. At best they can serve as pointers. In the light of these
remarks it is appropriate to start from the assumption of a need field
within which what can be distinguished as needs are in fact woven
together in a "seamless web." Johan Galtung makes the point that
"A list of needs looks like a list of components. The question is:
what is the whole that has been subdivided to deliver that list, and
what, if anything, has been lost in the process.,,2
Clearly, the key question is whether this need field has any structure. 3 Without discussing specific needs, suppose that there is consensus in favor of a two-need set. Implied in this decision is the
notion that the two needs are (see Annex 1)
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1. Independent but mutually relevant-namely, that they are
compatible. The one is not meaningful without the other. The
two constitute a complete set.
.
2. Of the same logical type, making contributions of the same
kind to the bet as a whole.
.
3. Of distinctive character.
Two problems arise in attempts to understand the structure of
need fields.
1. There is decreasing probability of consensus on a need set as
the number of needs included increases. In the first instance it
is unlikely that a 500-need set or even a lOO-need set would be
formulated. Second, its viability as an ordering factor in knowledge and social change would be low. It would not attract
significant support for any length of time. There is a very
marked tendency to formulate need sets containing only a
limited number of needs (e.g., four to ten).
2. Even where the number of needs is low, there is considerable
variation in the needs included in such need sets, depending on
the context within which consensus is achieved. Part of the
problem derives from confusion over the boundaries to the
meanings associated with word labels for portions of the need
field. Part derives from different degrees of sensitivity to different portions of the need field.

OUTLINE OF A METAMODEL 4

Some evidence is available that indicates that the probability
of inclusion of N terms in a set of this kind bears a close relationship
to the form of the relative abundance curve for isotopes (see Figure
12-1).5 The peaks in the curve indicate more stable configurations.
There is strong evidence that this stability is based upon favored
geometrical configurations governing the three-dimensional arrangement of spheres to form a compact whole. It has been argued that
there is at least some probability that such "packing constraints"
would govern the preferred ordering of concepts in the mind, given
man's seeming inability to comprehend within a four-dimensional
framework. 6
From this it would follow that there is a greater probability of a
viable need set being formulated with certain numbers of needs
rather than with others, although this probability would decrease
with an increase in the number of needs. This raises the question of
how to explore such viable sets and the dynamics resulting from
formulation of a less viable set.
The following procedure gives a way of predicting and ordering
the multiplicity of perceived needs. First, in the case of "human
needs," in how many ways can needs be distinguished by subdividing
the set?
Two-Level Distinction. The set may, for example, be split into
two subsets, but in how many ways may this be done in a particular
case? Depending on the level at which the distinction is made, there
may be one, two, three, four, or N recognized two-level distinctionsnamely, the most fundamental distinctions and successively less
fundamental levels of distinction. Clearly these are not unrelated,
since the less fundamental distinctions are regrouped in distinctions
at more fundamental levels. For example, at the level at which only
four distinctions can be recognized, the regrouping would tend to
bear a relationship to the level at which only eight distinctions are
made
(by regrouping pairs of distinctions). On initial examination of _
.' . .... --. .-:t-_.____
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Relative Abundance

2

Atomic Number
Figure 12-1. Indication of Progressive Decrease in Relative Abundance of Isotopes of Increasing Atomic Number.

all such two-level distinctions, there would tend to be some confusion as to the level to which they should be allocated in order that
the most fundamental should not be embedded in a set of less
fundamental distinctions. The probability of any particular two-level
distinction being advocated as most fundamental is likely to be
higher, the greater the number of possible distinctions at that level.
(Namely, it is less likely that the more fundamental two-level distinctions would be .recognized.)
On the other hand, this tendency is counterbalanced by the lower
stability, viability, and acceptability of the less fundamental distinctions. Over longer periods of time they are meaningful to fewer
people and are of less value to the ordering of perceptions, however
vigorously the use of any particular one may be advocated.
In sorting out the level to which each two-level distinction belongs,
reference may be made to the pattern of relations between the
various distinctions at that level in the light of the underlying qualitative characteristics of the number associated with that level (see
below).
Three-Level Distinction. The set may, however, be split into
three subsets. As before, it is a question of the number of ways in
which this may be done in a particular case. The argument above
applies again.
N-Level Distinction. Clearly the argument may be generalized
for N-level distinction, although, in the light of earlier arguments, N
is unlikely to exceed about 10.
Now the procedure adopted to clarify the ordering at any particular N-level effectively clarifies the nature of the most fundamental
distinction for N = 2, 3, 4 ... N. This in turn provides an ordered
configuration of aspects that exemplify the nature of the original
totality (Le., N = 1)~ that was exp!ored by su~division. Since tl;te di~=-_ . _~_
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tinctions are made and labeled with words, it is vital to recognize
that the result of the exercise is an approximation. Closure is not
possible, for th(' future will necessarily develop a better sense of the
significance of such fundamental needs. In addition, within whatever
context this is performed, the result as a whole is colored by the
constraints of that context. The resulting order only reflects a larger
or smaller aspeet of a more comprehensive series of meanings that
could have arisen if a wider range of inputs had been incorporated.
In addition to proceeding by subdivision, clarification concerning
a named need may be sought by determining that it may be considered to be a part.
Two-Level Combination. The set may, for example, be paired
with one other Ret to form a two-element set. But in how many ways
may this be done in a particular case, given that the pairing cannot be
arbitrary but must be based on some aspect of the quality associated
with the number 2? Such combinations could be ordered and clarified as suggested by the previous section.
Three-Level Combination. The set could be grouped with two
other sets to form a three-element set. As before, it is a question of
ordering the ways in which this may be done to clarify the many
possible aspects of the superordinate set.
N-Level Combination. Again the argument may be generalized,
although it is unlikely, as before, that the total in the resulting set
would exceed about ten. In this procedure it may well be that
particular combinations are not meaningful or useful. Clearly it
becomes increasingly difficult, as N increases, to integrate the original
set into a combination. But at any stage, a further procedure may be
adopted to identify the successive elements of N - 1, N - 2 . . .
N - M combinations. This clarifies the aspects of the nature of the
more fundamental superordinate sets (where N - M = 1) that may
underly any given set.
Comment
Both procedures ensure that any given set is embedded in a context.
In the first case, this is in relation to alternative (or more superficial)
possibilities. In the second, it is in relation to more fundamental
possibilities.
By such procedures a particular set is tested and refined in a
manner that should establish the constraints on its meaningfulness
and communicability to those who-in contrast to the set's vigorous
advocates-may be sensitive to other aspects of the context in which
it is embedded. The procedures necessarily highlight the extremely
limited value of dependence on the univocal, unambiguous meaning
of any words (in definitions) used to label such sets or their elements.
It shouid be stressed that, in contrast to the usual competitive
preoccupation, the concern is not with establishing any particular set
as the most valid. Rather, it is to give some understanding of the
probability that any such set will be advocated, perceived as valid, or
widely comprehended and communicated. At the same time it supplies a context for elucidating the meaning underlying whatever
marks (words, numbers, codes, etc.) are used to identify a set and its
elements.
Contrary to widespread assumption, formulation of a N-term set is
not without its "side effects." It is fairly obvious, for example, that a
two-term need set establishes a dynamic both for those who concep.JlJ.~i~~U!.!>..Q!lt needs and for those involved in any inst~tutionalization

---
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in response to them. In this case the dynamic arising from the dyad
would have any or all such dyadic qualities, as active-passive, rightwrong, we-they, dominant-subordinate, conflict-eomplementarity,
and so on. Namely, the very choice of a two-term need set establishes
the nature of the dynamics surrounding its use (e.g., between two
agencies or professions, each responsible for one of the needs and
consequently competing for resources). It is equally obvious that
promulgation of a one-term set (e.g., the need) gives rise to another
kind of dynamic. It is, however, much less obvious what kinds of
dynamics tend to be associated with sets of a larger number of terms.
Like it or not, certain interaction qualities are built in by choice of
the number of set elements. If ignored, they will erode or completely
undermine the effectiveness of any action based upon them. They
define the problem by which an N-term-based initiative will be
counteracted or nullified.
NUMBER-CODED NEED SETS

In investigating the implications of the above points, it
emerged that the fundamental attributes isolated at this level of
concern were ultimately related to the qualities associated with
certain numbers. In fact the use of numbers to "code" such qualities
gave a much less ambiguous means of representing them than via
words with their many polysemantic associations. The problem,
however, is one of comprehending the qualities involved, given the
widely recognized inability to get beyond dyadic thinking.
The above outline suggests a way of deriving a well-ordered range
of needs whose characteristics would be exemplified by the qualities
associated with the number coding. This would be based upon the
identification of a "primary" need (one term) and a "secondary"
need (two term) to establish the series for which higher terms would
be increasingly difficult to identify.
Because of their verbal ambiguity, such needs would be identified
as a "fuzzy concept" having "something to do with":

One-Term: wholeness, identity, boundedness of the human being.
Clearly this could focus (depending on the preference of the set
creator)
• on the biophysical level, leading to a series concerned with the
conditions for a viable biological animal (a necessary precondition for any "human" characteristics);
• on the psychological level, leading to a series concerned with
the condition for a viable psychological being. And-"-_
in ..this
one-"----_._term case, R. D. Laing's concern with ontological insecurity is
relevant. 7

Two-Term: polarity, duality of the human being.
• on the biophysical level, this would imply the need for exposure
to such conditions as heat-cold, light-dark, up-down, and so on
as a basic environmental stimulus in terms of which biological
processes can be ordered (cl. the consequences of sensory
deprivation);
• on the psychological level, this would imply the need for
dualistic stimuli such as a sense of pleasure-pain, we-they,
approval-disapproval, and so on as basic stimuli for the orderly
development of the "human" being.
Carrying such series on to three or more terms is a challenging exercise in view of the difficulties of comprehension. One attempt that
__ ~.<>~d b~ adapte<:!._~() a human needs series is illustrated in Annex 1.

---------,-
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Such an approach would seem to identify primary needs that are
so basic that they are not usually considered in the human needs
debate. The intermediate terms in the series should cover those conventionally included in such sets, whereas the higher terms should
identify much more subtle needs that are usually ignored for that
reason. 8
There is a tantalizingly elusive relationship to the current techniques for investigating and representing macrodynamics. This is
itself interpreted in terms of catastrophe theory-namely, the theory
of the transitions of attractors (macrons) in a phase space, which is
the basis of the geometry of macrons as it has developed so far. 9 The
interesting question is what macron patterns the mind chooses to
recognize under different circumstances. The ramifications of this
question are discussed elsewhere,lo and it is interesting that the same
authors are cited by Erich Jantsch in considering the archetypal
implications of the decomposition of a whole in relation to modes of
learning, evolution of consciousness, and methods of inquiry.u For
example, von Franz, a Jungian scholar, states of the time-bound
qualities of the first four numbers:
one comprises wholeness, two divides, repeats, and engenders symmetries,
three centers the symmetries and initiates linear succession, four acts as a
stabilizer by turning back to the one as well as bringing forth.observables
by creating boundaries, and so on. 12

Jantsch notes that it is the transitions between these four basic
qualities that symbolize how a gestalt system maintains its nature (to
comprehension?) in the presence of many temptations to become
fonnalized. And it is the first step from one to two that constitutes
the "original sin" of formal division which, according to Pankow,
"separates the two sides of complementarities and treats them as
identities."13 He relates this to the work of Spencer Brown and
concludes:
therein lies a formal justification for the ultimate complementarity of the
search without (in the physical world) and the search within (in our own
experience), "for what we approach, in either case, from one side or the
other, is the common boundary between them.,,14

RELATIONSHIP TO EXISTING
NEED SETS

In order to clarify the nature of this approach, it is appropriate to consider some examples of need sets. Carlos Mallmann, for
example, has produced a table of need categories in Chapter 2,15
This makes the following four-term distinctions:
existence/living
co-existence/co-living

growth
perfection

which group the following eight-tenn distinctions:
subsistence
security
belongingness

esteem
development
renewal

transcendence
maturity

He also redefines the same need field in terms of nine-term
distinctions:
maintenance
protection
love

understanding
self-reliance
recreation

creation
meaning
synergy
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Johan Galtung (Chapter 3) has, on the other hand, produced a list of
"basic human needs" that at the four-term level appears as:
security
welfare

identity
freedom

He also chooses to distinguish more specific needs within each such
category (as indicated by the numbers in parentheses), making a
total of twenty-eight needs.
As is to be (~xpected, there are various kinds of overlaps between
the Mallmann and Galtung versions. Comparison is, of course, difficult because the meaning of the terms is necessarily elusive and there
is no means of cross-checking the adequacy of mutual comprehension, however precise the verbal definition. Furthermore, Katrin
Lederer makes the point that
as needs are theoretical constructs, any researcher's notion of even general
categories of human needs is dependent on his or her perception and thus
dependent on her or his value system. Therefore, any categorical system of
needs is in principle as "good" as the next one. There is no logical criterion
for deciding that any system is more complete than others. IS

There are therefore two problems to be faced: (1) comprehension
and communication of the meaning of each term; and (2) comprehensiveness or completeness of the need set. These are even more
challenging if one requires of the above authors to each define their
need sets at the two-term level, regrouping the four-term elements. In
the case of Mallmann, this might be achieved with "being" (Le.,
existence with coexistence) and "becoming" (Le., growth with
perfection).
At this level of abstraction, however, the adequacy of comprehension of such terms must be constantly called into question-even
more so were the one-term level to be approached through this
framework, leading perhaps to the term "life" in its richer sense. This
is the need field labeled as a continuity to which other labels may
also be applied, each clarifying an aspect of the human need at this
level of abstraction. Paradoxically, the richer the sense of a one-term
need set, the less "operational" it becomes in the conventional
context. (The converse is, of course, also true.) Were the accent to be
placed on "survival," the task might appear less problematic. The
question must always be how narrow or limited is the concept of the
need associated with the label, for clearly the more inclusive the
concept, the greater the convergence between "life" and "survival,"
for example.
The completeness of the set may be tested, as suggested above, by
asking of any need term (1) how it might be subdivided into subsets;
and (2) with what it might be combined to constitute a superordinate set. The question is, What is the need (set) with which a given
need (set) can be combined in order to enrich the significance
conveyed by the individual term labels used and to render comprehensible the more abstract (fundamental, subtle) need set of which
they are an articulation? And what alternative subordinate sets of
needs can be identified to challenge and deepen superficial comprehension of any particular set of need terms?
It is interesting to explore the relationship between Mallmann's
four-term and eight-term sets and the shift in significance in moving
to the nine-term set. The whole question of the status of needs
repressed fr~Ill~!-~p.~:x.~~~~d in) such need sets requires careful
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exploration. It is too early to accept the judgment that it is only a
question of the individual's predeliction and his ability to sway
others to his viewpoint.
NEED REPRESENTATION:
ANTIQUATED, PREMATURE,
AND UNEXPRESSED NEEDS
It may be useful to think of the question in terms of a rubber
sphere whose surface represents the continuity of the human need
field. Each individual distorts such a sphere in a different manner,
creating "continents" of expressed needs projected beyond the
equilibrium mean position and intercontinental "troughs" of unexpressed needs below that mean. The topography may be expected to
change over time in response to the individual's changing understanding of his short· and long-term circumstances and priorities.
Furthermore, the "resilience" of the sphere may be expected to
ensure that, over a sufficient spread of cultures or period of time,
each need will be expressed or represented.
This representation fails to clarify the tricky normative question
of needs that "should be" positively valued by society. It is doubtful
whether the highly charged issue of the positive systemic function of
negatively valued needs in a dynamic, evolving society could be
examined at this time-either (1) as a corrective to the misuse of
satisfiers of needs positively valued by society, or (2) as a trigger to
provoke collective social recognition of hitherto ignored needs. 16
This raises the question of how needs may be misunderstood or
perceived as irrelevant. How do we "discover" the unrecognized
needs of the past? What are the articulated "basic human needs" of
the year 2050 that we are now unable to recognize as significantand why is that so? Using the metaphor of a food diet, are there
psychosocial "trace element" needs the consequences of whose
nonfulfillment take some time to manifest and are, by definition,
difficult to detect other than by the obscure symptoms of their
absence?
Why is it that both Mallmann's and Galtung's need lists stress the
needs of the individual and ignore the social systemic effects on the
individual of the attempt to fulfill those needs? They list the needs
that can be associated with positive ("growth facilitating") feedback
loops, presumably on the assumption that negative ("growth constraining") feedback loops are not, or at least should not be, associated with needs. Then at what level are they to be taken into
account? If such constraints are considered to be societal rather than
human
needs, .- then this opens the door to all the distortion
and
..
._-- _._abuse to which Galtung has drawn attention once the individual is no
longer the measure of all things. (If they are labeled "responsibilities"
rather than needs, in order to shift them into a separate arena of
debate, then there is still a basic need for such responsibilities to be
fulfilled by the individual, thus reintroducing them into this debate.)
In most cases the identified needs reflect the current preoccupation with deconstraining the individual, as with the adolescent
attempting to throw off the paternal and maternal scaffolding of
family life. But they do not contain any element of the self.
constraint needed by the adult in a bounded society-unless generous
interpretations are given to some of the terms used.
The needs identified imply no limits to personal growth (con·
trasting sharply with the supposed limits to economic growth,
possibly ignored for a similar reason), although maturity in many
realms
is acknowledged as bdng associated with an appropriate
... ....,-----_.
~-~--~.--
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recognition, internalization, and structural use of limitations (e.g., .
artistic media, military strategy, Taoist philosophY,I7 design, etc.).
By failing to note the need for limitations as a catalyst for qualitative maturation, the implication is one of personal growth by quantitative "spread" (reinforcing analogous tendencies at the collective
level). There is, for example, no implication of a basic human need
for a self-imposed constraint on reproduction or for any other form
of self-discipline, including resource conservation. Because such a
constraint is not yet a well-articulated felt need, the individual (or
the following generation) engenders and is subsequently faced with
the social constraints arising from the lack of such self-constraint and
will emit the complaints (of a child expecting succour) that basic
human needs are not being fulfilled as completely as desired.
The confusion is most strikingly dramatized in the case of the
ultimate form of self-constraint-namely, death (as contrasted with
"life" in the previous section). Need lists tend to be linear and unidirectional in ignoring the cyclic significance of aging and death as the
necessary counterparts of growth and birth, almost implying a static
childlike belief in eternal youth and everlasting life (in an endless
summertime). This would be an immediate demographic disaster. In
the light of the current image of man, there is a basic human need for
gradual aging and the eventual death of the individual, whether

1. Suddenly, as an intrinsic feature of some sports (climbing,
motor racing, etc.), where it is only by total personal risk that a
vital sense of reality is achieved (directly or vicariously, misplaced or not), or as associated with any form of heroism, itself
a vital focus of drama in every culture;
2. As a consciously perceived climax of a life lived and ,developed
to its fulle~t extent (cf. the death of Tagore, Aurobindo, Jung,
etc.), in which age is felt to be a consequence and a measure of
experience;
3. As a merciful relief for those acknowledging exhaustion at
conditions they consider impossible to overcome meaningfully
(cf. the euthanasia and suicide issues and the associated
embarrassment); or
4. As a basic necessity in a bounded society enjoying the unconstrained reproductive process and its fruits, but with limited
resources and currently dependent on death for role renewal
and social change (even in so-Called revolutionary societies).
Further exploration would probably show how it is such blindspots in the perceived need set of a culture or an era that define very
precisely the problems by which it will be challenged or destroyed.
(This is also true of the development cycle of the individual per·
sonality.) Such problems become the vehicle for the expression of
the ignored needs. In this way, for example, warfare, illness, and
famine have been tacitly used by societies as a way of allowing the
level of their populations to be controlled. Despite efforts to avoid
this path, an alternative has not been located, and many have articulated the consequences to be anticipated in the near futme.
An approach to these questions is by focusing on the possible
"distortions" of some "conceptual surface" that is used to represent
the complete range of needs. 18 Some kinds of distortion may favor
recognition of grosser, cruder, or more selfish needs, obscuring the
subtler needs that are only to be fully recognized by the future. A
focus on such a surface might· also clarify possibilities for "displacing" the focus of a need-a need to dominate focused on people
may perhaps be usefully displaced onto one's own emotions or
thC!:ughts
.
.
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If there are criteria for distinguishing between more and less
complete sets of perceived human needs, these are likely to emerge
from the constraints on the representation of such sets, if they are to
be comprehensible as sets of interrelated needs. This has been discussed elsewhereY It may be that the Galtung-Mallmann type of
"deconstraining" need set should be balanced by a corresponding set
of "constraining" needs (possibly on a one-to-one basis). The models
discussed here facilitate exploration of this question.
NEED REPRESENTATION: LISTS
AND MATRIXES 20

Clearly the most favored representations of a total set of
human needs are the list and the table-matrix. However, both conceal
the questi~l!_<>.tc9!!1E~~~Emess,as noted below.
A list does not order the relationships between its elements except
in relation to nested sublists or in the case of a list in series form.
This does not imply that such relationships are lacking, merely that
they cannot be reflected in the list form. Note that a list is in fact a
series of "points," but it is not necessary to conceive of it as such.
The points could be represented as areas on a surface. It is only in
the matrix that the manner in which the total area is cut up becomes
explicit.
The cells of a matrix may be thought of as subarE;las of the area
representing the totality that the matrix attempts to reflect. The
subareas are, of course, positioned with respect to column and row
commonalities. It is now interesting to ask why the area is bounded
in such a limiting manner, for the rectangular or square form is one
of the simplest. It provides a (paned) "window" through which the
totality may be perceived. But it raises questions about the "wail" in
which the window is set and the position of the observer in relation
to the observed on the other side of the window.
Now to the extent that the matrix is complete in its coverage,
there really should not be any "wall." The matrix should in such
cases in effect "wrap around" the observer; ail is window and
nothing is implicit, unexplicated, or excluded. If this is not so, then
the wall should be conceived as wrapping around the observer,
possibly with other windows corresponding to other partial views of
the external totality to which the observer may turn his attentiqn.
From this point of view the conventional two-dimensional matrix
raises the question of the conceptual significance of crossing the
encompassing boundary. It seems irrational and unmeaningful because the wall is unrecognized. There is almost a flavor of danger of
"falling over the edge," as sailors feared with the early "flat earth"
models.
If it is assumed that the matrix is complete, thEm it should be
possible to represent it without such an arbitrary external boundary.
If the external boundary is eliminated, then the matrix takes the
form of a closed surface (wrapped around the observer). By what
procedure can a two-dimensional matrix be so modified, and to what
does it give rise?
Consider a two-by-two matrix. The simplest symmetrical figure
that retains the same number of areas is the tetrahedron. It provides
four "windows" on the external universe for any observer positioned
within.
The continuity of surface area of the three-dimensional figure
emphasizes any functional continuity between the aspects associated
with the individual subareas or facets (the "panes"). But at the same
time,_iL<!!~~~aj;1&I1tion to __tl}~~ont!.t.!"';t~~i~s between the areas
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associated with the edges. They are not smooth transitions but are
marked by sharp angles. It may then be asked (if reality is continuous in contrast to our conceptions thereof) whether such a
representation suggests others that would reflect a lesser degree of
discontinuity between aspects. And indeed there are, for the greater
number of symmetrically disposed surface areas ("panes"), the larger
the angle between adjacent areas and the closer the approximation to
a continuous surface-namely, a spheroid.
However, the greater the number of distinct areas (whatever they
signify), the more difficult it is to comprehend the totality with any
precision. The patterning of the surface area may be readily scanned,
but it is only through the "distorted discontinuities" of the simpler
and most unspherical figures that it may be grasped to any degree
(e.g., those corresponding to the simpler matrixes). A compromise
may be considered, however. Even a tetrahedron may be projected
onto a circumscribed sphere. This cuts up the surface of the sphere
into four (spherically) triangular areas. More complex figures would,
of course, result in more complex patterns on the surface of the
sphere.
The challenge is to maintain continuity, but the realities of the
discontinuities between extant conceptual frameworks may suggest
that any such goal is idealistic. Disturbing factors are:
1. Unequal development: Clearly, a particular cell of a matrix
may itself be broken down into more subcells than is yet
possible with its neighbors. Such differences would be reflected in the surface patterning of the associated sphere. (The
intermediate three-dimensional figure would naturally be
asymmetrical to a corresponding degree.)
2. Gaps: Assuming that the original matrix was incomplete to the
extent of missing one row, for example, then its "presence"
could be indicated by an appropriate number of (shaded) areas
on the surface of the sphere-if their "absence" from the total
pattern had been remarked, of course.
3. Zones: Assuming that originally there were two or more unrelated matrixes that each encompassed aspects of the reality
to which an observer could be sensitive, then their representation on the sphere surface would give rise to patterned noncontiguous zones separated by unmarked (shaded) areas
reflecting the discontinuity between them. (The rules for
projecting the plurality of intermediate three-dimensional
figures onto the surface would be more complex than before.)
The manner in which these disturbing factors are handled indicates
the freedom associated with this representational approach. Clearly
distinct mairixes either could give rise to distinct spheres or could be
incorporated onto a single sphere as noncontiguous zones (case 3).
On the other hand, the possible articulation into many nested levels
of a particular cell in a matrix (case 1) could be handled by representing the latter on a separate sphere if the totality of its special
perspective needed to be stressed. List elements, represented by areas
(see above), could be disposed around the surface of a sphere on the
basis of a projection of a three-dimensional figure with the appropriate number of sides. If the list was not "complete," then gaps in
the spherical surface would be required (case 2).
NEED REPRESENTATION: PATTERNS
OF CONTIGUITY

In a matrix it is clear how the cells relate to one another.
Once the boundary is eliminated, however, the question of what is
____<::<!lIlti~uoust~ v;hat is raised. Also, in a two-dimensional matrix there
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are two types of contiguity (row and column) between cells. But,
considering the simple example of a two-by-two matrix transformed
into a tetrahedral surface, the validity of juxtaposing areas may be
questioned.

Enantiodromia: A strong objection that may be made to juxtaposing
cells at opposite boundaries of a matrix is that they obviously
reflect extreme poles of distinction. And yet there is much to
suggest the illtimate relationship of extremes. 21 Whether it is the
French phrase "les extremes se touchent," traditional Chinese
concept of the continuous transformation from yin to yang and
vice versa, or the classical Greek dramatic notion of enantiodromia,
in all cases there is a functional continuity that the matrix form
conceals. On the other hand, the matrix itself may be missing
rows and/or columns, in which case juxtaposition would be
inappropriate.
Valency: In a two-dimensional matrix, all cells have a valency of
four (neglecting the boundary question discussed above). The
better known three-dimensional closed figures may have surface
elements of valency three, four, five, six, eight, and ten, and
although not all combinations are possible, this implies a greater
richness than can be adequately captured by a matrix and a richness whose continuity is maintained in its projection onto a
spherical surface.
Linkage lines: In a two-dimensional matrix, the links between cells
of the same row or column are clear. Such strings of areas may
also be present on the three-dimensional closecCfigure, although
partial strings .are then also feasible.
Matrix projection: Although it is acceptable to portray a map of the
globe as a "matrix" of latitude-longitude cells, despite the distortion, a less distorted representation is achieved by using other
projections that depart from the rectilinear mode. These clarify to
different degrees the time relationship between the areas as projected from the position of the observer. It is possible that representation of matrixes could benefit from being seen in this light.
Complementarity: In some matrixes, complementary pairs of cells
are evident. Such complementarity may be even more evident in
the symmetry of three-dimensional closed figures.
REPRESENTATION OF N-TERM
NEED SETS

In order to clarify and facilitate the process of exploration
advocated above, it is useful to look at the representational possibilities. This can be done in two or three dimensions (as indicated in
Annex 2). The latter constitutes a framework for richer insights and
signals more interesting constraints on the problem of identifying
"stable need sets."
These questions can be explored using the strut models of Annex
2 as a guideline. The struts may be conceived as "incompressible"
(or irreducible) needs. (An alternative set of insights may be obtained by treating each vertex as a need, allowing the struts to
signify counteraction or conflict between needs-especially between
"constraining" and "deconstraining" needs, as suggested above.)
But their relationship to each other must be governed by a tensional
network (of norms?) to avoid privileging any particular need or
allowing it any special freedom with respect to the others-for this
would ~~~rise_t~~_'~l.;lpbalanc~E"set of needs.
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On this basis (and in the light of the series presented in Annex 1),
consider the following:
One term: A one-term set is inadequate. Things are not that simple
or that static. Growth of the need (Le., the strut) has nothing to
restrain it.
Two term: A two-term set is also somewhat simple. The changing
(oscillating) relationships of the needs to one another can only
be stabilized hy using four tensions. The system is, however. too
abstract to tak(~ a form in 3-D.
Three term: Th(' new term transforms the polar dynamics into a
mediated system.
2-D: There are two ways of representing this in 2-D. One requires
"tieing" the needs (struts) directly to each other to form the
conventional triangle. Here no need can grow unrestrained unless
the two others grow with it. In the other form, one "end" of each
need is "tied" directly to one of each of the others; but this must
be stabilized with three tensions. Again, no need can grow unless
the whole systems grows. Both systems are, however, still too
abstract because in 3.D, raising a free need end collapses the
second system' or, in the case of the first, rotates two struts about
the third.
3·D: A stable structure can be formed in 3-D if twelve tensional
links are provided; it is not truly symmetrical, however, because
the struts cannot pass through the same central point. (Note: It
is relatively difficult to form this structure.)
N-term: No attempt will be made to interpret the significance of
each new term, since it is widely recognized that the four-term
situation and above pose problems of comprehension. 22 Annex 1
constitutes a guide, but an unsatisfactory one for that reason.
Use of the strut models may be considered trivial, but the assumption here is that this is not the case. In fact, it is suggested that they
provide the basis for a kind of "language" with which to discuss and
compare need sets. This language is only necessary, of course, if it is
assumed that the relationships between the needs (the need "pattern") merits as much attention as the sum of the needs taken in
isolation.
Clearly such a language would require much more detailed investigation to discover its strengths and weaknesses. But some of
the possibilities are as follows (see Annex 2):

2-D/3·D: The two·dimensional representation seems to indicate a
potential pattern, but the possibility of actualizing it as a viable
need set is only indicated by a stable three-dimensional strut
model.
Symmetry: The degree of symmetry seems to be a good indicator of
the overall equitability of the implied need pattern.
Strut length: The strut length in any given pattern may be considered
an indicator of the need strength. Since it has been assumed that
need patterns should be equitable, the lengths would tend to be
equal. The tension pattern may be conceived as compressing the
need struts to such an equitable pattern. Of special 'interest is the
possibility of nesting one such pattern within another, with only
tension links between them. In such a case, the scale at each level
may be assumed to be different-that is, a given length in the
smaller nested pattern may represent a need of much greater
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strength, given that each such a need pattern is stabilized or
balanced at its own level.
Tension length: The above remarks also apply to the tension lengths,
tentatively assumed to represent norms. Clearly, norms of different strengths should be associated with need patterns at different
levels; otherwise asymmetry and imbalance immediately arises. It
should be noted that the strut models very soon hit a constraint of
equal tension length as they increase in complexity. If this is relaxed, a large series of models can be produced with two types of
tension link differing in lengths by about 10 percent. At somewhat
greater complexity, the same is true for strut lengths.
Geodesic models: At a certain level of complexity, a large range of
models can be produced in which the struts and the tension links
become coterminous. The notion that needs and norms could
coincide under certain conditions is of great interestY
Angles: These seem to be an indicator of mutual relevance of significance. 24 Prior to the geodesic series, the angles between tension
link and strut are quite large, possibly signifying the stress of conflict between them.
Thresholds: As is indicated by Annex 2, different kinds of thresholds
are reached. New possibilities for interrelating needs in a stable
pattern emerge.
Explanations of this kind can only be an indication for possible
future work, some of which has already been envisagedjn more detail
in a related article. 25
IMPLICATIONS

The approach outlined above has the following implications:
Descriptive
1. A stress is placed on the holistic nature of need patterns, but
without losing ability to focus on specific needs.
2. Use of a strut model "language" helps to draw attention to
the ambiguity of verbal need descriptors that neither contain
nor exhaust that which they signify. This reduces the obligation to devote considerable debating time to establishing,
maintaining, and clarifying the boundaries of specific needs.
Specific definitions are not required.
3. The manner in which one need may impose limits on the satisfaction of others is clarified, particularly when needs cannot
be fulfilled simultaneously.
4. The nature of a complete need set becomes much clearernamely, how many needs are linked in what way. so that if
there is a desire to have an eight-need set or a twelve-need set,
the various possible patterns can be shown with some indication of what they are likely to be, given the kinds of need
selected. The relationship between need sets having different
numbers of needs is clarified.
5. The implications arising from incomplete or overcomplete
sets may be explored with greater ease.
6. The nature of need patterns and subpatterns (and their degree
of independence) is also clarified as an aid to discussion.
7. Indication is given concerning the possibility of redefining a
single need in terms of a pattern of less fundamental needs
that may be more easy to fulfill. To some degree need patterns may substitute for one another.
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Transformation and Growth

8. This approach implies and indicates alternative pathways
through alternative stages in need pattern elaboration-given
that there is an interlocking series of transfprmations between
the different configurations of the strut models (or the polyhedra on which they are based).
9. It brings out very clearly the nature of the succession of stages
of need patterns in any progress toward maturity, without
imposing any elitist interpretation on this. Each need pattern
is an indication of the predominant influences in a way of life.
If a need pattern can be complexified to new levels of stability and maintained there, this is an indication of development
and maturation in the style of life. This is, of course, only
possible if the most basic needs are satisfied in a balanced
manner.
10. The nature of the possible transformation of the need structures is highlighted in "progress" toward maturity or in
"regression" toward more simplistic need patterns. This discourages any concept of the most basic human needs as the
only pattern of needs; it points the way to more subtle patterns of needs.
11. In a less analytic manner, a concept of human growth is indicated that is not dependent on the rather suspect and overabused terminology currently available.
12. The approach distinguishes between (a) change in need patterns about an equilibrium point (namely within a particular
strut model); (b) growth to a new equilibrium pattern of need
(namely, as represented by a new strut model within the same
series); and (c) growth via an alternative pattern of need
(namely, as indicated by strut models of different patterns
but of equivalent complexity).
13. Transformation and growth clarify how development is a
problem of elaborating new and more appropriate need
patterns-namely, displacing cruder patterns, in which interneed conflict is more direct, by patterns in which it is more
indirect and better contained by the structure as a whole. Any
implication that development should eliminate needs (or related problems) should be questioned. (Most occupations, for
example, are associated with need fulfillment or with the
attack on, or defense against, problems. Models of a need-free
or a problem-free society have little credibility and have not
been successfully outlined, even in fiction. They are boring
and offer no challenges, and it is questionable whether they
are viable, even in the short term.) The focus should be more
on the displacement of problem-need patterns by "more
sophisticated" patterns, and the challenge is to determine the
nature of such potential patterns and their relationship to the
existing ones-and to avoid "regressing" to "more primitive"
patterns.
14. The approach avoids implying that a need set is definitive for
all time. A need set elaborated this year will not necessarily be
valid in five years time, particularly when an agreed set
quickly becomes institutionalized, resistant for further
modifications, or a vehicle for interinstitutional conflict;
hence, the value of incorporating the possibility and direction
of need set refinement in the need set by the manner in which
it is represented. This reduces the tendency of agreed need
sets to reinforce any simplistic style of organization. Adding,
modifying, or removing items does not change the hierarchical
pattern of simplistic need lists significantly, for it is at the
pattern level that the challenge lies.

I'II'HJfX

Isomorphism
15. A particular need pattern may be seen as having isomorphic
relationships to (a) the psychosocial development process
(given that the pattern is intimately associated with psychosocial processes of the individual); and (b) the pattern of
organization units whereby such processes can be maintained
and facilitated.
16. From the previous point, it seems clear that the conventional
structured list or hierarchy of needs is inadequate to thE' task
of representing the interrelationships between the needs as
they emerge under real conditions. Need "hierarchies" in
particular imply a real or hoped for "dominance" by a particular need. As such they lend themselves far too easily to
adaptation by the bureaucratic process. (Each need in the
structured list becomes the concern of a subsection of that
agency. The interlinkages between needs may then be conveniently ignored if they do not match the hierarchical
channels of the bureaucracy-or are only paid token attention.) The nature of need "dominance," if any, is thus totally
distorted. This is not true in the case of "tensegrity organizations," to which these need patterns should be isomorphic. 26
17. There is clearly an intimate relationship between "need pat·
terns," "value patterns," "problem patterns," and "patterns
of norms." A relationship between need and nQrm patterns
is identified by the strut models. Value patterns may usefully
be seen as those which "pull" the individual (on the "carrot"
principle)-namely, those to which he aspires. In contrast,
need patterns are those by which he is "pushed" or driven (on
the "stick" principle). Problem patterns may perhaps be conceived as distortions (away from symmetry) of the need or
value patterns. These distinctions should be further classified.
(N.B.: The assumption is made that the needs and values are
"positive." But to each positive set there is a "negative"
counterpart of. exploitative needs or values. Individuals and
societies oscillate between actions guided by the positive and
the negative sets.)

Representational Values of Strut Models
18. The form of representation appears to bear an isomorphic
relationship to the structure of the need relationship pattem. 27 As an iconic representation, it considerably facilitates
comprehension. An individual should be able to "get inside"
the representation (rather than be confronted with it) so as to
be able to associate to its elements and interrelate a complete
range of psychospiritual functions. As noted earlier, a twodimensional representation begs the question of what is
omitted and allows the observer to turn aside. If, however, the
observer places (or imagines) himself within such a threedimensional model, the configuration of its elements about
him goes far toward triggering a powerful influence on his
comprehension as a whole person (within a sort of threedimensional mandala).28
19. The emphasis on representation of the need pattern provides a
basis for implementation of any organized action. In the
absence of such a structured representation, the manner of
implementation is problematic and usually simplistic (ignoring
the interaction between needs in favor of unrelated actions on
each need).
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20. The form of representation is both new and culturally neutral
~o the extent possible. It avoids dependence on terms and
modes of understanding that require considerable background
and may themselves introduce miscomprehension, such as
text, films, matrixes, or mathematics (whether or not they are
used as alternatives). Having both analytic and holistic features, the form of representation appeals to both the right and
left"hemispheres of the brain.
21. The form of representation offers a support on which the
elements of different symbol systems may be "hung" to help
bring out their related features and clues about how needs
may be balanced. This may be particularly important as an
approach to a nonverbal, or at least nonanalytic, interaction
with non-Western cultures, with the media-and with those
disenchanted with the intellectual mode.
It is not recognized, when advocating or imposing the use of particular
sets (e.g., of values, needs, etc.), that in traditional societies these effec·
tively constitute functional substitutes for other sets or qualities repre·
sented by hierarehies .of gods or spiritual beings governing those qualities
(or some of them). The fundamental sets society now attempts to generate
are indeed designed to perform many of the regulatory functions pre·
viously ascribed to supernatural beings or potencies. Given the relative
rapidity with which sets are now formulated-compared to the long refine·
ment of a pantheon-it is not suprising if they are viewed as superficial,
"bloodless" and unrelated to the cultural refinement of the traditional sets
that has led to their meaningful representation (with nested levels of interpretation) through richly decorated beings and memorable tales exemplify.
ing their relationships.... 29

CONCLUSION

The merit of this approach lies in its holistic emphasis and
the lack of dependence on the identification of a particular set of
needs. By stressing the relationship between various need patterns, a
developmental feature is directly incorporated into the approach. A
specific need pattern is thus one of a series activated through human
and social development. This highlights the possibility of moving the
focus of attention from (1) simple need patterns (within which the
interneed dynamics are necessarily simple, powerful, and highly
resistant to disturbance) to (2) more complex need patterns (within
which the powerful dyadic dynamics are distributed throughout the
pattern and therefore become more susceptible to handling at a
multiplicity of points). Clearly, further work (now in progress) is
required to explore what kinds of needs emerge in patterns of different levels of complexity.
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ANNEX I : EXAMPLE OF AN
ELABORATION or A
NUMBER-BASED SEQUENCE
OF SYSTEMS

The series below was developed by J. G. Bennett to replace
the Aristotelian and Kantian categories, with their dualistic characteristic. His definitions of systematic features are given this annex.
The characteristics given here summarize the extensive descriptions
of Bennett. 30
Comprehension of the systems proceeds in a definite sequence,
given their order of emergence into awareness and the minimum
number of terms required to exemplify their attributes. Only twelve
systems are identified here, although systems of any number of
terms may be considered in order to encompass whatever degree of
concreteness one is capable of grasping. The limitation is one of
understanding.
A particular system never exhausts the possibility of description
and comprehension, for whatever number of terms is reached, some
degree of abstraction remains, and additional terms must be admitted
in order to move toward a greater concreteness. Growth in understanding requires recognition of the representational power of
successive systems and a deepening appreciation of their significance.
As implied here and as stressed in the main text, Bennett's word
labels and comments are only indicative and do not encompass or
exhaust the meanings to which they refer. Their indicative power
may be severely eroded by irrelevant polysemantic associations and
increasingly so for the three-term case and above. Conversely, the
richness of meaning in a given case is indicated by the symbol complexes that cultures produce to exemplify such systems. The symbols
may facilitate a better intuitive grasp of each symbol as a whole, in
contrast to the fragmented comprehension resulting from the following descriptions presented as linear text.
-_..

~--~_.--

One-Term Representation and
Comprehension ("Wholeness")
Systemic attribute: universality. Term designation: totality. Term
character: diversity in unity.
Any situation to which we direct our attention is a monad, but
some exemplify the systemic attribute of universality more strongly
than others. The monadic character of the universe as a totality is
present in all its parts. Wholeness is universal and omnipresent but
relative; it may be transformed into identity. The combination of
confused immediacy and the expectation of finding an organized
structure gives the monad a progressive character; it is what it is, but
it holds the promise of being more than it appears to be.
Aspects of wholeness: unity, coherence, togetherness, complete_
ness, order, organization.
Two-Term Representation and
Comprehension ("Polarity")

Systemic attribute: complementarity. Term designation: poles. Term
characters: positive, negative. Connectivity: force.
Any pair of terms between which both connection and disjunction
are recognized, although few pairs stand in more than weak opposition to one another or with more than insignificant connection.
Through polarity, everything is in a state of strain, which polarity
itself can do nothing to relieve. It gives rise to force, which may be
transformed into direction. It can neither show how oppositions arise
nor how they may be resolved. Its closure is not that of completeness.
Aspects of polarity: active-passive, pleasant-unpleasant, likedislike, apd so forth.
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Three-Term Representation and
Comprehension ("Relatedness")
Systemic attribute: dynamism. Term. designation: . i~~ulses. 'I'~rm
characters: 1, aHirmation; 2, receptivity; 3, reconclhatlOn. Conne~
tivities (first ord(~r): acts (1-2, generation; 2-3, consent; 3-1, d.eelsion). Connectivities (second order): actions (1-2-3,. expanslOn;
1-3-2, interaction; 3-2-1, freedom; 2-1-3, concentratlOn; 2-3-1,
identity; 3-1-2, order).
Every dynamic structure has the form of a triad, an.d th~ three
independent impulses found are those to which all ~elatlOnshlPs are
reducible. Such relatedness may be transformed into mteraction. The

triad shows how acts enter into the structure of the world and resolve contradictions.
Four-Term Representation and
Comprehension ("Subsistence")
Systemic attribute: activity. Term designation: source. Term characters: motivational (1, ground; 2, goal); operational (3, direction; 4,
instrument). Connectivities (first order): interplays.
Subsistence is the limitation of existence within a framework and
may be transformed into maintenance. The tetrad specifies an event.
It is the form of all activities that lead to a change of order and as
such is inherently inflexible. Its very nature is to be an activity of
transformation. Its lack of central emphasis allows activity to be
studied as ordered diversity, but prevents the association of the
activity with a particular entity. Indeed, it does not allow for the
existence of separate entities.
Five-Term Representation and
Comprehension
("Potentiality")
_._-

Systemic attribute: significance. Subsidiary attributes: potentiality
and meaning. Term designation: limit. Term characters: 1, intrinsic;
internal limits (2, lower; 3, upper); external limits (4, upper; 5,
lower). Connectivities (second order): ten triads. Connectivities
(third order): five tetrads.
Meaning and potentiality must be added to activity, if the significance of a structure for itself (and for the totality that contains it) is
to be specified. Only then does a structure become a bounded
significant entity. Such entitites have limits of significant connectedness with the outer world and limits of connectedness with their
inner range of meaningful potentialities. Everything that exists has
potentialities for actualization that outstrip the relationships that it
can sustain within any concrete situation.
Six-Term Representation and
Comp'reh~nsion ("Repetition")

_

Systemic attribute: coalescence. Subsidiary attribu~es: recurrence,
progress, and self-realization; independence; form of events. Term
designation: law (governing the coalescence of events). Term character: 1, order; 2, expansion; 3, identity; 4, freedom; 5, concentration;
6, interaction. Connectivities (first order): steps.
Coalescence is understood as the property of structure whereby
significance acquires depth and enrichment and yet retains the
unique character associated with a particular event. The hexad, as
progressive cyclicity, is the system most appropriate for studying
structures in a .step-by-step process of realizing their significance as
events. It expresses the twofold character of creation and counter~
creation and also the movement of the entire process toward a goal.
Although potential energy can be stored up indefinitely, it can only
renew itself through the repetitive twofold action of a disturbing and
a restoring force. Success in action requires a balance between atten-
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tion to what actually is and what potentially might be; events con·
tinue to transform themselves even when their actualization is
completed. However, the hexad does tend to emphasize the separateness and isolation of such events from one another.
Seven-Term Representation and
Comprehension ("Structure")
Systemic attributf': transformation. Subsidiary attributes: structure,
history. Term designation: state. Term characters: 1, initiation; 2,
involvement; 3, separation; 4, harmonization; 5, insight; 6, renunciation; 7, completion. Connectivities (first order): intervals. Connectivi ties (second ord er): harmonies.
A structure is a self-regulating system capable of relatively independent existence. Such a system is no longer closed, and changes in
the environment accompany changes in the entity. A transformational superstructure is therefore provided by the heptad to reconcile
the self-realization requirement of the well-defined entity (namely,
the acquisition of new properties that were previously neither potential nor possible) and the dissolution of identity required for
integration as a part within a whole. A heptadic system is required
whenever there is change involving a real gain or loss in significance.
By such transformation, significant events are integrated into the
stream of ul1iver~ history.
Eight-Term Representation and
Comprehension ("Individuality")
Systemic attribute: completedness, organized totalities. Term designation: element. Term characters: active (1, summit; 3, atom; 5,
base; 7, totality); structural (2, states; 4, functions; 6, necessities; 8,
ideals). Connectivities (first order): components (dyads). Connectivities (third order): fields (tetrads). Connectivities (fourth order):
significant substructures (pentads).
Individuality (whether actualized or potential) is the source of
initiative residing in organiz~d-structures;it may be transforme-d into
endurance and is also a unique center of conscious subjective experience. The octad is able to represent organized structures and historical processes ranging in scale from unity to totality. Its value is
classificatory, interpretative, heuristic, and predictive. It is, however,
only applicable to structures organized in depth. _
Nine-Term Representations and
Comprehension ("Pattern ")
._---~

"

Systemic attribute: harmonization. Term designation: sources (3),
steps (6).
Experience would lose all coherence if there were not always
active sources of order residing in the patterns of organized structures. The ideal completion of the octad does not take into account
the uncertainty and hazard encountered in actual experience. The
ennead permits the representation of everyday working structures
(disturbed by impredictable environmental factors) in which harmony is established and maintained. The harmonization is dynamic
and indeterminate.
Ten-Term Representation and
Comprehension ("Creativity")
Systemic attributes: integrative complementarity.
In all experience there is evidence of a creative (pattern-generating)
activity that is not only the source of order but also the vehicle of
disorder-a polarity exemplified by the decad. At this level, several
sets of processes are able to compensate for one "another's defects
and produce an overall harmony that reacts on, and sustains, the
individual structure.
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Eleven-Term Representation and
Comprehension ("Domination")

Systemic attribute: synergism.
This is the highest form of relatedness and is the power, subject
only to the law of necessity, that reconciles order and disorder
through the agency of creativity. It provides the conditions for
mutual completion of structures of different kinds.
Twelve-Term Representation and
Comprehension ("Autocracy")

Systemic attribute: perfection.
The dodecad is significant as a master pattern for understanding
all total structures of the universe, because it is the first system in
which the main elements of experience can all be represented. It
combines dynamism and diversity or relativity and relatedness. It is
the culmination of the transformations whereby the structure of
existence is first disordered, then corrected, then redeemed, and
finally perfected. Autocracy is the primary affirmation by which all
possible experience is brought into existence whether as potential
pattern or the actual process of the universe. It is the element that
acts without dominating, wills without creating, and unifies all
possibilities.
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ANNEX 2: SUMMARY OF SYMMETRICAL
2 AND 3-DIMENSIONAL FORMS
A; 2·0IMEHSIONS tcl'c:ula, symmetry)
SI_bllll•. If 8 sQuare or pOlygon la mude fro'i\

B: 3-01"'£1<510N5 (opherlql oymmotryl
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thlllrtltor. unslableJ unlellb all the laCbl!l aHJ t1langular (aa In Ihe h,lr.."udran. octllheorOIl or
lC0811hodron). CBna"l counter8C{lflg conflguratlona 01 alruts and tenlilon elemtlnls lienaegrlty a.tructure!1} are &Idble without t1181IUU'
lar faces The resulting ntllwQfk 0' teO$/QO ele·
ments outlines the polyh&dral tOfm on whIch
the tensegnty structure IS, baled.

a 8bllY8 of atrutl which dellOlJ It", e<iUff6, amJ Lt
th(I'J.tI ,.Iwl, /lIIf8 connected bV flea,bl. JOlflh.
Ih~ Utllultlng Iluure can ~ du,torh.d and "1
Iharalore unalit!>!"'. To be IUlbltt a ahaptt mu',t
hrt\lliL! III 'b,el compoaed 0' InanUlsl Illtl8r,
Uul;illon I' (jonu with lonllon olumonle. It,e
Ih,po cannot bttt dlstOtted In 2·dlmliln&IOt,,).

but It I1 unatablb if

h"~

off the plant) .urlacu.

WITHOUT T~N610N £l.EMENT6

1 Strut end linked to M other enda; N Slrl.tls
enclose a volume.
1.1 Equal face. forming t. regular po4yhedra
N
6. tetrahedron lot Irlangles)
12. octahedron (8 tflQngles)
12, cube (8 $Quares)
30, icosanedron (20 tflanglSS)
30, dodecahedron (1 2 pentagons)

1. Struls linked end-to-end In ... ring .. palt~
wo; N struts enclose an
of rhe form of a
,egular pOlygon.

.r..

=

N;;;; 3. tnangle
4, square
5. pentagon

6, hexagon
7, heptagon

etc.
t.2 Equal face arrangement around each ..,er~
tex 1.2.1 forming 13 seml·tegulat poIvhedr'
N

=

18. truncated tetrahedron
24. cuboCtahedron

36, truncated octahedron
36, truncated cube
48, small rhomblcuboCtah~ron
50, lcos/dodecahedron

eo. snub cube

72, great rhomblcubOCtatledron

1.2.3 Slrut' linked end-tc"end In ,eve,al OVt;{-,

90, truncated lcosahedton
90, truncated dodecahedron
120, small rhomblcoslcJodecahedron

lapping (or Interweaving) .. ling .. pallurnr. tHlclo8lng an area of the form of regular polyg-

'*

on
N.

6, triangle. (2)
8, bQuarea (2)
O. tnanu1es (3)
to, penl,agon!i 12),

.tc.
-to

150, snub dodecahedron
180. ureat thomblCO~ldodecahedroll
1.22 tormlng laclally reyular prilma fl e not
spherlcally symmetrical I
IV -= 9, lnangular prism
t 2, square prlsm lId cube)
1~, ptifll~gonat pllt~rn

16, hu_agonal pllsm
21. hli'plagonal pll!:>m, etc.
, ,2 3 forming faCIally regular anhPflame (1.8.
not sphencatly symmelflcal)
N.. 6, tnangular antlpflsm (Ut. octahedron)
16, square anliptlsm
20. pentagonal 8nllprism
24. hexagonal anllpn~. etc.

~~
~-.~

1.3 UneqlJal face arrangement (regular face
only)
1.31 Portions of 1.t Of 1-:2.1 ft" forms)
1.3.2 JOining pOlyhedra Irom 1.1
Joining polyhedra Irom 1. t Of , .2.1 to
those from 1.3. t (15)
1.3.3 Joming polyhedra to those from 1.2.2
(26)

-to

1.3.4 JOIOlng polyhedra to those from 1.2.3
(111

1.3.5 SpeCial cases 18)
1.3.6 JOIning polyhedra from t .3. t aOO from
1.3.5118}
(N.B. These are not sphallcall~ aymmelnca').

1.4,

Cone.". re;ul., 'orm.

t.4.1 Elaborallon of cenlra! symmetry by
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1.4,2 ElabOratIon of cen.ral lI~mmerry b~
-lacellflQ _.

1.4 Concave fetlular forms
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WITH TENSION ELEMEtlTS
2. All ,trut5 pass (aPProximately) Ihrouqh
centre point; ends do nOllouch and are IinkJ?d
by tenSion elements (outlining 8 regular po'yg~
on).

N l& 2. square outlined
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-4. cube outlined. etc.
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N. 8, octahedron
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menls outhn" 8 r8~UI.r pOlyhedron
N. 6, tetnJhftdron
1'2. octahedron
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36. cube, "c.
4 SlnJt ends linked together to form • re~
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10 8 common central point
N. 3. Iflllngle
4, equar•. etc.
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pottem.
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o
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e 1 Slime polygonal shapes
6.2 Same polygonal shaoe alTangement about
each vertex

6.~ Various polygonal shape arrangemenf
abQul each vertex

7 Strut ends linked so as to nest one regular
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